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EDITORIAL: THE ARTS AND THE IMAGINATION
PHILIP SHERRA RD

During the last few centuries western society has so changed its
orientation that the links attaching us to our ancestral world seem
all but severed. There has been a radical shift, or lapse, in our
consciousness. Inevitably, this shift, though it precludes precise
definition, is not unconnected with the emergence and take-over of
the modern scientific mentality, with our habit of restricting our
thought, for all practical purposes, to categories that are capable
of embracing merely what is quantitative and measurable. Our
proclivity is to take into account only the finite aspects of material
reality, and to regard its particular concrete facts as relevant only in
themselves or in relation to other particular concrete facts. We no
longer see the world and its creatures hedged about with an aura of
mystery and magic, no longer see the relative made luminous by the
absolute, the human by the divine, the natural by the supernatural.
Such confusion, as it must appear to our logic, belongs to the past
that is over and, we tend to assume, irrevocably done with.
Patterns of art follow patterns of thought and so, also inevitably,
this shift in consciousness has been reflected in the sphere of the
arts. Indeed, it has plunged the artist into a new kind of crisis, a
crisis that challenges his very capacity to operate today as he has
done in previous epochs. The artist's function is always and everywhere to communicate through images and symbols. But these, if
they are to have any significance, must disclose something, must
show something forth, reveal as through a veil some mystery that
otherwise is in danger of remaining unperceived. Unlike the allegory,
which is simply a figuration on an identical level of what can be
known in a different way, the symbol is initiatory. By revealing in
the world about us a truth that we have failed to appreciate, it
helps us to move to a new level of consciousness, to a new plane of
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being. It helps in that process whereby things are transmuted, the
lower into the higher, the visible into the invisible, lead into gold.
It is this world of images and symbols, together with the mysteries to which they correspond, that has so devastatingly lost its
coherence in our time. The sense of living in a universe in which
every visible thing invokes the invisible presence of which it is the
expression, and in which everything that we see, do, feel and
experience is known therefore to be in some degree sacred, has been
eclipsed. Now nothing can be accounted true that does not pass the
test of hard factual proof. The whole traditional language of symbol
and image — the language of myth — has been virtually erased from
our memories, and in the minds of most of us its place has been
taken by the pseudo-scientific jargon, the stock-in-trade banalities
of the political manipulators, sociologists, advertisers and con-men
of the mass media who provide the lingua franca of our technological culture. Indeed, the word 'myth' has now been so debased
that it is taken to designate what is essentially unreal, something
merely figmental into which we project our private or public ambitions, guilts, griefs, obsessions. The real is assumed to be the
world of history and social achievement, of what can be corroborated only with reference to external events: the world of materiality and of the turbid, sentimental flux of thought and daydream
generated by our experience of it. In these circumstances, when
there is no acknowledgment of an imaginative reality that a symbol
can be symbolic of, what symbolic art can there be in the proper
sense? In the absence of that acknowledgment, such art, which in
other times and places was always held to be the supreme expression of the human intelligence, can no longer be created by the
artist or understood by those to whom he addresses himself.
For what our impoverished despoiled world bears witness to,
and what today its so-called art for the most part reflects, is a
consequence of the systematic degradation of the Imagination
that has been so successfully accomplished over the last few centuries. When Blake proclaims that 'Vision or Imagination is a
Representation of what Eternally Exists' or Yeats that 'I know now
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that revelation is from the self, but from that agelong memoried self
. and that genius is a crisis that joins that buried self for certain
moments to our trivial daily mind', what they point to is an understanding of the status and quality of the Imagination, and of the
artist in relationship to it, that by and large has been obliterated in
our age. When we speak of the Imagination, if we speak of it at all,
we tend to take it for granted that its operations and products are
`imaginary' in the current sense of the word: that they are, that is
to say, basically illusory or have only a fictional existence. Blinded
by centuries of rationalistic philosophy, we no longer realize that
the Imagination, far from being a kind of surrogate of our natural
material pragmatic world, is a world in its own right, on its own
level, and that it is just as real, as consistent and subsistent, as the
world perceptible tc) the senses. In fact, it is more real than what is
accessible to our senses, for it is in the Imagination that the incorporeal essences of the ultimate world of Mystery are made manifest
in the Idea-Images that constitute the archetypal forms of the sensible world; and it is in accordance with these forms that the Imagination creates all that we perceive in the physical, sensory and
historical world. The Imagination has, therefore, a magical creative
potency which, through giving birth to the sensible world, reveals
the ultimate world of Mystery in physical modes, in sounds, forms,
colours and scents. It is because of this that all creation is essentially an epiphany, or a theophany, and that everything that exists
has a sacred character.
From this it will be clear that whenever and wherever the nature
of the Imagination is properly understood, the artist will attempt to
communicate in symbols and images sub specie aeternitatis. For
there is an affinity between the world of celestial forms, of the
eternal archetypes, and the world of the human imagination; and
when the artist realizes this affinity the visible figures of his art,
through which he discloses a mystery that cannot be disclosed in
any other way, will operate as symbols of the Eternal precisely
because they imitate, on the level of sensible reality, the Idea-Images
of the invisible world. Crucial, therefore, to those acts of making
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which constitute the arts of the Imagination is the transparency of
the artist's own imagination to the celestial forms and images that
permits him to transmute visible figures into effective symbols of
their unseen counterparts. Before he can create, he must first
capture his images. And to capture these images, to track them
down and surprise them in their own lair, he must enter that
domain — ageless, tree-planted, entailed — in which the incorporeal
essences of the ultimate world of Mystery reveal themselves in all
their magnificence. He must penetrate beyond the screen that
divides the world of the senses from that in which the ineffable
archetypes celebrate their eternal liturgy. It is in that holy ground
— that temenos at whose centre stands the temple of the Imagination
— that these images are to be tracked. Failure to enter that enclosed
magical garden, that hortus conclusus, is to doom his art to the
superficial and the commonplace.
Such a quest — which is also a pilgrimage to the shrine of his
own being — will be undertaken only by the artist who has grasped
that the arts of the Imagination require something quite other than
the turning of the stock of his worldly experiences into its metaphorical equivalents. Nor, if he is aware of the rigour of what he has
embarked on, will he take it for granted that any image that visits
him out of his subconscious, whether in dream or waking state,
comes from the sacred grove of the Imagination. He will know that
if some images are symbolic, in the sense that they bring together
what has wrongly been sundered, some may also be diabolic, in the
sense that they contribute to the process of disintegration, or
psychic 'throwing-apart', which leads us ever further into the purely
subjective world of shadow and fantasy. The Imagination is not to
be confused with such a subjective world, the world of the alienated
empirical ego. Indeed, before the artist's vision can reflect the
Imagination he must free himself, at least for certain moments,
from that world; for only then can his images be more than the
self-idolatrous expressions of an ego which cannot, of itself, express
anything significant at all.
This understanding of the quality and status of the Imagination,
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with the corresponding understanding of the function of the artist,
has been progressively degraded in our world over the last few centuries; and in consequence the arts, far from fulfilling their initiatory
role, have themselves more often than not contributed to a depravity
of taste that now proliferates through art-galleries, schools, universities, the media, and much else, in images that compound ugliness and
idiocy in a manner seldom, if ever, achieved in human history.
Degrade first the Arts if you'd Mankind Degrade.
And with Labours of Ignorance fill every place.
Blakes's warning was issued before the consequences of this process
had become as evident in every sphere of life as they have for us. But
at least we can note what would appear to be its corollary: that unless the arts are once again restored to their proper rank of harbingers
and heralds of the Imagination we are not likely to find a way out of
the disinherited world in which what we think we are is but a parody
of our true identity. We in our time cannot hope to see the damage
done made good. It may well be that it is too late for it ever to be
made good in the context of what we are still pleased to call our
western civilization. Yet if we cannot cure the disease, we need not
on that account continue to connive in its ascendancy. We can point
to the only direction in which it can be cured. And in so doing we
can take heart in the knowledge that the realities of which our world
appears to be so dispossessed are not and never can be dead and
gone; and that if we do no more than lament their absence then
what we condone is our own failure to allow them to manifest their
presence and animate our own lives and works. Both man and nature
possess an ineradicable capacity for self-renewal. We have but to
shift our gaze, to alter the focus of our attention, and the waters will
be cleansed, the ancient springs will flow again.
No doubt this means deflecting, not to say reversing, the
currents of thought and belief that have increasingly dominated our
society over the last centuries — a task that might seem so daunting
as to be pointless. But have we any alternative except to continue
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to be swept along remorselessly in those currents to inevitable
disaster and self-destruction? In any case, are we not already surrounded by indications that everywhere men and women are
longing to be free of the mental manacles forged by the rationalist
philosophers and the materialistic scientists, as well as by the social
and political theorists who are their progeny? Has not the Age of
Anxiety already given way to the Age of Anticipation? In putting
forward this review we are responding to a call of whose growing
insistence only a few can still be altogether unaware. We are seeking
to provide a medium through which this call can achieve a greater
clarity and coherence, can formulate itself with a greater sense of
what is demanded if it is to be answered in a way that is more than
wish-fulfilment or merely ephemeral. The issues are deep and we
must not shirk them. The search for experience of a psychic,
ecstatic or mystical nature that is not grounded on true understanding can be just as dangerous and hallucinatory as adherence to
a philosophy that denies the objective reality, or even possibility, of
such experience. We subscribe to no sect, party or school, and have
no intention of being doctrinaire beyond the point implicit in this
editorial. But we wish to affirm or, rather, to re-affirm the age-old
alliance between the arts and gnosis. We are not saying that gnostic
art is the sole form of art; we are saying only that this is the form
we most wish to emphasize. In so doing we realize that, situated as
we are in times when the very idea of art as anything other than
self-expression or social realism is hardly envisaged, we will but
rarely find in contemporary works anything that confirms this
alliance so unquestionably as a poem by Rumi, a sculpture on
an Indian temple or the geometry of Chartres Cathedral. In the
absence of such undeniable testimony we will attempt to promote
what appears to us to bear the imprint, however faintly, of the
Imagination; what appears to us to communicate, however tentatively, intimations of the beauty and benediction that nourish us
when we ourselves, renouncing our exile, re-enter the lost sanctuary
of naked being, vision, and the joy that is their privilege.

EXPLORATION OF THE IMAGINAL
GILBERT DURAND

It may seem paradoxical, now that triumphant technology has
enabled men to walk on the moon, to dwell on dreams and fantasies
(thereby made obsolete) in which from time immemorial humanity
has made imaginary journeys 'from the earth to the moon'. This
view we challenge from the outset; and have not those very reveries
accompanied, amplified or submerged the relatively meagre story of
the handful of cosmonauts set down on that grey plastery surface?
May it not be just because mankind has over the centuries been
dreaming of the moon that the technocracies of our time set in
motion the astonishing apparatus that in 1969 made it possible to
reach the 'queen of night'?
There is no greater misconception at the present time (for all
our vigilance on the subject of demythologizing) than the assumption that our desires are for objective realities. This is a confusion of
the order of myth with the order of utility. The fundamental — and
potentially fatal — mistake is to suppose that there are no myths or fewer myths — in our positivist, rationalist and aseptic civilization. While proclaiming that 'God is dead" — and with God the
theoretic ground of all mythology, the bankruptcy of all symbolism
— western man has 'dreamed' of the extravagant rise of a planetary
superhumanity, capable of reducing all theology and metaphysics
to a lucid positivism, and this positivism itself to the regular and
passionless thought-processes of a computer.
Now we are seeing the vengeance of the gods. Behind the hypocritical façade of official iconoclasm imagery pullulates and an
underground mythology proliferates; for technology itself makes
possible, paradoxically, a wider dissemination of ancestral imaginings. The discovery of printing did not suppress the old oft-repeated
themes of oral tradition: on the contrary, it gave them a new
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dimension: the 'literary' dimension was added to the exchanges of
the spoken word. Through printing the imaginary acquired the
value of currency and became the foundation of modern poetry.
And what of the nineteenth, and now the twentieth century in
which, first thanks to the literally 'fantastic' dissemination of the
printed word, and to later progress in iconographic reproduction,
to photography and its derivatives, the image has been reinstated
`in flesh and blood' in daily habits of thought? Anthropologists,
psychologists and sociologists alike proclaim — with some anxiety
— 'the civilization of the image'.
More than fifty years ago William James said that the greatest discovery of the twentieth century was the unconscious. We may add
that the exploration of the content of the unconscious — images
— will be the greatest task of the twenty-first century. The work
of Freud might indeed seem to mark the turning-point ; but Freud's
work was only a beginning — a very limited beginning — soon to be
in need of amplification by Adler, Jung, and a whole movement of
rehabilitation of the imaginal through a systematic exploration of
the images and modes of the Imagination.
This movement is Romanticism, that great revolution attempted restoration rather — mounted in protest at the dawn of
the onset of the iron centuries of technocracy. To gauge its scope
we must see Romanticism in the light not only of that future against
which the Romantics forewarned, but also of the past they were
rejecting as a source of alienation and corruption to come. We do
not here intend to dwell on Romantic criticisms of Classical ideals
and perspectives; however, we must bear in mind that the classical
devaluation of the Imaginary, from Aristotle to the Cartesians, is
linked with the devaluation of the soul. The soul is reduced to an
interchangeable rationality which replaces creative uniqueness — the
ontological value — by an unlimited power of intercommunication,
an exchange-rate in which being is diminished to a grammatical
hyphen, blurred by logic, reduced to a quaint phantom of cognition,
to the bloodless functioning of `Organon' or 'Method'. Appearances
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notwithstanding, Classical spirituality from Aristotle to Descartes is
a pseudo-spirituality, a ghost of spirituality, in that by separating
form from substance — and thereby mind from body — it denies
concrete reality to the soul. Aristotle, St Anse1m and St Thomas
alike consider mind according to the modalities of objective
experience: the res cogitans conceives of itself in terms of the res
extensa.
This is the heart of the fundamental alienation, the human
catastrophe denounced with varying degrees of vehemence by the
Romantics, poets and politicians, novelists and historians alike.
Henry Corbin traces that catastrophe, in which western metaphysics was submerged from the outset, to AverroFs and Latin
Averroism (to which Aristotelian Thomism is to be directly traced)
to the moment, that is, at which western philosophy, reinforced by
the magisterial authority of the Roman church, repudiated Plato's
and Avicenna's concept of an 'active intelligence' — the prophetic
and theosophic intelligence, whose opening is a possibility latent
in every soul — in favour of what that latter-day Romantic Bergson
calls 'the world of solids'. From that time the human mind turned
towards causal experience and the ratio, psyche being reduced to
perception and reasoning, with memory and imagination dumped in
the prehistory of 'method'. All modes of prophetic inspiration
became suspect: they are heretical in the eyes of western rationalist
orthodoxy. Because they are pure content, and because they propose the scandal of a concrete spirituality, imagination and memory
alike were reduced to the status of the accessory, to incoherence,
the folle du logis', or to that 'bias' denounced by the Cartesians.
Image and myth are nothing but the dross of rational discourse.
But since the beginning of the Romantic movement we have
been witnessing the restoration on a grand scale both of the image
and of the soul as a concrete spiritual principle, and not merely the
small change of reason. During the eighteenth century Hume,
Rousseau and Kant turned the tide of rationalism, substituting
for experimental reason the 'sensibility' of feeling. Classical
consciousness was indeed torn apart, 'pure reason' cut down to size
EXPLORATION OF THE IMAGINAL
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and relegated to the menial functions of utility and the exchange of
information. Kant's Critique of Pure Reason ensured for the future
a creative spiritual reality which in the very nature of its activity
eluded reason's antinomies. But in the early years of the nineteenth
century it was the poets who made the greatest advances in the
exploration of that newly rediscovered spiritual reality, the mundus
imaginalis.
It must be clearly understood, and clearly stated, that in
contrast with the agnostic tendency of all forms of Classicism,
Romanticism is a gnosis. Classicism sets the domain of faith apart
from the domain of knowledge; and such setting-apart is necessarily
agnostic, being a mutilation and limitation of knowledge — gnosis as such. Rationalist philosophy was merely the handmaid — more
and more the agnostic mistress! — of theology. With Romantic
poets, exploration of the Imagination became knowledge of a real
domain, knowledge of a supernatural order, and thereby itself
revelation. And this is the essence of the great revolution set in train
by the Romantic poets.
Platonic reminiscence (anamnesis), transcending Aristotelian
formalism and positivism, once again has meaning. Theology, as
theosophy, became the inner journey of poetic discovery. With the
sudden devaluation of the pronouncements of the Church and the
Scholastics, the Greek myth of the Muse took on a new life. Fifty
years earlier Rousseau had led his movement against the rationalism
of the Encyclopaedists in the name of a mere 'state of nature',
imprescriptible right of every being. But the Romantic poets, first
Wilderlin, then Novalis, Carus, Ritter and Coleridge, affirmed a
supernatural state and right. G.H. von Schubert almost a century
before Freud laid the foundations of a study of the symbolism of
dream. Coleridge in his distinction between the creative or 'primary
imagination', and the 'secondary imagination' which merely reproduces sense-impressions in the simple rearrangements of fancy,
anticipated Jung's theory of a collective Imagination as the
repository and treasury of the memories of the racial soul.
Hervey de Saint-Denis's book Les Reyes et les Moyens de les Diriger
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is evidence of the great interest of the nineteenth century in the
exploration of dreams; but the true French equivalent of Novalis or
Coleridge must rather be that master-explorer Gerard de Nerval. It
was he who accorded the image an ontological depth; and not until
contemporary depth-psychology and dream-therapy was the exploration of dream to take on a comparable scope. Take the famous
opening words of his Aurelia:
Dream, is it a second life? Not without trembling did I penetrate those gates of ivory and horn which separate us from the
invisible world. The first moments of sleep are the image of
death.
Here we leave those minor explorations to which even Freud wished
to accustom us. For Freud and his predecessors dream was a faculty
to be re-evaluated, certainly, but as a faculty amongst others. With
Nerval and Baudelaire, and later Rimbaud, as for Novalis and
Holderlin, we see emerging in the heart of that exploration a 'New
World', the world beyond the portals of horn and ivory, a world of
the specific spirituality of that which lies beyond reason. The
assimilation of dream with death at the beginning of Aurelia reinforced that gnostic certitude — a certitude confirmed by the entire
body of Romantic poetry — according to which spirituality is 'not
of this world', or, to use Kant's term, a world 'beyond' the phenomenal. Imagination is thus the possibility of noumenal experience, and the Imaginal the New World to which the revival of this
gnosis gives access.
We need only consider dream. to realize that the famous 'a
priori forms of experience', necessary moulds of all waking experience, are abolished:
After some minutes of torpor, a new life begins, freed from
the conditions of time and space; and doubtless similar to that
which awaits us after death. Who knows whether there be not
a link between these two existences, and if it may not be
possible for the soul, even now, to secure that link?
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From the outset dream — indeed every active image — abolishes the
limitations of space, keeping only the liberties of extension. Active
images are ambiguous, ubiquitous. In dream the here is elsewhere,
places are telescoped, freeing themselves from geography and
geometry alike.
But above all the time (we might almost say the tempo) of the
active images conjures away the causal necessities of antecedence and
grounds the extases of time (past-present-future) in a concrete 'pure
duration', as Bergson was to note. Memory is no longer reassemblage,
repetition and mimesis, but creative anamnesis, and above all selfcreating. By way of that concrete exploration of the Romantics we
rediscover a true Platonism, stripped of all Aristotelian and rationalist
trappings, a Platonism whose stress falls on intelligentia agens, the
Inspirer, the Muse dear to all Romantic poets.
If we penetrate still deeper into this break with causal chronicity which the active image reveals to us, we shall discover as the
term of anamnesis the prolegomena of a philosophy of 'eternal
return', the indestructibility of creativity, the very substance of
mind itself. So Nerval, reflecting on Goethe's Faust, anticipated
both Nietzsche and Jung when he wrote:
It would indeed be consoling to believe that nothing dies that
has struck the intelligence, and that eternity preserves in its
bosom a kind of universal history (we italicize these words
which so strikingly anticipate Jung's writings) visible to the
eyes of the soul, a divine synchronicity which will enable us
to participate some day in the knowledge of Him who beholds
in a single glance all the future and all the past.
For the image — as the Associationists laboriously discovered has many other modes of combination besides Aristotle's four
`causes'. It adds the full spectrum of synchronicities, spatial relationships, linkages through the multiple appearances of colour, form
and sound. This is the meaning of the specific logic of the image the total abandonment of the 'principle of identity' and its corollaries, non-contradiction and the excluded third. By the abolition of
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time and the three-dimensional space to which it corresponds, the
active image is freed from lineal succession and bivalent logical
consequences. It proceeds by analogical, or rather 'homological'
associations, making use of all the resources of rhetoric: litotes,
hypotyposis, catachresis and the rest. The 'ambiguity' of the
symbol means above all that either/or does not apply, for the
symbolic image imposes an actuality of existential logic. Gerard
de Nerval was very well aware of that simultaneous multiplication
and concentration of the self, doubled, multiplied by seven, then by
seven times seven to the point of becoming a crowd:
I seemed to see an unbroken chain of men and women in
whom I was and who were myself.
Romantic poetics, far more than the timid progress of the nineteenth century psychologists, made it possible to draw the epochmaking map of an exploration of the imaginal. Through the active
image — whether poetic image or religious symbol — we penetrate
`another universe' where phenomenal space is abolished and replaced by extension — concrete configuration — in which ubiquity
is made concrete in states of duplication, multiplication and concentration of the self and the values of whatever pertains to it. The
time of such experience is also radically different from the time of
clocks; the timelessness of dream, the experiences of reliving and
of reminiscence, undermine the exigencies of old Chronos.
Hence follows not only Rimbaud's 'derangement of all the
senses', and the 'correspondences' established by the poets but a
total subversion of the old rationalist logic. In that synchronous
universe — of which the 'eternal return' and the `redundance' of
the imaginary narrative are marks — causality and linear determinisms, along with the foundations, Identity and Non-contradiction,
no longer work; they are submerged in the flood of ubiquitous
relationships, the running thread of discursive thought immobilized
in the synchronous mass of meanings.
Through the poetic exploration of the world of the Imagination
the Romantics discovered a mode of being which belongs neither to
T - El
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pure reason's world of mutable phenomena nor to the 'transcendental subject' which knows that world and is made only to know
that world, as its necessary mirror. From this condition it cannot
escape otherwise than in outbreaks of the 'absurd' or destructive existential violence. Another mode of being is revealed, beyond the
transcendental self, the individual shattered by existence: the mode
of the mundus imaginalis, that vast network woven of the dreams
and desires of the race, and in which at the same time the small
daily realities are themselves caught up.
By way of surrealism that decisive Romantic exploration has
continued in contemporary French poetics. But, while acknowledging his genius, this development has passed Freud over. Freud's
part is similar to that played in the nineteenth century by Hervey
de Saint-Denis: he was a popularizer, classifying poetic exploration
in terms of the mechanistic outlook of the time. The exploration
of that deep world begun by de Nerval and Holderlin (which Breton
and his school continued) by-passed Freud's timid venture into
the interpretation of dreams. For Freud did not accord the symbolic image the high status assigned it by the poets, or indeed by
Nietzsche, at the beginning of the nineteenth century. To dream is
but a symptom pointing back to something else, the Imaginary once
again reduced to a function alien to its nature, to its very contexture.
We had to wait for Jung and Bachelard for the royal nature of
the Imaginal to be reaffirmed.
Bergson dismissed the dream as 'irrelevant'; but he envisaged
from afar, as a vague 'promised land', the experience of that 'deep
world of individuation' offered by dream and symbol. He was never
to enter that land, and by his refusal of dream he opened the door
— neither of horn nor of ivory — to existentialism, that despairing
neo-classicism adapted to the nihilistic taste of the day. It was Jung
who resumed that exploration, with all the necessary Romantic
amplitude; above all Jung discerned, thanks to his knowledge of
ethnology and of traditional philosophy, the spiritual signification
of dream.
Meanwhile Gaston Bachelard established the epistemological
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status of poetics in contrast and opposition to that of science.
Gaston Bachelard (himself a chemist) set out to demonstrate
the inanity and perniciousness of residual imaginative images in the
language of scientific thought. By way of a striking example he
chose fire; but suddenly perceived, in a sort of poetic conversion,
the coherence, the poetic reality of mental images. From that time
Bachelard squarely opposed to the claims of science the equal
claims of 'reverie' and its images. Contemporary philosophy must
rely 'with an equal love' upon the two polar opposites, science and
poetry. What Bergson had opposed to science as a vague intuition
Bachelard defined and studied with the precision of poetics. From
that time he devoted an important part of his work to the exploration of literary reverie. In his imaginative examination of the four
elements he progressively discovered that, in contrast to the insubstantial working hypotheses of scientific experiment, images are
dynamic agents, resulting from our operation in the world. They
constitute, as it were, the 'flesh and blood' of the spirit, the flowering of feeling and sensation in which the inmost being of the self
constructs itself into form. In his latest, more syncretic works,
La Poetique de l'espace, La Poetique de la reverie, and L'Air et les
Songes he was forced to the conclusion — his capital discovery that the common denominator of all imaginal construction is neither
a substance nor even a quality, but logos, the creative act itself.
Bachelard's chief merit is to have had from the outset the
courage (for was he not Professor of the Philosophy of Science at
the Sorbonne?) to attribute an equal status in the life of the mind
to scientific knowledge and poetic imagination. This was at a time
when French philosophic thought hesitated uncertainly between
existentialism (which while totally rejecting science was equally
alienated from all poetics) and a formalist structuralism attempting
to reduce anthropology — the study of man — to formulae of the
material sciences. Bachelard, in all simplicity, showed that there is
a third way, the same that the Romantic poets had so triumphantly
affirmed, the royal road of creative imagination.
True, Bachelard did not, as some surrealists had done, completely
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free himself from a lingering respect for positivism. He is at pains,
for example, to distinguish dream — relegated to the 'absurd', and
the secular arm of psychoanalysis — from poetic reverie, which is
alone royal. It could be said against him that his perspective was
restricted to the literary — indeed to the down-to-earth — to the
exclusion of the musical or the iconographic. He lacked ethnographic knowledge and was ignorant of ways of thought other than
those of the west, and of any traditional philosophy. But having
said this, in Bachelard's works on poetics we nevertheless have a
redoubtable armada — the more so just because his thought is
grounded on the level of everyday imaginings, an everyday 'surreal'
— with which to embark on more distant imaginative explorations.
Jung advanced the exploration of the Imaginal on a double front:
his own quest for imaginative truths beyond the limits set by our
civilization, and in the field of clinical experiment. In this double
exploration Jung is at once Freud's successor and set apart from
him; for he situated his depth-psychology on quite another plane
from that upon which Freud had situated psychoanalysis. We have
but to consider their respective interpretation of dreams to see how
different are their perspectives — or rather their prospectives.
According to Freud's well-known definition the dream is the
`guardian of sleep' in the sense that it reduces the censorship of the
waking mind and tolerates a lowering of the threshold of consciousness which permits sleep. With Jung dream assumes a vital compensatory importance for the psychic orientation of the dreamer. The
unconscious veiled by dream is not a mere deposit of moral ordure,
as it would seem to be for Freud, nor a defect of consciousness, an
`infra-conscious'. On the contrary, it is the real psychic counterpoise of the waking state, enabling psychic self-regulation to take
place by permitting the dreamer to escape from the redoubtable
monopolies of clear consciousness.
Nor is the function of the dream a merely static and spatial
counterpoise: the dream — the rising up of images — possesses a
prospective character, a certain foresight into future conscious
activities. Freud, in a purely classical and mechanistic perspective,
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confined himself to the analysis of dream's causes: the dream was
but a symptom, and the deciphering of its images did not go
beyond the retracing of effect to cause. Jung's experiments follow
in the succession of the Romantic tradition: he insisted that dreamimages are also purposeful. Not only is each image a revival, a
figuration of an anterior state, it is also a prefiguration. Freud
reduced the signification of dream to a simplistic chart of
symptoms plotted piecemeal by the repressed avatars of libido.
Jung, on the contrary, discerned in the polymorphous richness of
dream an intrinsic value. The efflorescence of images gives the
superficial self, the self engaged with the 'other' and with the
world, access to the deep self. It pictures the simultaneous possibilities of individuation. Indeed its design is more than a prefiguration, it is the ambiguous watermark of a destiny. Jung, like the
Romantics, insists on taking heredity into account when we explore
the dream-images. The soul of the dream is more than an individual
prospection, it is archaic. It goes beyond the indication of some
destined individuation; it is reminiscence of the ancestral destiny
of the race. This 'radical' function of certain images (the archetypes, the great primordial images) Jung has rather unfortunately
named the 'collective unconscious'.
We cannot fail to see how shocking to western scientism, and
even to the timid Freudian mentality, must be the Jungian exploration of the world of images. With Jung the subversion of the complacency of classical psychology, already set in motion by Romantic poetics, reached the point of no return. Not only does the
Imaginal affirm its super-real existence, but tends, besides, to some
purposeful end, some necessary term. With the work of Jung we see
the emergence of a calling in question in its entirety of what may be
called western philosophy. By a reversal of premises alchemy is
restored to its philosophic rank; Hume gives place to Goethe,
Descartes to Paracelsus, Galileo to Boehme. Thus we see an antihistory of philosophy taking shape on which much is still to be
written. It will be a kind of history of the lost opportunities of the
west, not least of that 'chance of remaining feminine' (we would
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rather say androgynous) so deplored by Levi-Strauss.
Thanks to Bachelard, Jung and other members of the Swiss
school of analytical psychology the link has been made between
works of imagination in literature and the other arts, and the spontaneous manifestations of imagination in the psyche. Nor is this a
one-way process, as, again, it is with Freud's reduction of culture
to a misadventure of libido; it works both ways. Culture and its
expressions, far from censuring and mutilating the subjective
fantasies and projections of desire, serve rather to inspire and guide.
The exploration of the work of art — the cultural conservence
of images — takes new dimensions. A work of art becomes more
than a subjective witness to the limitations of desire and its projected sublimation; it serves, besides, as a racial and social compensation. Art, according to Malraux, is the compensator, the antidestiny which enables any given human society to find its equilibrium, to compensate the too pressing demands of a purely historical and social destiny.
With the total subversion of the iconoclastic mental habits of the
west brought about by the newly emerged philosophy of the
mundus imaginalis there has been a turning towards other traditions
whose spiritual teachings are not mere posturings of reason. The
`synchronism' of Bachelard and Jung finds support in a countertradition, which has stubbornly persisted in spite of and in opposition to the history of technical progress and political change. For
similar reasons this breaking with western habits of thought has
naturally led to eastern philosophy — to the East, that is, insofar as
it differs from the West.
It was not surprising that Nerval — and many Romantic poets,
painters, and musicians besides — should have turned for confirmation of certain experiences of the psyche (as did Jung) to the East.
The stifling insufficiency of western pseudo-spirituality is a leitmotif of his initiatic quest. His Voyages en Orient and his Notes
de Voyage form a postscript to his Illumines et Illuminisme and to
his initiatic stories. In his affiliation with Free-Masonry (to which
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he attributes eastern associations through the Templars) we see
the defender of dream and author of Aurelia looking beyond
Christianity for some philosophic palliative for the occultation
in the West of true spiritual knowledge.
The cult of the exotic which since the end of the eighteenth
century has become ever more widespread gives cause for reflection. Colonial conquests? But the imaginary Persians and Hurons of
the eighteenth, and Zarathustra at the beginning of the nineteenth
signal a tendency which cannot be reduced to an epiphenomenon
of economic and political history. The Japan van Gogh discovered
at Arles was more profound than the Japan of Loti; the Egypt of
The Magic Flute, of Setho, of the esoteric Lodges of Saint-Martin
preceded and prefaced Bonaparte's Egyptian campaign and the
Empire style. A need of the soul is a resource no less powerful than
sea-routes and rapid transport.
Jung's many journeys to North Africa, Kenya, Uganda, India
and the Pueblo Indians reveal a quest for anthropological confirmation of truths encountered in the imaginings of country people
from around Zurich. And just as Jung discovered with stupefaction
that the most intimate, the most predestinant texture of many
dreams of ignorant westerners is structurally and in its content
comparable with the mandala rituals of India and Tibet, so Nerval,
at the end of the ultimate interior quest of Aurelia, having passed,
and passed beyond, the gates of horn and ivory was able to compare
that penetration of the depths of the self with initiatic practices
which he had witnessed during his journeys to the East:
In any case I feel myself happy in the beliefs I have acquired,
and I compare the series of ordeals I have undergone with
that which for the ancients represented the idea of a descent
into Hades.
The fact that for both Nerval and Jung a `pilgimage to the
east' signifies a 'pilgrimage to the source' reveals the importance
both of ethnology and of orientalism in the exploration of the
Imaginary during the last hundred years.
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Our exploration of the Imaginary is also indebted to cultural
anthropology. All those non-western cultures which surround on
every side our little Faustian history of the last thousand years are
united in valuing dream as an authentic manifestation of the highest
spiritual self. Freed from the planetary totalitarianism of `civilization'
(as if ours were the only one) we see man in the perspective of his
true space — ethnological space — as he really is.
In the immense repertory of ethnology in which dream and
symbol assume stable ontological embodiments we may discover
endless examples which amplify and exemplify the rediscovery of
the spiritual nature of the image. Not to mention what some still
call 'primitive' cultures, we have but to consider the vast literature
of Tantric Buddhism, whose detailed exegeses and explorations of
the dream-world are equated (as Nerval intuitively discerned) with
the post-mortem state (the Bardo). The science of guiding images,
alike in Tantric meditation practice and in the guidance of the soul
in the Bardo, has been raised to a fine art. Never in the West has the
science of the direction and exploration of dreams (attempted by
Hervey de Saint-Denis) reached a comparable precision.
But there is another great culture nearer to our own — for
like our own it derives from the ancient Abrahamic source — and
nearer still before the Averroist misconception. In Islamic culture
the Imaginal has for thirteen centuries held a central place, at the
intersection of sensation and meaning. All Moslem thought is
focussed, not, as for Christian historicism, on time, but on this
`place', whence the soul, following the example of the Prophet,
draws that knowledge which gives order to the world. This privileged 'place', 'Alam al Mithal (mundus imaginalis) is the world of
spiritual revelation, and about this intermediary world gravitate
all images, symbols and dreams.
It is an overwhelming thought that even before the year 1000 of
our era Islamic literature had in four hundred years included 7500
treatises on dream; Al Khallal cites six hundred authorities on the
subject. Like Paracelsus, Coleridge and Bachelard, these authors
were at pains to distinguish between dreams purely of the 'humours'
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or 'distorted perceptions' and the true dream which gives access
to the pure and full powers of the spirit. Like our own Romantics,
and especially Gerard de Nerval, any number of hadith, besides the
Koran itself, affirm that the world of dream is identical with the
post-mortem other-world of the soul:
God will receive the souls at the moment of their death,
and those who are not dead, in their sleep; he keeps those
whose death is decreed and sends back the others until their
appointed term.
(Koran xxxiv.42; see also xlii.50- 52)
The inestimable riches of Eastern explorations of the imaginal,
together with the movement of 'depth psychology' flowing from
Romanticism, opens for us a programme of exploration in which
the pre-eminence of the Imaginal is no longer in question. There is
no longer any way in which the Imaginal can be reduced into terms
of rationalism, forced back onto the beaten tracks of classical
theories of perception. The study of man obliges us to take into
account what the Islamic writers call the confluence or harmony of
the two ways of exploration: that of the East, based on Sophia
(wisdom) and the more recent didactic way of the West, at last
disabused of the short-sighted and misleading views of the past
thousand years.
Translated by Kathleen Raine

TOWARDS A CHART OF THE IMAGINAL
Prelude to the Second Edition of
CORPS SPIRITUEL ET TERRE CELESTE

de l'Iran Mazdeen a l'Iran Shrite
HENRY CORBIN
It is a long time — and we shall say this again below — since western
philosophy, let us call it 'official philosophy', drawn along in the
wake of the positive sciences, has admitted only two sources of
Knowledge. (Connditre.) There is sense perception which gives the
data we call empirical. And there are the concepts of understanding
(entendement), the world of the laws governing these empirical
data. Certainly, Phenomenology has modified and overtaken this
simplificatory epistemology (gnoseologie). Yet the fact remains
that between the sense perceptions and the intuitions or categories
of the intellect there has remained a void. That which ought to have
taken its place between the two, and which in other times and
places did occupy this intermediate space, that is to say the Active
Imagination, has been left to the poets. The very thing that a
rational and reasonable scientific philosophy cannot envisage is that
this Active Imagination in man (one ought to say rather 'agent
imagination' in the way that medieval philosophy spoke of `intellectus agens') should have its own noetic or cognitive function, that is
to say it gives us access to a region and a reality of Being which
without that function remains closed and forbidden to us. For such
a science it was understood that the Imagination secretes nothing
but the imaginary, that is, the unreal, the mythic, the marvellous,
the fictive, etc.
On this account there remains no hope of recovering the reality
sui generis of a suprasensible world which is neither the empirical
world of the senses nor the abstract world of the intellect. It has
furthermore for a long time now seemed to us radically impossible
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to rediscover the actual reality — we would say the reality in act
— proper to the 'Angelic World', a reality prescribed in Being itself,
not in any way a myth dependent on socio-political or socioeconomic infrastructures. It is impossible to penetrate, in the way
in which one penetrates into a real world, into the universe of the
Zoroastrian angelology of which the first chapter of this book
describes certain aspects. We would say as much of the angelophanies of the Bible. For a long period I have been searching, like a
young philosopher, for the key to this world as a real world, which
is neither the sensible world nor the world of abstract concepts. It
was in Iran itself that I had to find it, in the two ages of the
spiritual world of Iran. This is why the two parts of this book are
strictly binding on one another and interdependent. A contrast due
essentially to the fact that their epistemology, foreign to this
dualism, gives room, as for the necessary mediating power, for this
agent Imagination which is imaginatrice. It is a cognitive power in
its own right. Its mediating faculty is to make us able to know
without any reservation that region of Being which, without this
mediation, would remain forbidden ground, and whose disappearance brings on a catastrophe of the Spirit, where we have by no
means yet taken the measure of all the consequences. It is essentially
a median and mediating power, in the same way that the universe
to which it is regulated and to which it gives access, is a median and
mediating universe, an intermediate world between the sensible and
the intellectual (intelligible), an intermediate world without which
articulation between sensible and intellectual (intelligible) is definitely blocked. And then pseudo-dilemmas pullulate in the shadows,
every escape or resolution closed to them.
Neither the active nor the agent Imagination is thus in any sense
an organ for the secretion of the imaginary, the unreal, the
mythic or the fictive. For this reason we absolutely had to find a
term to differentiate radically the intermediate world of the Imagination, such as we find it presented to the minds of our Iranian
metaphysicians, from the merely imaginary. The Latin language
came to our assistance, and the expression mundus imaginalis is the
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literal equivalent of the Arabic 'alam al mithal, al slam al mithal%
in French the 'monde imaginal', a key-term over which we hesitated
at the time of the first edition of this book. (The Latin terms have
the advantage of fixing the thematic forms and guarding them from
hazardous or arbitrary translations. We shall make plentiful use of
them here.) In so far as it has not been named and specified, a
world cannot rise into Being and Knowledge (connaltre). This keyterm, mundus imaginalis, commands the complete network of
notions appropriate to the precise level of Being and Knowledge
which it connotes: imaginative perception, imaginative knowledge,
imaginative consciousness. While we encounter in other philosophies or systems a distrust of the Image, a degradation of all that
properly belongs to the Imagination, the mundus imaginalis is its
exaltation, because it is the link in whose absence the schema of the
worlds is put out of joint.
Our authors tell us again and again that there are three worlds:
1. The pure intellectual world ralam 'will), denoted in their theosophy as Jabarlit or world of pure cherubic Intelligences. 2. The
imaginal world (Am mithali) known also in their theosophy as
Malakilt, the world of the Soul and of souls. 3. The sensible world
(Warn hissi) which is the 'domain' (molk) of material things.
Correlatively the Forms of Being and Knowledge respectively
proper to these three worlds are denoted technically as: 1. The
Intellectual Forms (sowar 'agilya). 2. The Imaginal Forms (sowar
mitildliya). 3. The Sensible Forms (sowar hissiya), those which fall
under sense perception. The French vocabulary to be found
throughout this book is thus of a rigorous precision and 'sticks'
closely to the Arabic technical terms as also used constantly in
Persian.
As for the function of the mundus imaginalis and the Imaginal
Forms, it is defined by their median and mediating situation between the intellectual and sensible worlds. On the one hand it
immaterialises the Sensible Forms, on the other it 'imaginalises'
the Intellectual Forms to which it gives shape and dimension. The
Imaginal world creates symbols on the one hand from the Sensible
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Forms, on the other from the Intellectual Forms. It is this median
situation which imposes on the imaginative faculty a discipline
which would be unthinkable where it had been degraded into
`fantasy', secreting only the imaginary, the unreal, and capable of
every kind of extravagance. Here there is the same total difference
already recognised and clearly remarked by Paracelsus between the
imaginatio vera (Imagination in the true sense) and 'Phantasy'.
In order that the former should not degenerate into the latter,
precisely this discipline, which is inconceivable if the imaginative
power, the active Imagination, is exiled from the scheme of Being
and Knowledge, is required. Such a discipline would not be capable
of involving the interest of an imagination reduced to the role of
folle du logis or inspired fool, but it is inherent in a median and
mediating faculty whose ambiguity consists of its being able to put
itself at the service of that Intellect whose supreme degree our
philosophers denote as the intellectus sanctus ('aql qodsI), illuminated by the intelligentia agens ('aql fa' al) who is the Angel of
the Holy Spirit. The seriousness of the role of the Imagination
is stressed by our philosophers when they state that it can be
`the Tree of Blessedness' or on the contrary 'the Accursed Tree'
of which the Quran speaksi , that which means Angel or Demon
in power. The imaginary can be innocuous; the imaginal never
can be so.
One takes the decisive step in the metaphysic of the imaginal
and the Imagination when one admits with Mon' Sadra Shiraii that
the imaginative power is a purely spiritual faculty independent of
the physical organism and consequently surviving it. We shall see in
the course of the texts translated here that it is the formative
power of the subtle body or imaginal body (jism mithc111), indeed
this subtle body itself, forever inseparable from the soul, that is
from the moi-esprit, from the spiritual individuality. It is thus as
well to forget all that the Peripatetic philosophers or others have
been able to say about it, when they speak of it as being like a
bodily faculty and perishing with the organic body whose ordinance
it follows.
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The immateriality of the imaginative power was already fully
affirmed by Ibn 'Arabi when he differentiated between the absolute
imaginal Forms, that is to say such as subsist in the Malakiit, and
the 'captive' imaginal Forms, that is, those immanent in the imaginative consciousness of man in this world. The former are in the
world of the Soul (ame) or Malakfit, epiphanies or theophanies, that
is to say, imaginal manifestations of the pure Intellectual Forms of
the Jabaria. The latter are in their turn manifestations of the
imaginal Forms of the Malakiit or world of the Soul to man's
imaginative consciousness. It is therefore perfectly exact here to
speak of metaphysical Images. Now these cannot be received unless
by a spiritual organ. The solidarity and interdependence between
the active Imagination defined as a spiritual faculty and the necessity of the mundus imaginalis as an intermediate world respond to
the need of a conception which considers the worlds and the forms
of Being as so many theophanies (tajallifyat dah'iya).
We thus find ourselves in the presence of a number of philosophers who refuse indifferently a philosophy or a theology which
lacks the element of theophany. Sohravardi and all the Ishraquiyfin
who follow him have always considered the 'Perfect Sage' as being
the Sage who gathers to himself equally the highest philosophical
knowledge and the mystical experience modelled on the visionary
experience of the Prophet, the night of the Mi'raj. Now the organ
of visions, of whatever degree they may be, whether in the case of
the philosophers or of the prophets, is neither the intellect nor the
fleshly eyes, but the fire of that imaginatio vera of which the
Burning Bush is for Sohravardi the type. In the sensible form it is
then the Imaginal Form itself which is from the very first and
at one and the same time the perceived form and the organ of
visionary perception. The Theophanic Forms are in their essence
Imaginal Forms.
This is to say that the mundus imaginalis is the place, and
consequently the world, where not only the visions of the prophets,
the visions of the mystics, the visionary events which each human
soul traverses at the time of his exitus from this world, the events of
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the lesser Resurrection and of the Greater Resurrection 'take place'
and have their 'place', but also the gestes of the mystical epics, the
symbolic acts of all the rituals of initiation, liturgies in general with
all their symbols, the 'composition of the ground' in various
methods of prayer (oraison), the spiritual filiations whose authenticity is not within the competence of documents and archives, and
equally the esoteric processus of the Alchemical Work, in connection with which the First InAm of the Shiites was able to say
`Alchemy is the sister of Prophecy'. Finally the 'Biographies of
Archangels' are by their nature imaginal history, since everything
in them happens in the Malatya. Thus, if one deprives all this of its
proper place which is the mundus imaginalis, and of its proper
organ of perception which is the active Imagination, nothing of it
has a 'place' any more, and consequently no longer 'takes place'. It
is no longer anything but imaginary and fictive.
With the loss of the imaginatio vera and of the mundus imaginalis nihilism and agnosticism begin. This is why we said a few lines
above that we ought to forget here all that the Aristotelians and
similar philosophers have said of the Imagination when they treat
it as a bodily faculty. It is just this that makes the efforts of certain
among the Jewish and Islamic philosophers to construct a philosophic theory of Prophecy pathetic. In truth, they do not extricate
themselves from the difficulty. Either the prophet is assimilated
to the philosopher or the philosopher does not know what to make
of Prophecy. On the other hand the conjunction is effected without
difficulty by those of our philosophers who were persuaded that
their confreres, starting with the ancient Greek Sages as well as
those of ancient Persia, derived their higher knowledge from the
Niche aux lumieres of Prophecy (Mishkat al-nobowwat). It is
precisely here that Philosopher and Prophet unite in one single
vocation.
The Prophet is not a diviner of future events but the spokesman
of the invisible and of the Invisible Ones, and it is this that gives its
sense to a 'prophetic philosophy' (hikmat nabawiya). A prophetic
philosophy is thus a 'narrative philosophy', absolved of the dilemma
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which obsesses those who ask: is it myth or is it history? In other
words: is it real or is it unreal? Is it fiction or is it true? A prophetic
philosophy is a liberation from this pseudo-dilemma. The events
which it describes are neither myth nor history in the ordinary
sense of the words. It is the history of the Malakiit — what we shall
call imaginal history — in the same way as the countries and the
places of this history constitute an imaginal geography, that of the
`celestial earth'.
Access to this imaginal history is opened up for us by that
hermeneutic par excellence which is denoted by the word ta'wil,
which literally means to 'reconduct something to its source', to its
archetype, to its true reality. Twelve-Imim SliVites as well as Ismaili
ShVites have excelled in this art, since ta'w11 is at once the province
and the incentive of their esotericism as the 'seventh day' completing the six days of the Creation. To the straightforward exoteric
reader what appears to be the true sense is the literal reading. What
one proposes to him as the spiritual sense appears to him as the
metaphoric sense, as 'allegory' which he confuses with 'symbol'.
For the esoteric it is the opposite: the so-called literal sense is only
a metaphor (majaz). The true sense (haqiqat) is the event which
this metaphor conceals.
Just as for the Kabbalists, true events are the eternal relations
between the ten Sephiroth, concealed beneath the accounts of the
exterior happenings related by the Bible, so for the Shrite esoterics
two-thirds of the Qur'an are to be read in their hidden and true
sense (haqigat) as narration of the drama which is played out
between the Holy InSms and their antagonists from before the
creation of this world. This is not allegory: it consists of true
events. Hegel said that philosophy consists in turning the world
inside out. Let us say rather that this world is here and now inside
out. The ta'w11 and the prophetic philosophy consist in putting it
right side out once more.
As the name of Hegel has just been uttered, now is the right moment in our Preface to give the actual meaning of our Leitmotifs for
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western philosophy. When the mystical theosophists represented in
this book experience and affirm the necessity of the intermediate
world, of an intermediary between the sensory and the intellectual,
their position is exactly that of Jacob Boehme. Between the intellectual and the sensible, or expressed more precisely still, between
the transcendent and hidden Deity, the Deitas abscondita, and the
world of man, Boehme places an intermediary which he calls the
sacred Element, a 'spiritual corporeity' which represents the Dwelling, the Divine Presence, for our world. This Dwelling is Wisdom
itself, Sophia. This Presence is the Shekhina of the Kabbalists. It
is the imaginal locus of an entirely spiritual incarnation, for all
eternity anterior to that Incarnation which exoteric religion places
in history, that history which for Shiites, theosophists and Ismailis
is nothing but the metaphor of the True Reality.
Either way it is the idea of Theophany which is dominant,
making itself evident by its own nature and of necessity between
the intellectual and the sensible, and what is denoted as Sophia, as
the 'Soul of the World', is at the same time the imaginal locus and
the organ of this Theophany. It is at once the necessary mediatrix,
the Deus revelatus, between pure Divinity, for ever concealed,
beyond our reach, and man's world. This is what we have in another
place called the 'paradox of monotheism' and it is a constant theme
in all those doctrines in the 'religions of the book' which are in
one way or another related to the Kabbala. Equally in Jewish mysticism the Hassidim have established a triple differentiation: there is
the unknowable God, there is the place of the emanation of the
Glory, which is the 'countenance on high' and which even the
Angels do not know; lastly there is the manifested Glory, the
`countenance beneath', the only one we can contemplate. This
`countenance beneath' is the Angel Metatron as 'Angel of the Countenance' who is equally the Presence, the Sophia, the Soul of the
World.
Now every kind of dualism which has in one way or another
come out of Cartesianism or which is closely related to it has rejected the necessity of just this spiritual mediating entity. Our
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western philosophy has been the theatre of what we may call
the 'battle for the Soul of the World'. On the one hand, like 'stainless knights' protecting this Soul, the Cambridge Platonists (Henry
More, Ralph Cudworth); Jacob Boehme and his school with all
those related to them; the `Boehmian' Newton; the Christian
Kabbalists like F.C. Oetinger in whom currents of thought coming
from Boehme and Swedenborg intersect. On the other, they find
their antagonists: Descartes, Fr. Mersenne, Malebranche, Bayle,
indubitably also Leibniz and Christian Wolff, and the list extends
on down to our own days. Is it a matter of a battle that has finally
been lost, the world having lost its soul, a defeat whose consequences weigh upon our modern visions of the world without
compensation? If there has been a defeat, a defeat is still not a
refutation. We know a certain number of young philosophers
alive today who are deeply concerned with the wish to turn the
scales once more in this struggle. This is why we spoke above of
the actuality of the themes of this book; an actuality which ranges
our `Platonists of Persia' at the side of the Cambridge Platonists.
The necessity for the mundus imaginalis, experienced and
affirmed by our Ishriquiyiln, is precisely the necessity for that
mediation of which Jacob Boehme and his followers have just
reminded us. More exactly still: this mundus imaginalis, world
of Hilrqalya, world of Malakilt or world of Soul, is the 'Celestial
Earth' and the 'Celestial Corporeity'. Just as the Sophia is otherwise the imaginal place of the Divine Presence in our world, so
the celestial Earth, present to the secret nostalgia in men's hearts,
is typified in the Shiite gnosis by the person of Fatima the
Resplendent, the daughter of the Prophet. Fatima is the Sophia
of the Sh'i'ite theosophy and cosmogony.
We will now introduce here the Shrite concept of the First
Emanation (first theophany) of that Principle which is beyond
every Name and every Attribute. This First Emanation is typified
by the primordial Muhammadic Light (Niir mohammedi), constituted by certain figures of light, that is to say, the respective metaphysical entities known as the Fourteen Immaculate Ones. The
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eternal succession of their births brings with it the birth of the
worlds. Their Pleroma is the Dwelling, the necessary mediation
between the transcendent God, concealed and inaccessible, and the
world of men. The Fourteen Immaculate Ones are collectively 'the
Angel of the Countenance'. A metaphysical narrative will show us
in the course of this book, how the eternal person of Fatima-Sophia
constitutes the Sophianity of the pleroma of the Fourteen Immaculate Ones, and how by the cosmogonic virtue of this pleroma, the
Sophianity becomes the Presence in our world. Our authors coined
a term to express this: fatimiya, an abstract noun which literally
translated gives something like `fatimianite but which the term
Sophianity expresses more directly still once we have recognised in
the eternal mediating person of Fatima the Resplendent, Her who is
elsewhere known as Sophia.
And the ancient Mazdean texts propose to us all the more of
this Sophianity. Of the six Archangels who surround Ohrmazd, the
God of Pure Light, from whom they emanate and whose name itself
means 'Lord Wisdom' (Ahura Mazda in the Avesta), three are masculine and three feminine. The first of these feminine Archangels
bears in the Avesta the name Spenta Armaiti (in Pahlavi, that is
in Middle Persian, Spandarmat; in Modern Persian, Sfandarmoz).
The texts will show us the remarkable precedent inherent here. She
is the 'Daughter of Ohrmazd'. She is indeed the Sophia of Mazdaism
and the typification of Celestial Earth. Spandarmat-Sophia is the
`Mistress of the Dwelling', She is the Dwelling itself, as feminine
Archangel of the Earth which is Earth of Light. Building on her
name in Pahlavi, the abstract term spandarmatikth has been formed
which we cannot translate better than by the very term `Sophianity'.
This term denotes a certain mode of being prescribed for the
Zoroastrian faithful. There is also an appeal, a striking correspondence, between the terms fatimiya and spandarmatildh, which both
denote a `Sophianity' typified on the one hand in the person of the
feminine Archangel holy Armaiti and on the other in that of
Fatima-Sophia. To assume this Sophianity is for the human being
to accede here and now to the Celestial Earth, to the world of
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Hfircialya, world of 'celestial corporeity', which is that of the subtle
bodies of Light. Presented thus in a few lines, the intention of the
sub-title of the book 'From Mazdean to Shiite Iran' will no doubt
appear to the reader in more precise contours.
Obviously, the passage from one manifestation of Sophianity to
another does not involve the material filiation of any historic
causality because here plainly both manifestations are acts of the
Malakfit which occur in the imaginal world. We prefer to speak
here of the epochs of a spiritual world rather than of constants or
of recurring factors of the Iranian consciousness. Now the succession of the epochs of a spiritual world does not consist of a
history which one can perceive and demonstrate in the way in
which documents permit us to speak of the campaigns of Julius
Caesar or of Napoleon. The epochs of the spiritual world are
totally different from the epochs of the exterior world of geology
or of sociopolitical history. The epochs of a spiritual world make
up a history sui generis, which is in its very essence imaginal history.
We are dealing here with a 'history' of the same nature as that
which is witnessed when our Stine philosophers identify their
Twelfth Imam now with the Saoshyant or Zoroastrian eschatological Saviour, now with the Paraclete announced in St John's
Gospel. We have already said that this history is neither myth nor
history as understood in current parlance, but that it does not
involve any the less a history of real events, or a reality proper to
these events, a reality situated at a level other than that of the
exterior events of the material world, which esoteric hermeneutic
considers as being the metaphor of true events.
These true events together with the links which unite them one
to another come to pass in the subtle world of the Soul, the world of
mundus imaginalis. Others have spoken of the 'Chronicle
of Akasha' (this term denoting the subtle world). What we have in
view here postulates simply the term 'imaginal history'. Every philosophy which loses the sense of the imaginal world closes to itself all
access to the events of which it is the locus, and comes to be the
prey of pseudo-dilemmas.
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We therefore need a vocabulary other than that of history in the
empirical sense of this word in order to deal with the 'Chronicles
of Malakte, just as Boehme needed a terminology different from
that of the Peripatetic philosophers and expressed himself in the
vocabulary of alchemy. To describe the link between the two ages
respectively of Sophianity and of Celestial Earth, we have had
recourse here to a musical terminology, and we turn to the sound
effect produced on the organ by the playing of the progressio
harmonica.
Penetration into the world of Hilrgalya, into the Angelic World,
thus becomes an aspect of the experience which the progressio
harmonica offers to our hearing. And as we utter these words we
again perceive certain consonances with 'actuality' in the sense in
which we spoke before of the actuality of the 'battle for the soul
of the world'. Several important recent publications testify to the
actuality of the Angelic World for and in the work of a number of
philosophers in every age. The search for traces of this world even
involves the feelings, not only by reason of the sarcasms which
a defiant ignorance throws at it, but also because of all that this
research is in duty bound to bring back painfully into the light. For
it involves the whole of a forgotten tradition (indeed, deformed
and altered out of recognition), whose multifarious texts alone can
at once nourish research and lead to a complete renewal of angelology . Thus it has been our wish to present a few of these texts
here.
We do not pretend that mental habits that have been engrained
for generations lessen the difficulty of access for our contemporaries
into this world which for them is like a world long since lost. All
the more significant then has been the welcome given to a recent
study which treats the 'life after life' and presents the manifold
testimonies of their actual experiences by people who, even though
they had not crossed it never to return, had none the less really
found themselves on the 'threshold', for their deaths had already
been clinically confirmed.2 There is no reason to be surprised that
such a book should from some meet with a moving approval,
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testifying to a nostalgia which nothing has ever succeeded in snuffing out in the human heart. Equally there is no reason for surprise
if the same book has been received with scepticism. Certainly, many
traditional texts were quoted in connection with the testimonies
reported in this book. But how many people knew them? In fact,
some of these testimonies cannot be entertained let alone understood except on the condition of having at one's immediate disposal
an ontology of the mundus imaginalis and a metaphysic of the
active Imagination as an organ inherent in the soul and regulated in
its own right to the world of 'subtle corporeity'. We have made here
an attempt at just this. Many more will be needed, necessitating
rigorous study and exorcising every 'fantasy' which could spoil the
legitimacy of imaginative understanding.
In this connection, we wish to give a caution. We have come to
see for ourself, with pleasure though not unmixed with some
anxiety, that the word 'imaginal' as used specifically in our researches has been spreading and even gaining ground. We wish to
make the following statement. If this term is used to apply to anything other than the mundus imaginalis and the imaginal Forms as
they are located in the schema of the worlds which necessitate them
and legitimise them, there is a great danger that the term will be
degraded and its meaning be lost. By the same token we would
remind the reader that the schema in which the imaginal world is
by its essence the intermediate world, and the articulation between
the intellectual and the sensible, in which the active Imagination as
imaginatio vera is an organ of understanding mediating between
intellect and sense and as legitimate as these latter and that world
itself. If one transfers its usage outside this precisely defined schema
one sets out on a false trail and strays far from the intention which
our Iranian philosophers have induced us to restore in our use of
this word. It is superfluous to add — the reader will already have
understood this — that the mundus imaginalis has nothing to do
with what the fashion of our time calls 'the civilisation of the
image'.
We concede that access to the world of Hilrqalyd, to the Angelic
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World, undoubtedly continues to be difficult. More than once since
the publication of the first edition we have heard readers regretting
the special difficulty of the first chapter — that on the angelology
of the Avesta. We would like to suggest here — and this could apply
to the whole of the book — that a single reading cannot be sufficient.
One does not penetrate into the Angelic World by housebreaking,
one does not move around mentally in the world of Harqalya by
the assistance of a formal logic or of a dialectic which leads from
one concept to the next by deduction. Passage from one imaginal
Form to another does not obey any conceptual dialectic. The
figures of the God-Angels of the Avesta, for example, overlapping
one with another as they often do, can only be grasped by generating in oneself, on the indications of the texts, a minimum of
mental vision. What then does this involve? One should resort here
to the examplary practice which Ibn 'Arabi himself has led us to
design as the `theophanic method of discourse' (oraison).
It could be that this itself is nothing other than a form or an
appeal of the progressio harmonica. But is it not frequent in the
Bible for the Prophets to demand the assistance of a harp-player in
order to open the eyes of their inner vision?
Translated by Peter Russell
Notes
1. Zagqiim. Quran, xvii,60; xxxvii,62-68; xliv,43-46; Ivi,52.(N. of Tr.)
2. Dr Raymond Moody, Life after Life, London, Corgi, 1977.

SCIENCE AND IMAGINATION IN
WILLIAM BLAKE
KATHLEEN RAINE

William Blake is the only English poet whose central theme is the
confrontation of science and imagination. To Blake the radical
error of western civilisation lies in the separation, originating
perhaps with Aristotle and now universally accepted within modern
secular societies, between mind and its object, nature. Blake's
inspired but uncomprehended message was neither more nor less
than to declare and demonstrate the disastrous human consequences of this separation, and to call for a restoration of the original unity of being in which outer and inner worlds are one. By the
end of the eighteenth century religion itself, in the form of Deism,
`natural religion', had ceased to question the definitions of space,
time and matter elaborated by post-Cartesian science; had ceased
to perceive that any alternative account of the natural universe
could be seriously considered. Blake's questioning of these premises — insofar as anyone understood him — seemed at that time
mere eccentricity or madness.
Yet Blake was not an originator of those ideas to which his
genius gave such dynamic energy to change the course of history.
Rather he gathered the diverse strands of an excluded and rejected
tradition into a new and powerful unity and coherence, loosing his
Tyger upon the New Age which he declared was about to begin.
Against the power and prestige of the scientific thought everywhere
dominant Blake reaffirmed the traditional teaching that the ground
and first principle of all creation is mind; or as he called it, Imagination. He did not doubt that his message would sooner or later be
understood, since he had clearly seen the fallacy, at that time unde-
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tected, in the prevailing positivist thought. He was following,
besides, Swedenborg's prophecy of the advent of a 'new church' in
`the heavens' (the inner and spiritual worlds) in 1757, the year of
Blake's birth. And indeed Swedenborg's astonishing visions of the
inner worlds may be seen as a foreshadowing of the preoccupation
of our own century with 'facts of mind'. Both prophets were in
advance of history, for it is only in our own lifetime that the
changes they foresaw have begun to come about.
Blake is even in a sense a poet of the twentieth century. During
his lifetime his great prophecies existed only in those illuminated
books of which he was himself author, engraver, printer, illustrator
and publisher; selling only an occasional copy to friends who
bought them as curiosities. In 1893 Edwin Ellis and W. B. Yeats
published, in a limited edition, three volumes of text and commentaries; but it was only in 1925 that Keynes' edition made his
works generally available. The renewal of the study of the inner
worlds which has since taken place has made an understanding of
Blake's thought at last possible. Jung's writings on the structure of
the psyche have thrown light upon his mythological structures;
but even more relevant to our present consideration of what Blake
meant by the Imagination are the writings of Henry Corbin on the
mundus imaginalis, the world of the 'Imaginal'; a theme to which
we shall return.
Blake did not call in question the descriptive value of natural
science; he could even write with poetic appreciation of the
Newtonian heavens
Travelling in silent majesty along their ordered ways
In right lined paths outmeasur'd by proportion, number, weight
And measure, mathematic motion wondrous along the deep
(Keynes p.287)
What he did question was the premise, the Cartesian assumption
that there are material bodies located in times and spaces external
to consciousness; the false premise which first separated mind from
its object and made possible the positivist science which already in
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Blake's lifetime had undermined the foundations of spiritual knowledge. Henry Corbin, in his introduction to the second edition of
Corps Spirituelle et Terre Celeste (his last statement on the nature
of the mundus imaginalis) wrote:
With the loss of the Imagino vera and the mundus imaginalis
begins nihilism and agnosticism. This is why we say . . . that
it is here necessary to forget everything the Aristotelian and
related philosophers have had to say about the Imagination,
considering it as a corporeal faculty.
This is precisely what Blake had struggled all his life — in discursive
argument and memorable aphorism, in the action of his vast mythological drama, veiled in the deceptive simplicity of lyric verse,
depicted in symbolic paintings and exemplified in the living of his
life of poverty ennobled by vision — to communicate. In our own
century the quantification of the universe has been extended to
human consciousness itself. Many now conceive the human mind as
a function of the brain, regarded as a computer in which information is stored which does not differ in kind from that stored in our
programmed machines. I recently found myself sitting, at a University banquet, beside a Professor of Physics who with evident pride
told me that computers can now be made which can not only store
information but which can also originate ideas in a way indistinguishable from human intuition. Blake, who wrote of natural
science as the mortal sickness of the English nation (`the Giant
Albion') whose 'machines are woven with his life', would not have
been surprised at this modern idolatry. What was for Aristotle a convenient distinction made between mental and phenomenal worlds
has proceeded to a denial, by positivist science, of any order other
than its own. To Blake the corporeal body is 'the garment not the
man'; and in contrast with a science which supposes that knowledge
is a function of sense-organs, he wrote: 'I would no more question
my eye than I would question a window concerning a sight. I look
through it, not with it.'
While the Deists of his day found no difficulty in reconciling
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their religion with the materialist premises, Blake, in the lucidity of
his imaginative grasp of the issues at stake, declared that this is
impossible: not the discoveries of science but the premises of
materialism are heretical. He therefore called Bacon, Newton and
Locke the 'three great teachers of Atheism or Satan's doctrine'.
Atheism Blake defined as the worship of nature ; 'for whoever
believes in Nature said B. disbelieves in God — for Nature is the
work of the Devil'. So Wordsworth's friend and diarist Crabb
Robinson wrote in his Journal. In the myth of Urizen (the rational
mentality) Blake embodies what he understands by the creation of
`nature' by the Devil; and in every allusion to the natural world so
brought into apparent existence as an autonomous universe outside
Imagination Blake describes it as a region of sorrow, cut off from
the divine ground; it is Hell. It is also an illusion; but
. . . what seems to Be, Is, To those to whom
It seems to Be, & is productive of the most dreadful
Consequences to those to whom it seems to Be, even of
Torments, Despair, Eternal Death . . . (K663)
From his first writings to his last Blake was totally consistent.
His thought is at all times based on the clear realization that 'All
Things Exist in the Human Imagination' (K707). The world we
behold is a world of `vision'; for
. . . in your own Bosom you bear your Heaven
And Earth & all you behold: tho' it appears Without, it is within,
In your Imagination . . . (K709)
When Blake was thirty-one he engraved his first illuminated
book, three tractates against 'natural religion'. These are set forth as
a discursive argument against Locke's thesis that man 'is only a
natural organ subject to sense'. (K97) Whereas Locke based his
system upon the premise of a material order, Blake takes as his
starting-point the mind which perceives. 'The true faculty of
knowing is the faculty which experiences; and this faculty I treat
of.' To Locke man is his natural body, a mirror or tablet upon
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which impressions are received from the external world. To Blake
`the True Man' is 'the poetic genius' or 'the spirit of prophecy'
— Blake had not yet settled upon the term he was later to use
consistently throughout the rest of his life, the Imagination. By this
word Blake signified, as did Coleridge (his younger contemporary)
an active and creative faculty, Coleridge's 'esemplastic power', 'My
shaping spirit of Imagination'. For both poets Imagination is not
passive but active, and divine creativity in man, the 'image' of God
in which man is first created: for Coleridge, the individual portion
of 'the adorable I AM'; for Blake the 'Divine Human', 'Jesus the
Imagination'.
Blake's phrase, 'the true man', is probably derived from his
contemporary and acquaintance Thomas Taylor's Platonic translations and commentaries. According to Plato 'the true man is
intellect'. In preferring the terms 'poetic genius' and 'spirit of
prophecy' and the Imagination, Blake is from the outset choosing
a language more dynamic than that of the paradigmatic Platonic
system. In this he may have been influenced by Jacob Boehme,
whose writings he supremely admired. Blake's Imagination is less
a principle than a Person, the human 'body' or 'body of Jesus',
of which, as with Swedenborg's 'Grand Man of the Heavens',
all human individuals are members; a person living, active and
creative. This body is not, of course, corporeal: the body of the
Divine Humanity, as Swedenborg had insisted, is neither large nor
small, nor of any dimension, being not subject to the Cartesian
categories of space and body. This Swedenborgian and Blakean
conception of the universe rather as a person than as an object
strikes the modern mind as strange; yet this has not been true of
other periods and other civilizations. Henry Corbin, writing of the
Iranian mysticism of the Zend-avesta, describes a view of things
very close to Blake's:
To grasp the intentions which constituted that universe where
the Earth is conceived, meditated, and encountered in the
person of its Angel, we discover that it is much less a matter of
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answering questions concerning essences ('what is it?') than of
questions concerning persons (`who is it?' or `to whom does it
correspond?'). For example, who is the Earth, who are the
Waters, the plants, the mountains, or to whom do they correspond? The answer to these questions makes present an imaginal Form, and that imaginal Form corresponds in each case
to the presence of a certain state.
Blake also looks back to a Paradisal state in which humankind
encountered earth and all creatures as living persons and not as
lifeless objects; and laments the passing of that state brought
about by the rending of the phenomena from the living Imagination in which they `live and move and have their being'.
. . . A Rock, a Cloud, a Mountain
Were now not Vocal as in Climes of happy Eternity,
Where the lamb replies to the infant voice, & the lion to the
man of years
Giving them sweet instructions; where the Cloud, the River
& the Field
Talk with the husbandman & shepherd . . .
(K315)
All things are living because their `place' and their being participates
in the life of the Imagination, the supreme Person. In answer to the
poet's question, 'What is the material world and is it dead?', a spirit
of vegetation replies, 'I'll show you all alive the world where every
particle of dust breathes forth its joy.'
Before proceeding further we must give Blake's fullest and late
definition of the Imagination:
This world of Imagination is the world of Eternity; it is the
divine bosom into which we shall all go after the death of the
Vegetated body. This World of Imagination is Infinite &
Eternal whereas the world of Generation, or Vegetation, is
Finite & Temporal. There Exist in that Eternal World the
Permanent Realities of Every Thing which we see reflected in
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this Vegetable Glass of Nature. All things are comprehended
in their Eternal Forms in the divine body of the Saviour, the
True Vine of Eternity, the Human Imagination, who appear'd
to Me as Coming to Judgment among his Saints & throwing
off the Temporal that the Eternal might be Establish'd.
(K605)
Whereas for Locke mind is the passive mirror of a mechanized
nature, for Blake Imagination is both Person and 'place' where all
beings and events are situated. Striking mutual confirmation is to
be found in the comparison between Blake's Imagination and Henry
Corbin's mundus imaginalis as described in the light of his studies
in Iranian mysticism, a tradition totally unknown to Blake, of
course, although the Platonic tradition underlies both. This
mundus imaginalis is the 'place' of all spiritual events. Corbin
writes:
Therefore if one deprives all this of its proper domain, which
is the active imagination, nothing of all this any longer has a
`place' and in consequence cannot 'take place'. It is now only
the `imaginary' of fiction.
`Imaginary' in the sense of fictitious, non-existent, is exactly what
Urizen considered the Imagination to be; a view of positivist science
concisely summed up in the phrase
The Spectre is the man; the rest is only delusion & fancy.
(K273)
— the 'spectre' being the corporeal man. Against this view Blake
fought his lifelong battle.
The externalization of nature which has for so long dominated
western thought doubtless corresponds to a natural bent of the
European mind. But this division has never been accepted within
the Platonic tradition, nor the excluded yet persistent unitive
thought of the Alchemists and the Hermetic philosophers. Through
Boehme Blake was familiar with the Alchemical symbolism, and
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another source of his concept of the Imagination was doubtless the
Hermetica itself. In the Tenth Book (117-19) he would have read:
All things are in God, not as lying in a Place; for Place is both
a Body, and unmoveable, and those things that are there
placed have no motion. For they lie otherwise in that which
is unbodily, than in the fantasy or to appearance. Consider
him that contains all things, and understand that nothing is
more capacious, than that which is incorporeal, nothing more
swift, nothing more powerful.
Blake was also familiar with the writings of the eighteenth century
Irish philosopher Berkeley, who himself drew many arguments for
his own unitive philosophy from the Hermetica. Blake knew also
(again in Thomas Taylor's translations) Plotinus' arguments against
the substantial existence of 'matter', which he calls a non-ens,
possessing only an apparent existence. He was, besides, a follower
of Swedenborg, for whom the inner 'worlds' had opened in a revelatory manner. Blake's declaration of his own prophetic task has an
echo of Swedenborg's existential revelation:
. . . I rest not from my great task!
To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the Immortal Eyes
Of Man inwards into the Worlds of Thought, into Eternity
Ever expanding in the Bosom of God, the Human Imagination.
(K623)
Blake in an early poem, the Book of Urizen, describes in the form
of a myth the creation of the corporeal world. Before Urizen began
his labours there was no temporal world:
Earth was not: nor globes of attraction,
The will of the immortal expanded
Or contracted his all flexible senses;
Death was not, but eternal life sprung.

(K223)

Blake, we must remember, is writing of creation not in terms of
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matter bin of consciousness — 'the faculty which experiences'. In
a passage written many years later, on his painting of a Vision of
the Last Judgment, he expands this theme:
Many suppose that before the Creation All was Solitude
& Chaos. This is the most pernicious Idea that can enter the
Mind, as it takes away all sublimity from the Bible & Limits
All Existence to Creation & to Chaos, To the Time & Space
fixed by the Corporeal Vegetative Eye, & leaves the Man who
entertains such an Idea the habitation of Unbelieving demons.
Eternity Exists, and All things in Eternity, Independent of
(K614)
Creation.
Blake's 'unbelieving demons' are the same disbelief which, as
Corbin points out, persuades us that the Imagination — the mundus
imaginalis — is purely imaginary and non-existent. Blake's logic is
sound; it is the argument of all who are aware of the reality of this
incorporeal 'place' where spiritual history (of the kind described for
example in the Bible) 'takes place'. The mind of the ratio, of the
empirical ego, creates outside the Imagination the externality of
the corporeal world in what Blake calls 'the void outside existence',
`the petrific abominable chaos', 'a void immense, wild, dark and
deep / Where nothing was', 'a wide world of solid obstruction',
`a horrid bottomless vacuity'. It is above all a world of death.
Imagination is in its nature a world of immortal life; being incorporeal, not located in space or in time, and not therefore subject
to change, generation and decay. Blake affirms without doubt that
it is the world 'into which we shall all go after the death of the
Vegetated body'. Corbin affirms the same of the Imaginal world:
We take the decisive step in the metaphysics of the imaginal
and of the Imagination from the time we admit . . . that the
imaginative power is a purely spiritual faculty, independent of
the physical organism and in consequence surviving it.
Blake also called the Imagination 'the land of life'; and in his
understanding it is by identifying 'the true man' with his mortal
T
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body that an understanding and knowledge of immortality has been
lost. Deism replaced knowledge of the world of Imagination with a
teaching that the mortal body has an 'afterlife'; it is in Urizen's
world that men are taught
. . . That an Eternal life awaits the worms of sixty winters
In an allegorical abode where existence hath never come.
(K240)

This is natural religion's travesty of the true teaching of immortality. Blake for his part dismissed it as nonsense.
The corporeal world is created, according to Blake's myth, by
the 'wrenching apart' of the original unity of being, knowledge
from its object:
Eternity roll'd wide apart,
Wide apart rolling;
Mountainous all around
Departing, departing, departing,
Leaving ominous fragments of life
Hanging, frowning cliffs, &, all between,
An ocean of voidness unfathomable.

(K225)

This is a mutilation of the divine body, and a double anguish for
the Eternal Prophet (Los) and for Urizen, the natural reason. Blake
describes this event in terms which will only seem excessive to those
who have not understood or felt the import of this crisis of consciousness:
Los howl'd in a dismal stupor,
Groaning, gnashing, groaning,
Till the wrenching apart was healed.
But the wrenching of Urizen heal'd not.

(K226)

Los (intuitive consciousness) does not cease to communicate with
the 'divine body'; but reason now operates in a lifeless world 'outside eternity'. The corporeal world is cut off ; and Urizen (here
called Satan, with the clear implication that his world of exter-
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nality cut off from Imagination is the true metaphysical Hell)
falls with his rebel angels:
They roll'd down a dim world, crush'd with Snow, deadly &
dark
(K351)
This world is called 'a dreamless night' and 'immeasurable
death'. The Eternals (or 'eternal men') gaze down into the abyss of
externalized nature:
And now was seen, now obscur'd, to the eyes
Of Eternals the visions remote
Of the dark separation appear'd:
As glasses discover Worlds
In the endless Abyss of space
So the expanding eyes of Immortals
Beheld the dark visions of Los.

(K230/1)

Blake has depicted as well as described the 'eternals' gazing down
in horror into the Abyss, or shown them suspended head downwards in the void as they undergo a 'shrinking' and metamorphosis
from the 'human' (that is, imaginative) into the 'serpent' form of
the 'mortal worm' — natural man.
We must remember at all times that a 'world' for Blake is situated not in Cartesian space but in consciousness; therefore every
change of consciousness changes the world. The positivist scientific
ideology shrinks man from the unbounded being of Imagination
into mortality; of which the serpent is Blake's symbol. In Genesis
the Serpent is condemned to crawl on its belly on the earth, and to
eat dust; as Blake writes
For dust & clay is the Serpent's meat
Which never was made for Man to Eat

(K755)

The food of the `true man' is
`The Bread of sweet Thought & the Wine of Delight'. (K800)
In Urizen's world men become mortal worms, and dust-eaters.
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This comes about through the shrinking of perceptions; the 'eyes'
of the 'inhabitants' of Urizen's cities are 'shrunken', their 'heavens'
become 'streaky slime':
. . . And their eyes
Grew small like the eyes of a man,
And in reptile forms shrinking together
Of seven feet stature they remain'd

(K236)

They 'shrunk up from existence' and 'forgot their eternal life',
. . . in narrow doleful form
Creeping in reptile flesh upon the bosom of the ground.
Blake asks:
Can such an Eye judge of the stars? & looking thro' its tubes
Measure the sunny rays? . . .
Can such an Ear, form'd with the vapours of the yawning pit,
Judge of the pure melodious harp struck by a hand divine?
(K485)

The universe, according to Orphic tradition, is Apollo's lyre whose
harmonies are a divine utterance, a divine communication of
meaning and beauty. By banishing the phenomena from the Imagination — the 'faculty which experiences' — they are emptied of all
significance, retaining only a quantitative existence. 'What is within
is now seen without' and humankind 'raw to the hungry wind' live
no longer in immeasurable incorporeal spaces but in 'a little and
dark Land'. Yet even from this fallen race the world of Imagination
is not wholly withdrawn; within every creature 'eternity expands'.
The mortal worm, oppressed by Urizen, natural reason, has at all
times access to the indwelling Imagination:
He wither'd up the Human Form
By laws of sacrifice for sin,
Till it became a mortal worm,
But 0! translucent all within.

(K651)
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It remains for Urizen, in his new world of materialized nature, to
invent a system of 'laws of nature', autonomous and self-contained ;
forgetting that, as the Platonic and all other spiritual traditions have
held,
. . . every Natural Effect has a Spiritual Cause, and Not
A Natural; for a Natural Cause only seems; it is a Delusion
of Ulro & ratio of the perishing Vegetable Memory.
(K513)
`Losing the Divine Vision that all behold and live thereby' Urizen
exchanges eternity for 'futurity', infinity for unending space.
Holding as he did that knowledge is a mode of consciousness,
Blake does not present us with Urizen's arguments, but depicts
rationalist materialism as a state of mind, of being. He depicts
Urizen as a travesty of God the Father, anxious, purblind, laborious,
a joyless tyrant. In the void of 'futurity' and of ever-elusive matter
Reason, with infinite labour, constructs the universe of science, a
`world of rocky destiny',
Petrifying the Human Imagination into rock and sand.
He invents the 'laws of nature', based upon weight and measure,
extension and duration within the Cartesian categories,
. . . Mathematic Holiness, Length Bredth & Highth
Calling the Human Imagination, which is the Divine Vision
& Fruition
In which Man liveth eternally, madness and blasphemy against
(K521)
Its own qualities . . .
In this world 'outside existence' creatures become mere things,
emptied of life and meaning. The animals 'wander away from man'
in 'sullen droves', and nature becomes emptied of all but quantitative significance. Inevitably human beings also become externalized and quantified:
His Children exil'd from his breast pass to and fro before him,
His birds are silent in his hills, flocks die beneath his branches.
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Separated from life, nature is no longer experienced but only
observed:
. . . the Forests fled,
The Corn-fields & the breathing gardens outside separated,
The Sea, the Stars, the Sun, the Moon . . .
(K643)
The creatures, man's companions in Paradise, `wander away into a
distant night'.
The rationalist mentality of Urizen is sustained by a passion for
the accumulation of the only kind of 'knowledge' it recognises. In
order, as Blake says, to 'avert his own despair' Urizen sets out on
the immense labours of scientific investigation of his 'dens' — the
great adventure of scientific discovery. Blake represents him carrying with him his heavy `books' in which he records his discoveries.
Yet to the natural universe reason can find neither end nor restingplace in a 'world of Cumbrous wheels / Circle o'er Circle' (K316)
... down falling thro' immensity for ever and ever.

(K317)

There is nowhere at which knowledge becomes being; no point at
which the 'more' or quantitative knowledge becomes the 'all' of
wisdom. Blake describes Urizen's explorations as taking him through
the outer spaces of Newtonian astronomy, but our own century
has found within the sub-atomic world the same boundless void and
`dark vacuity'. The scientific mind sets out to 'conquer' nature; yet
Urizen is not able to `calm the Elements, because himself was
subject'. This is necessarily so within the positivist definition of
man as 'a natural organ subject to sense'. Incorporeal Imagination is
not subject to the elements, or at their mercy as, finally, positivist
mankind must always remain. Whatever 'progress' may be made
towards some scientific Utopia it can never in the nature of things
be reached, 'nature' being a world of mutability and mortality in
terms of its own definitions. Therefore Urizen is condemned to
unending 'research' and 'progress', `urg'd by necessity to keep / The
evil day afar', knowing that at the heart of his philosophy lies the
nihil which the 'reasoning spectre' never ceases to whisper to the
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English nation:
I am your Rational Power, 0 Albion, & that Human Form
You call Divine is but a Worm seventy inches long
That creeps forth in a night & is dried in the morning sun
(K659)
The great cities and triumphs of technological construction are
but worm-casts that time will obliterate. 'Futurity' enables Urizen
to postpone, but not to avert the knowledge that 'despair is his
eternal lot'.
But upon his 'laws of nature' Urizen prides himself; and above
all on account of the universality and uniformity of their operation.
They permit no exceptions or variety. Throughout his world he has
imposed
One command, one joy, one desire,
One curse, one weight, one measure,
One King, one God, one Law.

(K224)

— for rational knowledge is uniform, predictable, objective; a philosophy condemned in Blake's aphorism,
One Law for the Lion & Ox is Oppression.

(K158)

This aphorism is illustrated by the terrifying depiction of Nebuchadnezzar condemned to eat grass — man as the dust-eater.
I hope that it is by now clear that Blake was not making a vital issue
out of what is in reality a mere matter of terms and definitions.
Some might ask what difference it can possibly make, since the perception and experience of the world is in either case the same,
whether we regard the phenomena as material or mental. To Blake
the 'wrenching apart' of the unus mundus is, as in his myth he
describes it, an unhealed wound in consciousness itself. The healing
of that separation was for him essential 'for the sake of eternal life',
as he writes. It is not in facts but in experience that knowledge
consists: knowledge is not separable from life; and Urizen's universe
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is constructed 'outside eternity' — outside the life of the Imagination. Our world depends not, as Locke had taught, upon the reception of stimuli from a mechanised universe but upon the 'faculty
which experiences', the mind of the beholder: 'as a man is, so
he sees' and 'a fool sees not the same tree as a wise man sees'.
`To the Eyes of the Man of Imagination, Nature is Imagination
itself .. . To Me This World is One Continued Vision of Fancy
or Imagination'. (K793)
In defining the world as 'one continued vision' Blake follows
Berkeley, who had also tried to heal the division between perception and its object. Blake might well have been paraphrasing
Berkeley when he wrote:
Mental things are alone real; what is call'd Corporeal, Nobody
Knows of its dwelling-place: it is in Fallacy & its Existence an
Imposture. Where is the Existence out of mind and thought?
(K617)
Where is it but in the mind of a Fool?
For Berkeley all things exist in the mind of God; Blake went
further, declaring that the human Imagination is the divine in man.
An eighteenth century bishop may have hesitated openly to take
the further step made by Blake, yet this teaching is not exactly
heretical, even within Christian orthodoxy. Blake certainly had the
authority of the Hermetica; in the section entitled 'Poemandres'
both Blake and Berkeley would have read
That which in thee seeth and heareth, the word of the Lord,
and the Mind, the Father, God, Differeth not the One from
the Other.
In his uncompromising affirmation of the identity of the human
Imagination with the divine Person and the divine world Blake is at
once affirming Tradition, and proclaiming the doctrine of the New
Age which he foresaw must supercede the 'three provincial centuries' of naive materialism: the divine 'person' and 'place' is within.
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To the 'man of Imagination' nature lives with the life of the Imagination which perceives it; and thus the experiences of the materialist
and of the man of imagination are incommensurable, different not
in degree but in kind. Defending the art which springs from the
Imagination as against the 'distinct and inferior' art produced
by copying nature, Blake insists that 'allegory' (derived from
nature) and 'visions of Imagination ought to be known as Two
Distinct Things, & so call'd for the Sake of Eternal Life'. (K605)
For the sake of eternal life because Imagination is eternal life. Thus
when Blake speaks of the dust as 'all alive' he is not personifying a
particle of dust that is really lifeless; that is what he means by
allegory. Copiers of 'nature' would doubtless see it so, for Urizen
has his artists as well as his scientists. But Blake affirms that these
particles are not only alive, but, because they have their existence
within the human Imagination, are also human:
. . . each grain of sand,
Every stone on the land,
Each rock & each hill,
Each fountain & rill,
Each herb & each tree,
Mountain, hill, earth & sea,
Cloud, meteor & star
Are men seen afar. (K805)
For all men in Eternity, Rivers, Mountains, Cities, Villages,
All are Human, & when you enter into their Bosoms you walk
In Heavens & Earths . . .
(K709)
Blake has been called a 'mystic' — untruly I believe if the word
is understood in any world-negating sense; and a 'visionary', with
implications of para-normal perception, real or unreal. But Blake's
world of vision is not 'another' world; it is this world, seen differently. Blake's inner world is the outer world which for him was 'one
continued vision of Fancy or Imagination'. His 'visions of eternity'
are what everyman sees around him every day, as he stands at the
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centre of his own universe in which 'every space is visionary':
And every Space that a Man views around his dwelling-place
Standing on his own roof or on his garden on a mount
Of Twenty-five cubits in height, such space is his Universe;
And on its verge the Sun rises & sets, the Clouds bow
To meet the flat Earth & the Sea in such an order'd Space:
On all sides, & the two Poles turn on their valves of gold ;
And if he move his dwelling-place, his heavens also move
Where'er he goes, & all his neighbourhood bewail his loss.
Such are the Spaces called Earth & such its dimension. (K516)
All spaces and times exist within the mind, and are 'flexible' and
ever-various. Urizen prided himself upon the unity and immutability of his 'One Law for the Lion & Ox'; the universe of science
is a single universe. The Imagination is a plurality of universes;
or , rather, 'nature' imposes one object upon many minds; whereas
in the world of Imagination the one Mind creates innumerable
universes. Within the living unity of Imagination moves an endless
succession of 'visions' or 'worlds' of thought:
Ever Expanding in the Bosom of God, the Human Imagination.
(K623)

The times and spaces of Imagination, being incorporeal, are not
natural distances or durations; no more so than are the spaces and
durations of our dreams. In the eternal world Los and Enitharmon
(the agents of time and space in Blake's myth)
. . . walk'd forth on the dewy Earth
Contracting or expanding their all flexible senses
At will to murmur in the flower small as the honey bee,
At will to stretch across the heavens & step from star to star.
(288)

Coleridge somewhere wrote that he had failed to make Wordsworth
understand that he could leap along the line of a distant mountain;
for Wordsworth (poet as he was of Newtonian 'nature') could not
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understand how it is possible to 'be' in a place otherwise than
bodily. Doubtless Coleridge knew, as Blake also did, a passage from
the Hermetica (Book 10, 120-22) in which Blake's doctrine of
Imagination as the place of all spaces is beautifully set forth:
And judge of this by thyself, command thy Soul to go to
India, and sooner than thou canst bid it, it will be there. Bid it
likewise pass over the ocean, and suddenly it will be there;
not as passing from place to place, but suddenly it will be
there. Command it to fly into Heaven, and it will need no
Wings, neither shall anything hinder it.
Under the domination of Urizen the flexible times and spaces of
the soul become fixed and dead. Enitharmon (space) 'shrinks'
and 'withers' into 'fixed space'.
Yet mighty bulk and majesty & beauty remain, but unexpansive.
(K305)
— and so with all those fallen into Urizen's world:
In new Expanses, creating exemplars of Memory & Intellect,
Creating Space, Creating Time, according to the wonders Divine
(K746)
Of Human Imagination . . .
How easy it is in childhood to make a forest of the grass, or to
descend into the fiery caverns of the smouldering coal! It is this
gift of 'reverie' that initiated Gaston Bachelard into the interior
spaces of gems, acorns, the roots of trees, the interior of things;
the rapturous ascensions of the soul into the heights of air with the
skylark, or descents into underworlds of ocean or within the earth
where body cannot accompany thought.
Every creature is indeed a boundless universe; and in The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell Blake asks:
How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way,
Is an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses five?

(K150)
In Visions of the Daughters of Albion Blake contrasts Locke's
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spaces of a science-fiction world,
. .. spread in the infinite microscope
In places yet unvisited by the voyager, and in worlds
Over another kind of sea . . .

(K192)

with the unbounded nature of life itself, the endless variety of
life. Sense-organs are much the same in chicken and hawk and
pigeon, mouse and frog, ass and camel, wolf and tiger; how then
explain in physical terms why
. . . their habitations
And their pursuits are different as their forms and as their
joys
(K191)
They live in different worlds indeed; but without needing to cross
outer (or inner) 'space' to find them. Every creature lives in the
total freedom of its Imagination; and Blake concludes his marvellous poetic evocation of the boundless variety of worlds in words
that are his answer to Urizen's One Law for the Lion and Ox:
And trees & birds & beasts & men behold their eternal joy.
Arise, you little glancing wings, and sing your infant joy,
Arise, and drink your bliss, for every thing that lives is holy.
(K195)

Blake makes one final claim on behalf of the Imagination in his
repeated affirmation that 'every thing that lives is holy'. By this he
meant that life itself, as such, is sacred. But what is the meaning of
these words? Is it not a matter of opinion, whether or not life is
`holy', and is not this a mere value judgment which we are free to
accept or to reject?
In terms of material science to say that life is 'holy' has no
meaning at all. Indeed what science calls 'life' is not so in Blake's
sense of the word, but only one among other possible ways in
which matter can behave, a process which can be described and
quantified. If you say 'life' to a physiologist he will speak of
chemistry, or of electrical waves given off by the brain; a geneticist
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will talk about DNA or something of that sort. But in Blake's
terms these are not 'life' at all; nor is there any continuity between
`life' as something experienced and such accompanying physical
phenomena. These are incommensurable. Electrical discharges
may indicate that a subject is dreaming but it can tell us nothing
of the dream itself, its fields and gardens, its imagined persons
and events. The difference is not in degree but in kind: 'nature'
may be measured but not experienced; experience cannot be
measured but only lived.
The holy, as Blake understood and experienced it, is a quality
of life itself; it is not an attribute imputed, but in the nature of
being as such, of the living imagination. It cannot be defined, but
is again and again experienced; and certain experiences can only
be known to the 'man of Imagination'.
Urizen uses the word 'holy' in quite another sense. He regards
measurement as sacred in the sense of being beyond and above
argument or doubt, not under any circumstances to be called in
question: 'Satan's mathematic holiness, Length Bredth & Highth'.
Or laws may decree that Caesar's statue is to be worshipped on
pain of death, or a building consecrated to some cult. In these
cases 'holiness' is imputed to some person, place or thing, but
is not inherent in it. But holiness, in the sense in which Blake
declares life to be holy, is an attribute of the living Imagination,
which is, both by definition and by experience, the 'divine body',
the 'holy land', the temenos, the sanctuary. The sense of the holy
is the tincture of the essence of the experience itself. Indeed the
holy exists only in being experienced: an experience overwhelming
in its reality. The ultimate condemnation of the positivist philosophy of the modern West is that it has imposed upon great masses
of mankind an ideology which precludes the experiencing of the
most profound regions of the soul. Perhaps even a majority of the
atheist west suffer throughout adult life a deprivation of the soul,
never knowing the experience of the numinous, of awe, of that
overwhelming joy and fear and wonder which it is natural for us
to feel in the presence of the holy; never know the experience of
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worship, are never overwhelmed, as Moses was, in the presence of
a bush in the desert burning with the fire of God; or the terror
of Arjuna when the Lord Krishna revealed his myriad-formed
presence. Since these are experiences which fall within the range
of our humanity — have been known to countless men and women
throughout the world's history — it is a mutilation, a deadly sickness, a spiritual death (and such Blake called it) which deprives so
many of the highest human fulfilment. That is what Blake meant by
writing that his words are for our 'eternal salvation'; for he never
exaggerated in these matters: he meant exactly what he said. Eternity is the Imaginative vision; and Imagination is 'the Saviour'. His
lifelong intellectual labours were to bring back, to make accessible,
the experience of the holiness of life; all but lost to the English
nation under the domination of materialist atheism. And yet the
sense of the holiness of life is the human norm, 'the human existence itself'. The Western materialist ideology is a mutilation of
consciousness, precluding the experience of a living world, making
of knowledge a formula and not an experience. Blake uses the
example of music; science can describe 'discord and harmony'
for these are quantifiable; but of melody can tell us nothing;
for melody can only be experienced in terms of meaning, by
the Imagination which responds to the universe as 'a harp struck
by a hand divine'.
It is hard to see how greater 'truth' can be claimed by a philosophy which narrows the range of possible human experience,
which prevents certain potentialities of the soul from ever being
realized. Blake calls Urizen 'the idiot questioner' who can question
but cannot answer; the man of Imagination, by contrast, will
never
Charge Visionaries with deceiving
Or call Men wise for not Believing.

(K756)

(With acknowledgments to France Culture, Radio France)

THEATRE OF THE SOUL
A CONVERSATION WITH
THE ARTIST CECIL COLLINS

Introduction
By tradition the arts are a channel of grace. That is to say a particular revelation of the Divine Principle carries with it into the
sphere of human making and doing the possibility of awakening
within the human soul a remembrance of its own wholeness — a
nostalgia for the perfection from which it derives. In each sacred
tradition is inherent a spiritual path and method which themselves imply not only the alliance of metaphysics with physics
(the sacred substance of the world) but also gnosis with creative
inspiration (the divine ground of human consciousness). This
manifests itself in a cosmological and symbolic language itself
derived from that revelation and whose forms act as the support
for an aesthetic expression of the revelation on the active plane
of human life. In the case of European Christendom the Seven
Liberal Arts of Scholastic doctrine come to mind as the operative
expression of this principle during the Middle Ages.
This condition of integral spirituality can hardly be said to
underlie the common experience of present day western society
so that the man of spiritual vision who expresses himself by means
of one or other of the arts is obliged to consider the implications
of its absence. Such a man is the English painter Cecil Collins. It is
against the background of just this absence, as it were, that we have
to approach his art. The lineage of his 'method' might be said to
derive from Christ's 'I am the door' via William Blake's doctrine
of Jesus the Imagination to his own vision of the Divine Reality
through his unique pictorial expression of primal consciousness.
In this, as he often insists, he is but a primitive of a new age of
poetic consciousness.
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On two late summer afternoons in 1979 I had the pleasure of
extensive conversation with the artist in his Chelsea studio. The
seeming frailty of the man belies a later impression of patient
strength and tenacity, great gentleness and also humour in the
considerable inner pilgrimage it soon becomes evident he has
undertaken. The deep sadness of the eyes could hardly come about
but from a profound awareness of the imperfections of this world.
But the artist's sense of fun, even playfulness, saves one from the
error of assuming the serious, intent everyday expression stems
from his being overwhelmed by the enormity of such imperfections.
Here is an engaging, at times hypnotic, speaker given to throwing
a sudden and unexpected light on a topic one had perhaps come to
consider too familiarly.
In our talks, which were recorded, I endeavoured to steer the
conversation (one does not interview Cecil Collins else one is likely
to find oneself as the interviewee) over three main areas; those of
his life, the content of his pictorial language and finally the 'philosophic ambiance' of his thought. From these conversations I have
selected the material that bears directly on some understanding of
the artist's vision. What appears here has been approved by the
artist and will, I hope, now in more general, now in more particular
terms, contribute to that understanding, not only for those who
approach his art for the first time but also for those for whom it is
already, in whatever degree, familiar. Lastly I wish to acknowledge
a debt of gratitude to Rita Langford for her painstaking work in
transcribing the recordings.
Brian Keeble
B. K. Cecil, since your visionary world embraces the innocence of
virginal consciousness it seems pertinent to begin by asking you
what kind of childhood you had?
C.C. I think you could say that it was fundamentally very happy,
because that was the moment I discovered the vision which lasted
me my whole lifetime. You could say it was the seed experience,
the discovery that paradise is in the minutiae of life, the minute
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details of life, in the particulars. This formed a kind of seed vision
which I have been able to carry, protect, if you like, cover, all of
my life in spite of the natural and very inevitable invasion of the
rational mind. But that seed, as it were, carried through all that
intact to manhood. I think that the initiation of passing through
this dangerous period has enabled me to understand those obstacles
that prevent the flowering of this inviolate purity or childlike
direct perception.
Was there any specific happening or event in your childhood
which you feel first made you conscious of this vision or was it
a general remembrance of a childhood paradise?
I think a series of particular events — for the moment I can't
recall individual ones except that the whole universe in those
days had a very special flavour, a very special atmosphere of tenderness, of sweetness and yet of very clear formal certainty.
Was this a childhood in the town or the country or both?
In the town but on the edge of the town. I was brought up
near a forest, and as I was delicate in health I didn't really go to
school much and spent a great deal of time out of doors in the
forest at the back of our house. It wasn't a forest by grand standards but it was a forest to me. It was a wood actually and it was
there that I learnt I suppose the language of stones and grass and
trees and especially clouds and especially a white cloud which
played a great part in my life later on. It seemed to me this cloud
was a gateway into paradise, its special whiteness. Even at the
age of seventy I find looking at a cloud will heal me very often
of melancholy. It was moments like this I think that came together and formed a kind of unconscious certainty that what
we normally see is a very contracted and superficial view. But it
wasn't just a view. It was as if there was a whole unchanging world
and ordinary life was a changing of an unchanging. I found that I
was interested in that world really more than anything else, and
that I think has kept me going in dark periods too.
I imagine that you would see some connection between the
fact that you had little or no schooling and your later ability to
T-E
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hold on to your vision through the period of your life when the
rational mind makes its incursions.
I think I was very, very lucky, actually, not to be educated. One
of its consequences is that I really love literature and art and music.
I think that's the consequence of not being educated.
You were at the Royal College of Art in London between 1927
and 1931? Did you begin to paint in your visionary style during
your studentship, or was this after you'd finished your formal
academic studies?
I was apparently very good at life drawing. I think I got a prize
for that, but my imaginative paintings were certainly being done
then. They were of course more tentative. I had many enthusiasms,
for example in life drawing I had this enthusiasm for Ingres. Ingres
was a master I admired very much, and there couldn't be a master
more remote from my ultimate preoccupations. And I also painted
many visionary water-colours. But I certainly was already beginning
to paint tentatively the world of the imagination, the lyrical world.
I was very concerned with poetry — I knew a lot of poetry. My love
of music was very deep and very obscure, I hadn't a chance until
then to come into contact with it in a practical way. Early on in
my life when I did hear a rare concert I was so moved and I longed
to be a musician and a composer rather than a painter. In fact music
began very early on to have a very profound influence on my whole
view.
One could possibly imagine that you found the formal studies
at the Royal College rather irksome. Was this the case or were you
happy to align yourself with them?
Well I'm happy to say there were no formal studies. It was
really more happy-go-lucky, rather bohemian. It suited me, in its
openness. You could be lazy, and I was very lazy also for long
periods when I would not do anything. I didn't understand it then
but I do now, but I was very preoccupied in studying the old
masters, the great masters, who endlessly fascinated me, especially
their perfection. But I always have worked in spurts and I discovered that just then. Intense periods because I can only paint a
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picture at a certain intensity of feeling and energy, otherwise if it
drops below that I don't paint very good pictures, or at least I
don't think so.
Around 1933 you began to be influenced by the Surrealists
only to reject them later. Can you say why this was, why you felt
you could not join with them?
The situation in 1933, 31 and 32 when I left the College was
that the art world was dominated by Roger Fry and Clive Bell — art
for art's sake — a kind of weekend pleasure trip in hedonism.
Their hold was completely dominant, and the world of the
imagination, the inner life, was absent, and it was very difficult to
get any attention or any response, so there was this basic loneliness
in my view. Then the Surrealists burst upon the scene affirming
the life of the imagination and sharing my disgust at the meaninglessness of modern technological civilization. It was at that time I
learnt most and met people connected with surrealism, and they
saw my work and seemed very thrilled and very enthusiastic indeed
about it and Herbert Read put me in the first book on surrealism.
He included two works of mine, drawings, which I believe are now
lost, and from my point of view they were quite surrealist in the
sense that they seemed to appear to be directly connected with the
subconscious mind. Then he invited me to participate in the International Exhibition of 1936 at New Burlington Galleries, and I
showed a painting there, but this painting already began to show
the difference between my own work and the Surrealists. It would
he very difficult to say about this particular painting what the
difference was because it was very close to them in many ways,
but it seemed to have an obscure and hidden directional sense in it.
What I liked about them was their rejection. But now looking back
on it I must have obscurely seen that they were the last remnants
of the Romantic movement gone to seed. They were the Romantic
movement with its back against the wall really but I didn't criticize
them for that. I am intensely a believer in Romanticism because
Romanticism is one of the protections of the Soul through one of
the darkest rationalistic periods of the nineteenth century. People
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don't yet understand the significance of the Romantics — that they
kept the Soul alive. They affirmed, they did not share the materialistic optimism of the nineteenth century, and they were very valuable. Frankly without the Romantics I don't think the soul would
have made contact with the twentieth century. They are the most
valuable people. But in the surrealist ideas I discerned a final explosion of this energy, a final dispersal of it, and it was a sunset,
although they did claim that it was a new thing.
The Surrealists imagined of course that they were discovering
something new whereas you obviously saw them as a terminal phase
of something, of Romanticism, so that there was no genesis in surrealism for you but rather a sort of death.
Yes, but I don't, like so many people, dismiss the movement,
dismiss modern art. The whole situation is much more complex
than that. There is certainly that decay, but in that decay are the
signs of rebirth and without their explosion that rebirth would not
be possible. There can't be a rebirth without chaos or flux. The
Greek word 'chaos' implies the possibility of rebirth. Anyway, I was
very young, you must remember, and unable to see intellectually
my rejection clearly. But I had an exhibition in 1935 at the Bloomsbury Gallery, and a lot of people came to it, including Henry
Moore, who thought a lot of it, Eric Gill, diverse people like that
and surrealists came along. It was a great success and I seemed in a
way to be all set to run along those lines. After that show I just
retired from the scene and went into the country. I had the feeling
that the original direction wasn't there, and I then began to read my
own pictures and to see that they were not about surrealism.
What conclusion did you reach?
I was using the word in its correct sense of surreal or overreality or something transcending and that is where I quarrelled
with them. When they used this word they did not really believe
in surrealism, they believed in sub-reality, sub-conscious reality, and
the proof of that was that they were Marxists, most of them, and
believed in a kind of political utopia. They were naive, politically.
They were unable to see the consequences of their own beliefs.
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So initially it seemed that they opened up a door to go beyond
the materialist view into the psyche and yet, having passed through
that door, you discovered it to be a dead end.
They were symptomatic of something which inevitably had
to die into crystallisation. This it was their function to explode.
I suppose it was necessary. It is still going on. It has to go on,
but what they have done in modern art is to turn up a lot of
material which is not being used by more creative minds. The fact
that they dismantled the world is part of it. They proved by doing
this that the world is an illusion from one point of view.
That it could be dismantled and remade after almost any image,
in fact?
This they did. Therefore they were really put in a situation where
people had to seek what is real, you see?
Yes, there is something not really in earnest about the world they
remake, as if it were a game.
It was a game which had many attractions, because after all
creativity in a way is a game in the sense that you play, that is play,
Lila, and maybe they are doing the work of one aspect of that.
But I haven't perhaps conveyed to you the fact that the atmosphere
was very intoxicating. They were people who did not accept. The
atmosphere was electric, and of course it showed in their pictures
— ruined buildings with half a leg coming out. Six years later it was
made a reality in the air raids of the World War that followed. The
front page of every newspaper was a surrealist picture, so they were
beaten at their own game by life itself. The concentration camps
and what happened afterwards made their work look like a nursery.
They prophesied and what they prophesied was greater than what
they were.
Of course the Surrealists claimed everybody from Lewis Carroll
to Blake, the more the merrier, without distinguishing one from the
other really. Bosch they admired and quite rightly. He was dismantling but then you see in Bosch there is the hint of redemption.
What I have against the Surrealists is that there is no redemption,
there is no context for their destruction.
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Yes, there's no escape, either, is there. It's a descent into a
psychosis from which there is no escape.
That's what's wrong with Francis Bacon — incomplete in the
sense that there is no context for redemption.
Do you think this was true of Klee. Would it be true to say of
Klee that he lacked the power to handle symbols that would have
released the neurosis in his imagery where the minute detail and the
fussiness seems to come from a very private, subconscious level?
Yes, I think that . .. it's very feminine, very introvert, selfcommuning, very delicate, very sophisticated and so on, but too
influenced by child art, I think. But the fact that he was seeking
out child art showed the need to find somewhere some connection
with this world of direct perception.
1939 saw you teaching for the first time. Now teaching has
always been very important to you, hasn't it? What do you see the
role of the teacher being now that the concept of art has virtually
broken down completely?
Well I think this is a teaching age because everything has broken
down. The modern bureaucratic view of education is a failure. It's
not working. So far as art is concerned I think more artists should
tackle the art schools — although they do it reluctantly — because
the only people who can teach a living knowledge are those in
whom that living knowledge is active. The art schools will have to
be reformed, I think, because creativity is not a product that can
be rationalised. It is concerned with unveiling or revealing something. That's the important thing about creativity. Therefore the
most important thing the future should be concerned with is first
of all the student and not with drawing or painting; the way the
student thinks and feels, the way the student lives, because that is
what art is about — it is not the other way around; art is not about
art. The student should come first because all creativity is the
mystery of being so the mystery of being is the first thing you
should be concerned with. And I had of course myself an academic
training and I used to draw from the casts for about six weeks with
charcoal and bread for the highlights and I am absolutely all for it.
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It is a very special discipline which is missing from the art school
today. I would certainly bring the cast back for several reasons.
First, the discipline in drawing from them, that can be a form of
meditation. Secondly, because if the casts are rightly chosen they
are bringing back the archetypal forms that the student should
study. Contemplation of archetypal forms is one of the most important things that should come back to the art schools. Because what
you contemplate you become. If you don't have these archetypes
then you are laid open to a confusion of influences that you cannot
sort out if you are a student. You start with basic archetypal
primordial energies and understand what they imply and the art
of drawing from them over long periods like six weeks — I think
that is a very important thing. But I discovered another knowledge
altogether — a knowledge that was nothing to do with objective
reproduction and that is really to do with form as energy. The
drawing flows and forms itself rather than is produced as an object
whereas if you are drawing from a model very often they deteriorate into a kind of object, not a human being at all. It might be a
piece of wood, actually.
The technique of drawing should be learnt consciously. But one
creates unconsciously. Technique is then at the disposal of the
unconscious because, you see, creation is always a leap into the
unknown. I don't know what's coming, and what's more, I'm not
really very interested in what's coming, because then I would not
get that very important surprise which is what creativity is about.
It's always something being born in me and revealed. Any kind of
rationalisation would come last, not first. In fact, it has taken me
many years to understand my own paintings afterwards. It is not
necessary to understand in order to create but it is necessary to
create in order to understand.
Are you pointing towards a future in which there is less emphasis
on curriculum and more emphasis on the inter-relationship between
the teacher and the pupil in the teaching of art?
Yes, I see it as working in small cells, groups of cells, rotating
around the teacher. I would bring back workshop conditions again
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where the technique is not learnt as a material thing but is taught
in contact with one's own being. My own classes are highly technical. They are all about technique, but not as mechanical technique.
What they are really about is the nature of creativity, what it really
is, and the interpretation of form, the art of the interpretation of
form and the psychology of creativity. But this is not a rule of
thumb thing, it is very mysterious. It's learnt in direct contact
where it is active in somebody and is not analysable. The students
know exactly when they have received it, and you know when they
have received it, and the proof of the pudding, as always, is in the
eating, and you can see in the students, in the colour of their skin,
everything, whether that creativity is at last awakened in their
inner nature. Ultimately there will be teachers of this. It demands a
great deal from them. My teaching is based not on analysis, since we
are dominated by analytical knowledge, but on empathy. Empathetic knowledge is the way I would describe my teaching, being
able to receive that gnosis through sympathy with the form. Some
people think that's very vague, actually it's very, very clear what it
is and very difficult. I see all creation as a dance really and my
teaching is based on the dance too. I see the drawing as a dance and
as it were the paper as a stage, over which the instrument moves.
I have always been very moved by ritualised gesture, archetypal
gesture. In a way a lot of my teaching and most certainly my
paintings are rites.
I often get the impression when I look at your pictures that if
1 had a like talent to yours I would in fact dream pictures such as
you paint.
Well there is a difference between a dream and a vision. A dream
tends to vanish at the first touch of the cold fingers of the world.
A dream has no dialectic. I believe a vision has a dialectic. In a
dream one is a victim, always. In a vision one is a participant. A
vision doesn't come to you unless you are willing to actually
actively participate in it. In a dream your hands seem to be tied,
you are pushed around. The vision nevertheless shares some characteristics of the dream in that it is freer — its combination of imagery
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more fluid. It has to do with spiritual energy not being fixed.
Whereas fantasy is too fluid. The point of condensation makes a
vision. Fantasy disperses it. Madness over-fixes it. This fluid, open
condensation is really against all people who want things either/or,
where it's got to be this or that, whereas it's paradoxically this and
that and such, to use linguistic terms. The right condensation.
What did you mean about vision having a dialectic?
It has implications which can be discussed by the rational mind,
showing how it is active in the world.
Could you tell me something about your approach to technique
and materials. For instance do you make preparatory studies for
your paintings?
Very seldom. Very seldom indeed. The Double Portrait — I made
very elaborate drawings for that, which is very unusual. I like to
make a very rough sketch in pencil, usually. I have two ways of
working. One is that I think about my work from within in my
imagination, and very often I think it right out to the very smallest
details. Sometimes they are so elaborately thought out that I don't
paint them. There doesn't seem any reason to do so. So I must leave
them a little rough and unfulfilled in order to paint them at all.
But I can in this case see the painting very clearly from within,
right down to the minutest details, even the colour. I can pre-see
these things. The other way I work is not knowing what I am going
to paint at all but simply to get a group of colours and strike
straight away at the painting. And the idea arises from the working
of the paint itself. Of course what happens is that the idea or the
vision is already within me in a seed form and the working of the
material excites the seed and it unfolds within me. And I participate
in this unfoldment, knowing when to come in, I hope, and trying to
come in when it is necessary to give it a little bit of form in this way
or that way and trying not to interfere with it too much — to let it
reveal itself. I think the whole problem is one of becoming sensitive
to its intention, its unfolding. It knows perfectly well what it wants
to do, and I mustn't interfere with it. On the other hand one has to
control the energy, to give it form, to be participating all the time
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in it. It is a wonderful balance between revelation, as it were, and
form. And I love the actual making of pictures — the craft of them,
you know.
But you say in the film [The Eye of the Heart, British Council
1978) that you don't enjoy painting.
Yes, that's different. The question of not enjoying it — is a
very deep one. I think it is because primarily one is haunted by a
perfection and one only experiences the absence of this perfection
in creativity and this is very painful — it even seems futile — this
absence, all the time. The animal in one doesn't like doing futile
work, because it can't see what it's plugging away at. But the Soul,
the inner eye of the psyche, can see the goal, and is both unhappy
because it can't reach it, but happy that it can see it at all. The
animal in one, the ego, which cannot possibly see any of it is made
to slave away at some seemingly futile work, I'm trying now to
analyse this experience. But after the thing is done and recedes then
even the animal, even the ego can see it. But there seem to be a lot
of people who enjoy painting all the time and do not seem to go
through this experience. They enjoy a kind of self-expression;
but self-expression is not creation. There is a difference.
Creation is transformation, and no transformation takes place
unless the energy is qualified and denied by limitation. For selfexpressionists there are no limitations. It's just a relief, getting rid
of something. But the real creative artist immediately has a vision
and a perfection which is qualified by materials. You imagine something is infinite but that has suddenly got to be in a concrete shape.
The shape, the size, the whole thing resists you, and this qualification is pain, and this pain purifies the energy and transforms it.
Do you feel this qualification is something that you must pit
yourself against — is that what you mean?
No: what do you come up against when you have a vision? you come up against the problem of incarnating it in a denser
way, in a material. The very fluid and open way of the world
of the imagination is infinite. Then the problem is how is this
infinity to be condensed in the material object.
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Yes. Can I for a moment just pick up that point about how you
incarnate. It could be said that there's a reciprocal relationship in
any creative activity inasmuch as the artist determines what is to
be made, but on the other hand the materials in which the thing
to be made, in as much as they exist as physical things or physical
substance, that has some determining influence as well, doesn't
it? How does this relate to what you said about incarnating?
Oh everything, because the resultant fruit is mutual qualification. The vision immediately qualifies the material. It has got to
be something higher — it has got to be more fluid. It immediately
qualifies the vision so that you've got to come down in much more
condensed form. It's a mutual wound or bruising, and that is where
the purification comes in. The energy becomes transformed through
this mutual qualification, and then it's in a state of grace. There's
no grace without qualification.
A technique which I like very much in your work is the layers
and layers of varnish — when you are working at that sort of technique how does it relate to what you've said about qualification
and incarnation?
The technique itself is a form of meditation and gradually it gives
you time to bring the vision into relationship with the materials.
The adjustment is gradual. It's really a form of marriage, you see,
and gradually you find the perfect marriage — remember what this
infinite thing is — it's not an object, it's a fragrance, it's an atmosphere. And how is the miracle of that atmosphere to be permeated
into a solid object you are painting? You could analyse the paints,
for example, before one paints with them and analyse the painting
afterwards, and chemically there is no difference between one and
the other and yet in the painting there is this fragrance present
which is absent from the tubes of paint.
So the very slowness of the method is a way of giving birth to
an incarnation? Would that be true to say?
Yes, it's more a perfect marriage. It doesn't follow that it cannot
be done in other ways. In Chinese painting it is done immediately.
Yes, I was going to ask you to go to the other extreme of where,
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in many of your drawings, we find the single line.
Well I think one influences the other. You learn an enormous
amount through the slow meditative technique for the relationship
between the inner fragrance and atmosphere and climate and its
marriage, and the more you learn at that slow tempo it enables you
to do it fast, in your drawings.
About 1957 to 58, there was a change of style in your work. You
moved from a lyrical eloquence to a blacker, more harsh, possibly
even a strident series of images, perhaps more violent in mood. Did
this reflect a changed state of mind or influence of any sort?
It reflected something very important, really, I mean to me at
least. During the late 50's, 56, I began to find a great need to
expand in consciousness, and gradually, about 1957 to 58 I experienced a most tremendous expansion of energy. It seemed to
demand a more direct, lyrical form of painting, as if a great storm
had taken me over. And I realised, not at the time, but later on,
that the function of it was to enlarge the new field before I, as it
were, formalised again. I usually find that's how it goes. I have
lyrical periods of expansion and then condensations of formality, I
move from one to the other. This was a very strong one and it
lasted well into 61. I did a series of lyrical paintings on a big scale
and for example I did six of them in about a month, which is for
me very quick, in the summer of 1960.
You say 'lyrical', could 1 ask you to qualify that word.
Well I mean direct, gestorial — as if I were dancing it, not built
up through a series of procedures but really direct, as if you were
writing it down in your handwriting. The need for direct manifestation. And by that means the energy was opened up. Otherwise
I would have gone on contracting and possibly even stopped.
Turning more to the content of your art, you have referred to
your imaginative vision as a 'Theatre of the Soul'. Can you explain
what you mean by that phrase?
I mean that art is not a place but a condition where the life of
the Soul is re-enacted. When I say the life of the Soul I mean the
real life of the Soul, what is happening in the life of the Soul. It's a
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theatre because the theatre is ritual, and this is enacted in various
paintings of mine to remind the spectator that art and life is a
covenant with the Divine Reality. Anyone experiencing my painting
would be constantly reminded of this covenant. I hold this word
`covenant' as very, very important and I see that the only hope for
our art and our culture today is for it to make a new covenant with
the Divine Reality.
Would I be right in linking this with what you said earlier about
the dynamic of the dream?
Yes. I mean if it is connected with the Divine Reality then it
would mean that there would be a point around which the imagination circles and that is what I mean by concentric imagination as
opposed to eccentric imagination — imagination which has no
point to circulate round. Creative imagination circulates round a
hidden point, so I think of the theatre as concentric imagination
and in itself already a point of enactment. And the pilgrimage of
the Soul, the quest of the Soul is enacted before one's eyes, and is
enacted by using ritualistic and visual magic. Magic is very important. Magic is creative illusion as opposed to uncreative illusion.
When I say creative I mean illusion which gives life, which is the
play of life, really.
Can you say something about the main people, occupants, protagonists of your theatre? Obviously the first that come to mind are
the Fools themselves. What do they represent?
The Fool represents that innate, inviolate, primordial innocence
which sees clearly, directly, or perceives directly and clearly, the
recovery of which constitutes for me the object of all real culture,
and real education and civilization. It seems to me that is what life
is about — the recovery of direct perception. And, after all, all the
scriptures are about that — 'Except that ye be as a little child you
will not see the kingdom of heaven.' The Fool is not interested in
success or failure, or the vanity and burden of external knowledge.
He is interested in life, in the mystery of consciousness and the
exploration of the mystery of consciousness and the transformation
of consciousness which comes about through direct perception. He
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is interested, in other words, in love and its manifestation in that
harmony and wholeness which we call beauty. He is therefore in a
state of creative vulnerability, openness and he is easily destroyed
by the world. I have painted a picture of an Angel comforting a
Fool who has been broken by the world. You see there is a great
relationship between the Angel and the Fool, and the Angel is, as it
were, deeply concerned with the Fool — in fact Christ Himself says
that anyone who should injure one of these little ones it would be
better that a millstone were tied around his neck and he were
thrown into the sea.
Yes, the Fool has always been held to be near to God, and our
world is a great ignorer if not destroyer of Fools isn't it?
Because it is not the type that can be exploited, it is not the type
that makes the state work. You see in the Fool's mouth this quivering, vulnerable joy and humour and sadness and melancholy — very
much the voice of truth.
Could you say something about Angels, more specifically?
The angelic tradition or the angelic intelligence is that which connects all the worlds and very often visits this world and enters into
the world, into the battlefield of this world. And they exist to help
transform our consciousness, to open our awareness — and contemplation of their beauty purifies us. But some angels enter right into
the war of the world and some are deeply wounded. There's a picture of mine called 'The Wounded Angel', where the Angel has returned to paradise, and is lying on the ground of paradise, wounded,
resting rather like a butterfly whose wings have been injured. Now
this vision of the Angels is an expansion of our awareness wherein
the Angels are instruments of transformation and through their
flow of love they are very close to us. Angels are living at a higher
speed than we are, and because they are at a higher speed we don't
see them. And that's why we call them invisible. They are here as
part of the transforming process of the universe and of course the
Fool and the Anima, the woman, are two instruments of their
transformation and in my pictures you see them in different
combinations — Woman with Angel, Fool with Angel. They are the
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vision of God, the winged thoughts of the Divine Mind.
One traces the Angel as an image of meaning, of visionary intention, of life. It's a very difficult image for a rationalist to stomach,
an Angel, a winged figure. You can't get a foothold there if you're a
rationalist. With the Fool you might get it, or with the Anima, but
the Angel, no. And that is the importance of the Angel. It allows of
no compromise. The mind has to make a leap immediately, and, the
Bible is quite right, the Angels are something we have to wrestle
with and, significantly, there is no let-up until dawn, and dawn is a
climate that plays a great part in my paintings.
What about the many and various heads we find in your paintings?
For me the head is the combination or climax or the flowering
of the human nature. In the head is condensed and focused the
whole reality of the person. That's why I think I've done so many
heads. To me it's the most beautiful part of the human body — in
fact you can say the head is the Theatre of the Soul.
And what about Oracles and Sibyls — these have figured largely
in both your paintings and your drawings.
Yes, they seem to be visions of certain functions of the feminine
soul — prophetic, oracular, sometimes coming out of caves, guardians of altars, uttering prophesies. They are, as it were, the voice of
the unknown or entries into the unknown, guarded in my paintings,
I think, seldom by a man but practically always by a woman or an
angel.
Could we turn to landscapes? Would it be true to say that your
landscapes are or comprise imaginative space?
Yes. It is the Landscape of the Soul. It's the land in which the
Soul walks about. Anything in that landscape is a state of being.
They are all states of consciousness in those landscapes.
Is this connected with the fact that in many of them there are
forms and shapes and images that interrelate from figure to landscape, from rock to bird and butterfly, to the leg of a figure?
Yes, they are all interchangeable. You get a figure who can
become a cloud, a tree. A tree can become a cloud. It reminds you
that it is one consciousness, though, multidimensional. There are no
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objects in my paintings, no objects at all. It's a kind of music. It's
really, if you like, a landscape in a state of music.
And this interchangeability or interrelatedness of shapes and
forms indicates the unifying ground of consciousness?
Yes. It's a landscape also — I mean the opposite would be a landscape by Cezanne, which is a kind of Aristotelian rationalisation of
external forms. Although, no doubt without his knowing it, he may
well have been concerned to try and mirror consciousness.
What about the reversed perspective in some of your paintings
and drawings which very often appears in tables, for instance? Is
there any special significance to this?
I use perspective for emotional reasons, not optical reasons, and
if you like, spiritual reasons, where I want a certain emotional
experience. I take the table and turn it round, very often the opposite to an optical view of it, as in the Double Portrait for example.
The perspectives have certain compositional functions of leading
the eye from one episode to another in a painting. It's an essentially
emotional and spiritual use of perspective.
Is this related to what you have said about there being no such
thing as spatial values, only the space 'of something?
Yes, and in this inverted perspective I very often use human
figures in different sizes. There's no fixed size necessarily because
the whole of the imagery is to do with being and not with some
kind of observational optical relationship. A being relationship,
that's the first thing that decides the form in my pictures and the
relationship of one form with another manifests the relationship
of one being with another. Perspective is used the same way.
Also inverted perspective has the function of dissolving the socalled 'real' observational world and making the mind able to
enter into a world in which there is enacted all aspects of the
spiritual life. In fact it makes the Theatre of the Soul possible.
Can we turn to another theme, which I know is very important
not only as an image in your paintings but to the whole of your
thought and that is the theme of the eternal feminine figure, the
Anima.
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Woman as soul. Very important, I think, because that's what's
missing from modern education and modern civilization, and also
the feminine is the receptacle of divine mystery.
You don't think of that in specifically Christian terms — the
Virgin Mary for instance?
No, it's very limited in Christianity, I think, because you only
have the Virgin Mary, you don't have Venus, the laughing Aphrodite. On the whole it is an all-male pantheon, fortunately relieved
by femininity at one stage, but it has only one aspect, the Holy
Mother. We are very lucky in the West to have that.
And what about the Anima in your paintings?
Well there are two aspects, usually very contemplative and
receptive. One is as priestess — in one of my lithographs she is
holding the worlds and she has a sword in one hand. She's very
much a priestess in my work. Or as the Eternal Bride. In one painting she is seen walking through the Workshop of the Universe,
which is a world of fire and she's carrying the Cup of Life which is
a distillation of all the experiences of life. In this painting there's a
red background of fire and at the bottom, on the ground, is the
World Egg. Then the other aspect is this marvellous passivity, this
receptivity as an image of the contemplation of the universe. And
there's the relationship with innocence, which is again the relationship between the woman and the Fool.
This is very important to the way you think in terms of the
modern world, isn't it, this lack of the feminine element in the
modern world itself?
I think it's due to the predominance of Aristotelian knowledge,
analytical reasoning; I think it is now almost fundamental in all
modern education, that that is the only form of knowledge. We
have to realise that there are other forms of knowledge and that the
feminine is another knowledge or gnosis. We are now in a state of
complete disequilibrium. We have a highly specialized external
world which in no way reflects the inner life of man, the psyche,
so he goes through an absolutely — from the point of view of a
human being — meaningless landscape. It's an environment without
T-F
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being. In other words a really empty environment, a series of
mental diagrams, which you walk through. It produces in you this
tremendous emptiness, because the Soul, like everything else, needs
to find its reflection in the environment, because that means that it
is unified with its environment. There's an absolute split between
the Soul and the environment. There's no reflection.
Can I ask you about the theme in one of your etchings of the
great happiness and the little happiness that goes with it.
Yes, I think the root vision in my painting has to be understood
in this way — I say this because it is very, very difficult to put in
words, but if I may say roughly there are different levels of consciousness. The lowest level one could call the small happiness, and
above that you could say a small unhappiness, where one is restricted to fear of losing the small happiness — the small happiness
being restricted to automatic reactions, like and dislike. Above the
small unhappiness is the great unhappiness, which means that
you've seen through the small happiness. I mean by that that it
doesn't satisfy you, and you are unhappy in a very deep way
because you know there's a great happiness, and if you cannot
experience that, you reject every other form of happiness, because
that is the happiness you know to be the greatest and the most
real. In the state of the great unhappiness you are unhappy because
you know there's a great happiness, a perfection. Let me put it
another way — you are unhappy because you can't reach it but you
are very happy because you can see it. In a word, you're alive. And
that I think is how we should understand the very profound melancholy of so much great music — the music of Chopin is the music of
the great unhappiness, but there is more real happiness in the
unhappiness of Chopin's music than in the small happiness, because
the real happiness is that this melancholy comes from being able to
see the great happiness — in other words, to be really alive. My
painting is basically a vision of the great happiness and that is why
so much of the emotion in my painting is complex — in the melancholy there is joy, in the joy there is melancholy. There is no
question of either/or, it's a complex emotion, but it is because
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consciousness is infused by the great happiness, that is why it is in
the painting, the great happiness.
We have very briefly mentioned music and I know music is very
important to you Cecil. I remember once we were standing in a
gallery and you explained to me how a drawing of yours could be
read like a musical score.
That's true. I have this great love of music, and it certainly is a
very important influence in my painting, and in my life, indeed, and
because in my life in my painting. The whole feeling of flow and
rhythm and length of phrase, pulsation — it has a very deep influence especially on my drawings — pulsation and this texture — not
just texture but made up of actual pulsating rhythm. Also music is
capable of really touching and awakening that which tends to fall
asleep in people — the inner sensitivity. For me my painting is in a
form of music.
Is there a closer alliance between your drawing and music? This
is how it seems to me, that there is in itself a closer alliance between
line and polyphony.
Yes, but drawing is like chamber music, painting is like an orchestral piece — you've got the colours of the instruments. And colour
is a very mysterious element — unanalysable. In colour, you see,
you've got also a kind of musicality. I think what I'm trying to say
is that all great art, all real art, has a musicality which is at the very
root of the matter. You can't explain music to a tone-deaf person you can't explain religion to a person without religious sensibility.
You can't convince people by arguments about reality at all — it's a
question of inner sensibility, and what I call musicality is really
a spiritual reality.
Do you ever use colour in a symbolic way?
Not consciously, no.
Or gesture?
No, there's nothing of that symbolism, but there is something
else. The action of the hand can be a musical action, a ritualistic
action, and entirely bypass the rational mind, and can touch the
heart, the knowledge of the heart, and you know immediately what
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it's saying. Real creation of a work of art has nothing to do with
having ideas that you wish to put in action, or having a programme,
no matter how grand — it is a revealing, an unveiling of the nature
of reality through evocation and through climate, atmosphere,
through musicality. And therefore it's always active, always alive.
And that brings me to the real point about it — atheists are people
who are always wanting God to be proved — it's a contradiction in
terms. I don't respect a God that can be proved, I only respect a
God that can't be proved, because that is really God — what you
can prove is never God. It's the same with a work of art. It can't
be proved, it has to be experienced, this fragrance, this perfume
and this musicality. It doesn't mean to say you are unable to write
about it, but you can't explain it.
So the man who wants proof of God is in the position of somebody at the bottom of a mountain insisting on having the view
from the top of the mountain without making the effort to go to
the top to look himself.
That's right. The human heart doesn't respect a God that can be
proved, only a God that can't be proved. The human heart is rightly
suspicious of all that's proved.
Your name has been linked sometimes with David Jones; how do
you respond to this?
My own work is not within the context of the formal tradition of European Christendom, and is therefore very much open to
a point of universality which would agree with all the traditions.
This agreement is essential, I think. The relationship between my
work and David's is that there is a sacramental sense in both our
works and that my experiencing of nature contains the same sense,
but it's an open sense in that a Hindu or anyone, even a person
belonging to no religion, could come into contact with my work,
and the eternal world is mirrored there in the sense of combining in
new combinations or new musical chords images which could never
occur at any other time that I can think of before now, whereas the
images in David's work are combined correctly within the context
of a single religious perspective. In my work the archetypal images
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are displayed in different combinations in a spirit of universality.
I think I'm only myself a primitive in this new sense, using the
word primitive in the sense of being concerned with primary things.
Judging by the work of Francis Bacon and others it would seem
that Hell is a popular subject in much of contemporary art.
Yes, I think that's true. Hell is the most popular subject today
because so many people are in it. Hell is very stimulating and very
easy to understand. Paradise is very difficult to understand, and
also, there is in paradise a rebuke. In paradise there is a purity
which reveals one's own sense of impurity. Bacon paints a condition of mankind which you find all over the cinemas, on the
advertisement-hoarding, in the police court news and in newspapers.
It seems to me, Cecil, that the 'metaphysical catastrophe', if I
may borrow a phrase from the French writer, Gilbert Durand, of
the West, is that because man has spent so long, has gazed so persistently at the outside world, gazing, searching, poking, prying at
what it does instead of what it is or what it can be beyond itself,
the reality that is greater than merely what happens within it,
that he's lost the sense of the reality of the inner world, and this
accounts for why he expects the material world to yield him
rewards, beyond any hope of its capacity. And it seems to me
you have touched upon this 'metaphysical catastrophe' in referring
to the scientific world's destruction of the leisure of the Soul. And
moving on to talk again about dreams as we talked earlier, because
he no longer has this inner space for his metaphysical dreams, man
becomes the passive victim of his own fictions.
Yes, that's a very good description, but you are describing the
effects — why does he spend so much time looking into the outer
world? Why has he lost the inner sense? It's not because modern
civilization has given up religion, it's because the life in the religions
themselves is dying, because civilization depends upon religion and
if the religion is dying then the effects you describe are inevitable.
This inner sense has been dying for some hundreds of years now
leaving the external faculties as the only ones which are active. This
is a symptom of the dying out of the phenomenon we call religion,
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and I think it's because religion is cyclic. Religion is born as a vision
and ends as a cliche — a set of reflex actions and formulae. First
you have the vision and then you have it rationalised into dogma
and theology, which crystallizes, and you must remember that
dogma and theology are peculiarly male preoccupations, of finding
security and justification and definition. The soul of man finds no
need for definition and no need for justification. The Soul is essentially concerned with relationship with the Divine. When theology
and dogma crystallize into a kind of power and fortress of definition and justification inevitably you find this has to be defended
by the masculine — one against the other. But the enemy is already
in the camp. Crystallization is already the beginning of the end of
the original experience and the original energy.
The other thing I think is that the conditioned mind is the one
big obstacle, and I believe today this conditioned mind of ours is
being stripped of all the rotting clothes of its crystallizations,
both religious, social and political, so that we shall once again stand
naked before the living God as we once did in paradise. This I would
describe as what is happening at this moment in history. In other
words we can never find again the point of reality through argument, through discussions, but through this terrible experience of
life itself. Our civilization today, in spite of its brilliant, active, restlessness has a feeling of being old and stale, culturally. It is in the
art of our time that we can read its real condition, the inner condition. There is about modern art a staleness and at the same time
there is also a sense of something trying to be born. I believe this
birth will see ultimately a very great world civilization, in which the
feminine, the inner knowledge you speak of will rise and bring into
equilibrium the other one, the male, the scientific polarity.
One of the consequences of what you mentioned is this question
of looking on things in themselves. A lot of modern art has been
based on art for art's sake and what they call 'space-values', 'formvalues', but there's no such thing really as space-values or abstract
space. There is a space of something. Space is essentially the world
of the imagination, the world of the Landscape of the Soul. In no
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sense is it abstract. When we say it is abstract it means that we are
unable to read the score or play the music, and the printed score of
a piece of music is not the music — it only becomes the music when
you can read it and perform it on the instrument of the imagination.
And you'll find that this space-value outlook has now ended in,
appropriately, minimal art, where there is nothing but a colour and
a space, so-called. We can see now that this is simply delusion and
we have to rediscover the fact that the whole inner world of man
has its own space — the space of human imagination.
From what you have said it seems to me you have come full
circle with the traditional view that works of art are supports for
contemplation.
Yes, that's true. I mean the experience of art, painting, music,
poetry, it all belongs to the contemplative life, and one of the
main tasks of our education and our culture is the re-educating of
people in the contemplative life. Again, the feminine mode of
bringing the dimension of stillness and inner space back again into
life. The language of the Soul and the inner life is poetry, dance,
music and silence, they are all aspects of the same language, which
in the case of the visual arts is the image-symbol. There is a great
deal of misunderstanding about the symbol which comes about
from a later view, known as iconography, which in my opinion is a
later rationalization. In iconography the symbol is something that
stands for something else, like a kind of code, and when you've
cracked the code you've got the answer. And this banality is something very repulsive to the inner life of the Soul. The symbol has
really nothing to do with that. The symbol doesn't exist to define
anything or to represent anything or to explain anything. The
symbol is an instrument of evocation — to evoke in the Soul the
atmosphere and climate of that hidden reality — to set in motion an
articulation of the Soul, and the Soul articulates, as it were, the
mystery of its own life, and the perfume or the climate of its
destiny. Thus the relationship is always a living relationship.
One last thing Cecil. It concerns a very prevalent attitude in
our time, that because the Divine is concerned with metaphysical
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reality, a reality that is above the mundane world, it should be
represented by abstract forms, and yet we never find this in your
paintings, not to my knowledge, anyway. Have you ever been conscious of rejecting abstraction as a possible expression of the Divine?
Well, I have done one or two abstract paintings in my youth, and
I don't find them difficult to do. As regards representing the Divine
Reality I do consciously reject abstract art. I find it leads to intellectualism. I think it was Kandinsky's illusion, thinking that you
could manifest a supernatural reality in abstract form. My chief
objection is that it is a form of puritanism, and that the Divine
Reality should be reflected in the wholeness of human experience,
in nature and in man himself. The other thing lacks wholeness,
it's partial, and one of the great needs of our time is for wholeness.
The Divine Reality should be felt everywhere — in an insect, in an
ant, in a fly on the window-pane, in a speck of dust. Moreover,
abstraction, which is a mental abstraction, is very masculine whereas
the feminine feels experience through the particulars — the particulars as they come into life. This way of experiencing is vital to our
civilization. Abstraction I think has affected our civilization badly.
We are suffering from abstraction, suffering from living in a mental
world. I don't really want something that represents, I want the
Divine Reality reflected in the living wholeness of life as it is. This
wholeness comes from a very human need, the human heart. Just as
the human heart is not interested in a God that can be proved, so the
human heart wants a wholeness of experience, and I feel the human
heart can find no satisfaction in a mental abstraction representing
the Divine Reality. It must have wholeness, because it must have
something that it can relate to, that it can recognise, and the heart
recognises, right away, this wholeness. My own painting is essentially
of the heart.
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In the book of all that is,
over the glittering field of stars,
the revolving wheel,
the naked branch, 0 leafless face,
the veiled heart, a buried fire,
with silver voice cool as a fountain,
a secret sound,
fresh as that first hidden flower
of spring,
shining in the fine fading hours
of the world,
the dissolving music
of memory's chambers,
a dark lake,
a mirror of pain all the waters,
that yet reflects
unfolded in fire,
over the glittering field of stars,
the lightning of a dazzling wing.
Cecil Collins

IDYLL: SHELL SONGS
GEORGE MACKAY BROWN

Dearest Alicia
I must tell you about this strange thing that has happened here.
Do you remember Hundland who used to come and help in the
garden sometimes in summer? He is a small man with a brown silky
beard and blue eyes. He is a good worker, and quiet in his speech.
One thing about him, when James or I speak to him, he will not
remove his hat, or say `sir' or 'ma'am'.
Hundland works a croft on the far side of the island. He is
married and has several children.
Three days ago, Tuesday, Hundland had a boy with him, aged
nine or ten, when I saw him working in the tulip beds. This child
was wandering slowly here and there about the garden. I could see
his lips moving. He nodded from time to time. His hands made slow
shapes. He was a very small boy indeed, and not very pretty, with
light sand-coloured hair. My first impression was, 'He is a bit simple
in the head'.
I opened the window. I called, 'Good morning, Hundland!' The
man merely turned his face and nodded. The child fled as if he had
been shot, behind the sycamore tree.
`What child is that?' I asked.
Hundland replied, still bent over the blossoms, 'He's Tom. He's
our youngest boy. The wife's not well today. I thought I would
take him off her hands. He's more trouble in a way, than all the
others.'
`Tom,' I called, 'come from behind the tree. I have an orange and
a piece of chocolate for you.'
There was no answer. There was a white five-pointed star stuck
to the hither side of the trunk, Tom's hand.
`He won't come out!' said Hundland, 'He's the strangest boy I
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ever saw. He wouldn't show himself if you were to offer him a piece
of gold. I don't know what's to become of the creature when he's
grown. He's frightened of boats. He's frightened of horses. He wants
to know all about them, all the same. He's frightened of any
stranger that comes about. That won't do in a crofter-fisherman. He
might grow out of it. He'll have to.'
`Surely he ought to be at school,' I said.
`He's frightened of the teacher too, and the big boys, they won't
leave him alone. He's as ignorant as the scarecrow when it comes to
letters and figures. He's upset this morning, because his mother's in
bed. The only time he's happy is when he's by himself. He contents
himself with the daft games he makes up . .
These were the words of my radical gardener to me, the most
he's ever spoken. (But never a touch to the cap.)
It was a most beautiful morning, Alicia, all blue and gold and
green. I decided not to waste the day (James has been all week in
Edinburgh on business). I took my book and parasol and cushion
and walked along to the beach, which was quite empty, as the
fishermen had taken advantage of the weather to set their creels
here and there under the cliffs on the west side.
I sat down on a rock and opened my book of Shenstone's poems.
Everything was quite beautiful and tranquil. Nature smiled. It was
so peaceful I could hear the horse in the field above champing and
moving through the grass. I could sense, almost, the earth's juices
flowing.
(How is it, words in a book are never so beautiful and interesting
outside, in the sun? Of course they are, they must be; but books
seem made for opening beside a fire indoors, with the yellow waverings of candle-light on the white pages. My friend, I would rather
than any book that you had been there to share that beautiful day
with me! There is a selfishness in solitary enjoyment.)
It seemed, however, that I was not destined to be solitary for too
long. I heard the faintest rhythmic displacement of dry sand-grains.
Who could it be, the despoiler of my solitude? I raised the rim of
my summer hat, and looked.
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It was a small boy, anonymous against the blue and silver glitterings of ocean.
His mouth, between the sea and the fields, was ringing like a little
bell.
Dear Alicia, the boy spoke as if the shells and stones and water
were living things, and could understand what he was saying. It was
the strangest experience: I hidden in my rock cranny, this boy
(whoever he was) wandering here and there about the shore,
chanting.
I listened, half amused and half wonderstruck. Shenstone lay
spreadeagled at my feet, the pages slowly curling in the sun.
Should I declare myself? It seemed a shame to break the natural
flow of the boy's phantasy. This most strange monologue went on
and on. On an impulse, I plucked a pencil from my bag and wrote,
as best I could, on the blank pages of Shenstone's Works, the words
of my shore wanderer. It seemed a shame that only the empty
unremembering empyrean should be given such a unique recital.
I cannot convey how fresh and exquisite the words were, in that
setting. My pencil stumbled on and on, and slowly blunted.
Naturally, I missed much. The boy wandered here and there.
Often I could only hear — as it were — an indistinct music. And
then, pencil on paper is tardy, and his words, however indistinct,
came with the freshness and urgency of a spring.
Such as I gathered, I send you to marvel at. If they appear in
broken lines, my excuse is that they seemed like a scattering of
primitive unpolished stones.
Here I go.
I'm writing things in the sand.
I'm writing letters
To a bird and a shell.
I should be writing
On a slate in the school.
The sea will cure her.
I'll take sea
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Up to the house in this shell.
`Drink this, mother.'
I don't think he'll ever die,
Mr Sweyn.
The lady, she's kind,
She's beautiful and she's sweet.
So she'll die.
A pity that, a great pity
For old Mr Sweyn.
Now then, I will go to school.
Tomorrow,
Every day I'll go.
I'll read the books, hard.
I'll study.
I'll go to Edinburgh, the college there.
I'll be a doctor. I will.
I'll say to her in the bed,
`Get well. I'm here. Take this medicine.'
I can do anything with you I like,
Sand.
I've drawn a cottage.
There are people living in it.
They're all singing.
Look at their round mouths.
There's a mother
At a table, with pot and plates.
Are you listening, shell?
You
Are all whispers and whispers.
Listen. Tell me
Where the hidden treasure is, the box
Full of silver coins.
Then
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My father will be able to pay his rent.
I am Mr Sweyn.
I live up at the Hall. I do.
Seagull,
How do you know I amn't Mr Sweyn?
I am Mr Sweyn the laird.
I say,
`Miss Ingsetter, you are sacked from the school.'
Then I say
`Mrs Hundland is to stop coughing,
I have a room for her
High up, where blue air comes id.'
Nobody sees me on the shore.
Nobody
Hears, only a shell and a gull.
They are arguing.
The gull says, 'Her face is burning. Then it is gray.
She is very sick.'
The shell sings, 'The mother,
She is never going to die.'
Once she was sick before.
Then she got up.
She lit the fire, she polished all our boots.
I'm tired. I'm in trouble. I'm bad. I'm idle.
Shell and gull,
I should be taking the sweat from my mother's face.
There was silence at last, but for the first ebb noises and a rockquesting gull. It had gotten cold in my rock cranny.
The boy had wandered away.
My hand was numb with writing (as best I could) all those 'native
woodnotes wild'.
I looked out. The sands were flushed with the last of the sun.
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The boy was a trembling dot against the far reaches of the shore.
I knew — if I had not known already — that it was Tom
Hundland.
I had an impulse to cry after him, to come back — I would do
what I could for his mother and his family.
He heard me. It must have been a thin echo, my cry, at that
distance, in the first shadows. He went like a bird up the nearest
shore path to the road above.
My hand, dear Alicia, was numb with writing, and with the first
chill of evening; and with something more, beyond the plight of
that cottage with the skull on the window-sill.

FOR WHOM DOES A POET WRITE?
VERNON WATKINS

Before reading a selection of my poems I mean to ask one question
only: for whom does a poet write? If I were to expound many autobiographical secrets it would only confuse the issue, for the Muse
of Poetry is immovable and demands only one thing of a poet, that
he should organize, with the greatest skill possible, the truth revealed to him. If the demands of the Muse are narrow, the poet
must work within those limits. He is moving in time while the Muse
is timeless, and his own progression can best be discerned when it
is entirely sacrificed to the Muse, who is timeless. The activity of a
poet is the opposite of persuasion. His steps are very much those of
a man under sentence of death. I do not mean that a poet should
lose interest in the affairs of the world, or that, through being a
poet, he loses access to the deepest joy accessible to man. Quite the
contrary. I mean that, whatever his activity, a poet is never free,
never released from a bond. It is possible that that bond was created
for him by the works of other poets which leave his own desire
unfulfilled. One thing alone is certain, that the bond was predetermined, and that it cannot be revoked.
I begin by saying that a poet writes for an audience of one, and
that no audience, however wide, will be satisfied unless he first
obeys that law. That is, after all is said, the audience of the Book
of Job, of Dante's Comedy, of English lyric poetry from Marvell to
Yeats and of French from Villon to Verlaine. Yeats was conscious
of the necessity of an audience, but all his poetry was beaten out by
the conflict of a dialogue within himself the results of which were
awaited by a permanent audience for poetry which he estimated at
one thousand souls.
In a time of crisis, and especially in our time, should not a poet
write for a wider audience, and put himself in the background? Is
T.G
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not the rhetorical manner of exhortation, the manner of Whitman
or of Claudel, better suited to our time, so that the needs of mankind, faced with terrible choices, may be met? One is reminded of
the words of Wilfred Owen, who said: 'The whole duty of the poet
today is to warn'. Those words are as true now as when they were
written, but the Muse is as inflexible as ever: the best instrument of
warning is the tract, and poetry remains the instrument of harmonious and indestructible truth. A tree is consumed by fire. Even
when this has happened it is the duty of the poet to celebrate the
leaves.
A poet's words should, I think, compel the attention of those
who do not share his belief: to that extent only he may act as a
propagandist, unless he commits himself to prose. Yet even then the
quarrel should be his own quarrel; the words may be shaped by his
belief, or, as in the case of Wilfred Owen, by his distrust, but he
remains a man caught up in a dialogue which may then, or a
century later, be overheard by the rest of the world, or may not be
heard at all. The last alternative should not discourage the poet:
the validity of the work is his concern; its discrimination is the
concern of others. For him Yeats' counsel is the best:
Be secret and exult,
Because, of all things known,
That is most difficult.
I was twenty-two when my poetry underwent its most violent
change. Up to that age all my poems, and there must have been a
thousand, were written out of an oppressive urgency in conflict
with time. After that age I knew that, whatever happened to me,
time would have no power over my work. I was against all publication until I was thirty, when Dylan Thomas, whom I had met a year
before, persuaded me to send a couple of poems to the new magazine Wales, which Keidrych Rhys was to edit. What made me very
angry was that he altered one of the poems a little and I had to go
into the Swansea bookshop where there was a high stack of copies
and alter them all back. Dylan Thomas and I had a deep affinity.
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We were both Welsh, both religious poets, and our poetic methods
were as unlike as possible, he beginning with a ball of phrases which
he moulded into symmetrical shape, and I with a musical cadence,
almost out of earshot, to which I slowly gave substance. Although
we had a great affinity of theme our work was complementary.
Another bond was that we both believed that a good poem was one
which could never be fashionable. He was acutely critical, more
critical than professional critics might imagine. He once wrote to
me that all criticism of a poem which was not reasons for praise was
suspicion. Yet he did not want praise or care about it. In public he
was invariably modest about his own work, but in private he was
sure of it. When I tried to persuade him to keep two obscure poems
out of his second book, which came out in 1936, on the grounds
that the reviewers would fall upon those two poems rather than
on the best, he smiled and replied: 'Give them a bone'.
That was more than twenty years ago. Since then critics have
said some serious things and a great many silly ones. One of the
silliest was announced two or three years ago by a critic of great
repute. He thought that the acclamation of Dylan Thomas's poems
was illusory, and that we should wait to see where Dylan Thomas's
reputation stood in five years' time. So strange a confusion of
thought would have amused Dylan Thomas. Last week in Venice I
saw something else which would have amused him. The Italian soup
Tortellini, which I had just ordered for dinner, was translated into
English on the menu as 'Little stuffed hats soup'.
For me lyric poetry which is not exalted is not worth writing. My
own poetry is metaphysical. A poem makes very great demands,
always of a minute kind and usually stretched over a long period.
The demands are recurrent, like a metronome whose interval may
be a minute, a month or a year. My experience is that, however
long a poem takes, in the end it is the flash of a moment to get it
right. The parts of a poem depend on toil, but it is an accident
which adjusts the parts to give a poem unity and make it move.
I think a book, too, should have the accidental unity of a poem
unless it is a comprehensive retrospective collection, for that would
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have only the unity of the poet's life. For this reason I kept out of
my first three books some of my early sea ballads which appeared
in the fourth book, The Death Bell, in 1954, sixteen years after
two or three of them were written. They belonged to the same
pattern as 'The Ballad of Culver's Hole', which was written early
in the fifties. A poet must wait; and, as Moliere remarked, 'Le
temps ne fait rien l'affaire'.
In lyric poetry there is no competition. In satirical verse or in
verse translation there can be, for those depend on a different kind
of concentration. A satiric poet or a translator must, even in the act
of writing, occupy the position of critic, but a lyric poet cannot
occupy that position until his work is done. The best lyric poetry
is made, I believe, out of affirmation, and the best satiric poetry out
of disgust. It is true that disgust may be absorbed into great lyric
poetry, as it is sometimes in Baudelaire or in the last poems of
Yeats. Still, the demands of the Muse are exalted demands; and I
repeat what I have said before: Lyric poetry that is not exalted is
not worth writing.
18th May 1957

THE TRAVELLER THROUGH ETERNITY

Copernicus, the inviolate circle burns.
Life's orbit masks an orbit still unknown.
Through the dead eyes the axle-tree returns.
No hour is lost where bone is laid with bone.
Safe the dust lies in perishable urns,
Nor can the well contain the falling stone.
Vernon Watkins
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`Look where a sigh bereaves
With dying multitudes
That song of April leaves.
These are indeed love's woods,
Yet it is time that grieves
Their solitudes.'
`Their solitudes have lost
No murmur of that sound,
Not though the early frost
Has whitened half the ground.
Here at whatever cost
My love is crowned.
My love is crowned as queen.
Light in the moving tree
Puts on her sacred green.
There laughs in greenery
A light that is half seen.'
`Ah, sing to me.
Sing to me how there shone
A buried age ago
Leaves where the dead are gone,
And let the young leaves blow
In happy unison.
A shade I know.'
`Shade I know best, beware
That silken flight of leaves.
Time ever weaves a snare
Our love in God unweaves.
The tree is Adam's care.
The fruit is Eve's.'
Vernon Watkins
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DOLPHIN AND BEAST

Dolphin and beast,
Love is both these in one,
Starved under light's great feast,
Through circular motion spun
Or spiral wake of foam,
Diving from the sun
Through darkness, dynasty,
Where lost things are to come
And by pure leaping live and glorious run,
Poised on the motion of a single eye,
For time is drowned by these,
Horizons meet,
Limbs after wrestling overcome the seas,
And stars fly back behind the straightened feet.
O set at rest
What reason cannot pacify,
These constellations in the breast,
Drench with delight the dry
Sea-fields. Stark-naked now
Climbing invisibly
The valiant dark, the lion-loins cleaving strain and wrest
From time seed, bit and plough,
Swimming through ecstasy,
Affirming only the miracle, magical and blest.
Vernon Watkins
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(of Yeats)
There, in the rich, embroidered chair,
The poet sits and reads;
His thought, in air suspended,
On light and magic feeds.
What image from the Past is there?
His hand turns the page,
The fine fingers extended,
The artist, the sage.
What Fate through water races?
What humming-bird stabs air?
All their dark, prophetic night
Is made silent there,
Silent, while he traces
One particular thing,
The way the joined words draw the light
From that moon and wing.
What Syrian utterance leaves his lips
Marvelling, or what spell
On sleeping Mars has Venus cast
Holding the daybreak shell?
From these a birdlike image dips
Feeding on timeless springs,
Beating the dazzled air so fast
He cannot see the wings;
And yet he feels them beat out time:
Their story fills his stage,
Thought's lightning and soul's oracle
Caught in a single cage.
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Immobile intellect, faith sublime
Met in so small a span:
Say what I see is miracle,
But I can see the man.
Vernon Watkins

Never repent that once your darkening dreams
Pitched you so deep that none may sound that grief.
Look where light leaps and breaks in happy streams,
And your reward is moving in the leaf.
Watch, watch those leaves. The masks of Spring and Fall
Were changed by spirit, never by event.
That source, whose power redeems all ritual,
How could you live, if that sweet source were spent?
Vernon Watkins

One is all mystery, one is beginning, the never fathomed.
Two is the mystery found, two is forgiveness; forgiveness and union.
Three is the end of the world, the beginning of judgment.
Four is proportion, the strength of the limbs, the walls of the city.
Five is texture, light, and the colour of leaves,
Six is the force of the bud, the leap of the salmon, the nature of rivers.
Seven is a great wheel turning.
Eight is the flight of time, the unquenchable joy of the valid.
Nine is the seal of the lips, the plummet, the power of music.
Ten is the detail of peace, the crystal of pure perception.
Eleven is patience, eleven the company heartened at nightfall.
Twelve is Omega, twelve is the taper, the moment of birth.
Vernon Watkins
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The swallows fly at first light
Close to the stones of the lane;
For insects in their giddy dawn flight
Are low, for it's chilly again,
But soon under the eaves they'll be building
Their nests from spittle and mud
As they've done without end
By a wisdom they have and had.
It is six o'clock in the morning
And I who cannot sleep
Watch these birds returning
And see the dawn taking shape
In trees and flowers and the blue lit
Flash of a sudden wing
As if an equation had come right
As it was in the beginning.
I mean that on this June morning
The swallows guided from far
Distances in blood and burning
In a place particular
As my choice of a place to be born in
Before my birth into life
When its breathing shadows begin
Though neither welcome nor safe
But the nature of destiny
As the swallows cross the desert
And acres of green sea.
Thomas Blackburn
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WHEN

What terror, what sudden dread;
A madman wakes in his straw,
Cold, sweating upright in bed
A child wakes and watches his door
As from his cellarage
A madman climbs a stair.
But the lunatic cannot come in
To the room of the haunted child.
0, when will it come about,
Eyes skinned so he understand
That a child, upright, unafraid,
Takes a blind man by the hand.
Thomas Blackburn

BALOR

Padding back and forwards
in the cage of your mind
you sweat a monster's unease.
A fierce gullet yawns.
A black brow, thick black hair
matting the knuckles.
Eternally open, unsleeping,
a lidless staring eye
exudes its baleful force.
We must yield to the damp power
you conjure from your exhaustion:
— yield or perish!
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But I listen, wary
of that whistling void,
the grave under the tongue:
The cannibal darkness
that underlies everything,
killing and eating.
Ravenous, you strike against
bars of your hammering
that now stretch out between us
plotting our different truths,
black against white,
darkness against light.
John Montague

PROCESS

The structure of process,
time's maw swallowing
parents whose children
are swallowed in turn,
families, houses, towns,
built or battered down,
only the earth and sky
unchanging in change,
everything else fragile
as a wild bird's wing;
bulldozer and butterfly,
dog-rose and snowflake
climb the eternal stair
into God's golden eye.
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Everyone closed in his own
world of sense & memory,
races and nations closed
in their dream of history,
only love, or friendship,
an absorbing discipline
(the attempted harmonies
of music, painting, this poem)
as swaying ropeladders
across hurtling oblivion
while the globe turns
and the stars turn, and
the great circles shine,
gold & silver,
sun & moon.
John Montague
SPRINGS

Dying, the salmon
heaves up its head
in the millstream.
Great sores ring
its gills, its eyes,
a burning rust
slowly corroding
the redgold skin.
Great river king,
nearby the Nore pours
over foaming weirs
its light and music,
endlessly dissolving
walls into webs of
water that drift away
among slow meadows.
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But you are abdicating,
you are yielding,
no fight left except
the hinge of your jaws,
(the hook or kype)
gasping, clasping
for a last breath
of this soiled kingdom.
No more pitiful sight
on our cluttered earth
than a royal beast
stained to death.
Prince of ocean, from
what shared springs
we pay you homage
we have long forgotten
But I mourn your passing
without ritual feast;
lord of flux, ceaseless
loom that weaves us all,
wild shuttles ringing,
and would erase
from this earth
our foul disgrace:
Drain the poison
from the streams,
cleanse the enormous
belly of ocean, tear
those invisible miles
of mesh so that your
kin may course again
through clear waters.
John Montague
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STYX

And a tenth part of Okeanos is given to dark night
a tithe of the pure water under earth
so that the clear fountains pour from rock face,
tears stream from the caverns and clefts,
down-running, carving wounderous ways in basalt resistance,
cutting deep as they go into layers of time-layerd
Gaia where She sleeps the cold water, the black rushing gleam, the
moving down-rush, wash, gush out over
bed-rock, toiling the boulders in flood,
purling in deeps, broad flashing in falls And a tenth part of bright clear Okeanos
his circulations — mists, rains, sheets, sheathes lies in poisonous depths, the black water.
Styx this carver of caverns beneath us is.
Styx this black water, this down-pouring.
The well is deep. From its stillness
the words our voices speak echo.
Resonance follows resonance.
Waves of this sounding come up to us.
We draw the black water, pure and cold.
The light of day is not as bright
as this crystal flowing.
Three thousand years we have recited its virtue
out of Hesiod.
Is it twenty-five thousand
since the ice withdrew from the lands and we
came forth from the realm of caverns where
the river beneath the earth we knew
we go back to.
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Styx pouring down in the spring from its glacial remove,
from the black ice.
Fifty million years — from the beginning of what we are we knew the depth of this well to be.
Fifty million years deep — but our knowing deepens
— time deepens —
this still water
we thirst for in dreams we dread.
Robert Duncan
THE CHERUBIM (I)

Across the ark
the wings
commingling
touch in touch until
the will
of each other both close
dark
and dreaming eyes,
lion-visaged
man-gazed rapacious birdbright fire cloud
rustling. What we see
was only a moment's
shadow yet full
and animal
What we heard . . .
what we felt . was that
spell binding
promise before us,
leading, yet now,
after us, pursuing.
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For it is of the stalking I am speaking,
of the tread sinister that follows us thru time,
the attendant wings
surrounding the voice I fear we
begin to hear
and you . . .
In everything human,
but in this moment coverd,
wingd time over them
hovering, hushing, hesitating,
two halves of the one world
about to close before the return
— before the touch — their approaching
fearfully
waiting,
reach beyond themselves and here
just where each
wing but touches each
rime appears.

THE CHERUBIM (II)

In their roaring extend featherd wing
to featherd wing the lion — wind in its cloud
towers
at the center of all horizons and waits
time's
falling into itself this roar announces.
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Eyes meeting eyes so touch
we fall
into time out of time, place out of place, your face
ever comes forward to meet me where I am we are.
How quiet the house in this unquieting arrest
still
you have made room for me here
in the opening of a door you have made a place
of rest in which I am only I only you
life declaring itself in us.
Why has She, Life, created . . . why has She created her
self a mouth?
in which She has secreted this tongue.
To babble, to talk, to speak, to say
. . . what? and why
does this tongue flower forth in this throat,
this gullet that always desires so,
has such a need, to swallow and to return
everything to Her, to Life,
from which She was born?
Robert Duncan

T-H
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REALMS

Here, then, comes the consolation of the trees, the fragrance of
shade, the blossoming of depth, shade that opens
and changes into light,
light scented with shade, the intimacy of opening, the soul
blossomed into its distance,
fed, found again, turned in again to itself, at the sources of the
measureless, flush with the intimacy of shade,
inside the light-and-shade which is our deepest day.
Here begins the perpetual passing on, the crossing of moving
frontiers,
like a sudden change of realm — without the appearances shifting.
Between two patches of sun a slope of cool pulls our face, a cool
different from night's is spreading,
breath of a spring mixed with smell of pines,
a crude and balsam cool,
a palm pressing on the nape, russet embrace,
but also contact with limpidity, like that corner of cool on the
pillow's cheek after a sweating night,
(God, the cool place on the pillow)
the smell, so pure, so new, of buds and blue dawn,
less than a scent the presentiment of a puff against our craggy
cheek,
less than an exhalation the idea of cool, the print of another life,
and the air grows in the distance, fills with murmurs and with
quiverings,
and the world's substance swells our breast, flows down the rivers
of the blood,
bathes our furthest, our finest roots,
at last we are inhabiting the murmur, our whole body is filled
with a delicate and multitudinous speech,
a confidence shaded with daylight and bounty.
A worldwide crackling encircles us with silence, protects and
propagates the silence which
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each of our steps brings and prolongs.
Force changes into fruition, hides in a motionless spurting,
everything breathes in the depth, though nothing is concealed,
everything soothes in the adoration that is peace.
Branches, leaves, barks, roots, mosses, beams
are offered and veiled, available, open, at a desirable distance,
removed, rejoined, rapt, roofed.
The currents of shadow, the trails of sun, reach us obliquely,
touch our temples,
propose themselves casually, just escape, give us the slip without
running away,
each space surrendered without surprise, in the self-evidence of
possession and love,
even though withdrawn from itself, face turned away, turned
elsewhere,
towards some underside of leaves, it might be, towards the
elsewhere of the dark and golden hour.
Visibles open their absence with the calm of self-evidence.
Nothing's to be seen but the marvelling of wide-open eyes at the
scent of the furthest sweating leaf,
at the bosom of the stained glass and the hive transforming
themselves without moving.
Here is the closed house at the heart of transparency,
not closed but porous, and its walls withdraw behind a shade of
light,
not closedness, but openness — dilating of the spirit, repose
murmuring an invitation to departure,
a walk borrowed from the andante of slumber,
through the fan of the beams, the eyed tail of foliage
like a peacock in half-shadow,
luxuriance of the obscure.
The forest standing, attentive, present.
And always a new realm, the sudden entry (like a change of
body)
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into a column of lukewarmness that seizes our face with a lover's
hands,
the land of gentleness learned in this depth closed in by the smell
of paradise,
where our leaded soul learns how aerial she is, made for the
dance and easy leap,
for abandon, surrender, reclining, taking-off, stillness,
the happiness of being wholly enveloped, held — by hands which
tremble at being not enough loving,
penetrated by the very joy of gentleness,
a lukewarmness where gold-and-shadow, the shadow of a golden
green, recomposes an ancient dwelling
which we have never left,
without any softening or weakening, because of that exquisite
point,
a gaiety, a free time, a childhood leaping,
yes, the old, first holidays on the world's sands, lit by calls as
white as the gulls,
in the sky that has no end, while the vermeil murmur of the sea
fills to the brim the cup of origin.
The wind passes very high over the tree-tops, starts again, ceaselessly remembers the roar,
foretells the ocean of the last day.
As she passes under a branch the soul once more changes realm,
finds again cool,
and outside the oblivious shelter she is hurled into the uprooting
and sharpness of departures,
the cool flute draws between the tree-trunks our longing for
water, drags us into the new, the draught of the heart,
when our eyes throw themselves into distance, run beforehand,
overtake themselves,
abandon the body where it is, throw themselves at the inextricable,
let's go! let's go!
But there's nothing to be seen in the distance, all is there, all is
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near, worshipful with nearness,
inexhaustible, impalpable among these bouquets of glows,
between the tree-trunks darting skywards or twisted about themselves, huddled against one another, and separating without haste
to reveal casually a mere scarf of perfume.
The forms change into rumplings, the rumplings have the form of
the shades
moulded by the gleams from an always green twilight unwilling
to transfigure or abolish anything.
It is so easy to welcome, to receive,
the soul discovers with delight how happy she is to receive,
to pass on without clinging, to receive with no desire, beyond
any desire,
with an abundance so profuse
that all desire is dispelled.
Such a long time to discover, such a long time was necessary,
that the light-and-shade was our light
and that we were unable to glimpse, see between the things,
that the nothing of the light was letting itself be seen at the side
of the shade,
that the encounter was a passing, a slipping between two glows
shaded with desire,
penetration as of the body between two trees, two thickets,
as of a look into a look,
abandonment in openness. Muffled, withheld, the song of the birds in only the echo of the
stuff of the leaf-masses.
A crackling behind us (in front?), footsteps are following us,
going on ahead, have stopped,
no-one wants to surprise us.
We are accompanied.
A blackbird insists, in the bosom of the calm. A cuckoo buried in
distance effaces remoteness for ever.
Nothing ends. The beginning is there.
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So it was true. The light-and-shade was our light. Nothing was
either shown or hidden.
A simple presence among the appearances.
0 season of the long day, teach us towards evening the language
of the forest, the passage among the tree-trunks who turn their
faces away,
that long, insinuated phrase which does not want to teach
anyone anything,
transmits patiently a secret entrusted,
a confidence on the scale of the universe, to the measure of the
intimacy of the soul.
The consolation of the trees, towards evening.
In the forests of Hahn
15th August 1978
Jean Mambrino
translated by
Jonathan Griffin

ARCHETYPES
ELEMIRE ZOLLA
Metaphysical experience
When the experiencing psyche and the things it perceives, subject
and object, melt and are absorbed into one another, what takes
place may be called 'metaphysical experience'. I think this is a good
designation, but it should be periodically checked, and replaced
before it sounds hollow and shrill, before it is taken for granted.
In Sanscrit it would be asamprajiiasamcidhi. Sanscrit is the best tool
for dealing with the topic. It has been pointed out that it lavishes
twenty accurate, nicely defined different terms on what Western
languages brutishly lump together as 'consciousness'.
The compound asamprajnasamadhi is made up of a string of
words, each of them adding a touch to the global meaning.
Samadhi to start with is the in-gathering of the mind, which
becomes detached from all that the roving eye, the eager ear, the
savouring tongue, the thrilled skin, the reverberating guts, and
deeper still, untiring recollection and wild imagination may pelt it
with, like a tortoise tucking in head and tail, paws and feet, turning
inward, away from what may be battering at its shell. The aloof
mind concentrates on its self-colouredness, becomes absorbed in its
self-existent identity and sameness. Same and samcidhi stem from
the same root.
In samadhi the compacted, unified self can say I am, but no
longer I am this or that.
This is not a deprivation. The words used so far: gathering-in,
tucking-in, exclusion and absorption, should convey not a depletion,
but an unshackling, an enrichment, a mounting elation. I am is prior
to, more vast than I am this or that. It denotes being uncoerced,
potential, uncommitted, unconfined by verbalization. The demar-
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cation between selfhood and being is ignored, and disappears.
Sensations are there as always, but the mind is all there as never
before, unimpressed by them, not attending to them, allowing them
to rise and vanish unspoilt by its exertions and judgements, undisturbed by all involvement and worry, left to the freshness of their
origination, unsullied by mental chatter and commentary. They are
no longer felt as something alien, external, so the mind is literally
quite the thing. It may apparently be bent on tackling events, and
it even does so with unique lucidity and promptness, but remaining
untouched, unfragmented, fully unidentified with results. It has
forgotten what it is to fuss.
Samadhi is hard to describe because nothing of it need transpire
externally. It lacks identification marks. As an inward reality on the
other hand it is a total attitude that defies all violent, oppositional
binary formulations.
It is the self-awareness of the self, but also absolute impersonality.
It is I am, but it is equally what is.
In samadhi the psyche may be all caught in the ecstatic realisation of unity, of its own unity as of the unity of itself and the
world, but it may also, apart from this, smoothly, systematically
identify with the upshot of events. These are now seen by it as
manifestations of being, of universal, all-embracing, sheer being
which is the saw-Obi-self itself. The samadhi-self is an unjudging
self, which bothers no longer to sort out good and evil and the
other dyads, but detects the oneness of everything. Dwelling at
`the still point of the turning world', it notices all it needs of events
without having to close up on them. In its ease and openness it
lets them flow into itself like an unopposing sea, like a clear, shining
mirror.
The reverse of samildhi is what old-fashioned psychiatry termed
neurasthenia, a deliberate dwelling on events, a clinging to sensations, a grappling with them, a harking back on them. With neurasthenia every perception is sifted out, every roaming image indulged
in and narrowed down on, dragged into a self-conscious focus. The
glutted mind staggers, and falls to. daydreaming. The neurasthenic's
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paradox is that he is both stuck in the irrelevance of the merely
factual and lost in the blur of fancy. What is hell on earth but this
pointless, relentless retailing of existence utterly unrelieved by
meditation, totally unacquainted with collectedness — the faintest
hint of samadhi out of the question? With supreme pity and horror
Tolstoy depicted neurasthenia in its terminal exasperation describing
the last, haggard, drut4:ed days of Anna Karenina; Joyce instead
recorded complacently its gluey psychic fermentations, as though
for him nothing else truly existed. The stream of consciousness is
the river of hell. Neurasthenia is consequent on a total exposure and
vulnerability to sensations and fancy, it fetters the mind and the
psyche to the irredeemable, tormented multiplicity of an alien
world. Samildhi instead skims reality, which it does not feel distinct
from itself; it leisurely, unconcernedly, obliviously takes in and
breathes out the world. Naval officers are trained in samadhi when
taught to look out for submarines by resting their gaze on the far
horizon, without fixing each section of the sea, no less than monks
who receive instruction in the art of never going over events, of
avoiding complacency and self-consciousness by soaring above the
flow of reality and discarding the flutter of day-dreams. There's a
delightful recipe for samadhi among Karmapa Tibetan monks: when
dull meditate on an imaginary white bean in the midst of your
brow; when agitated imagine a black bean at the bottom of your
spine and concentrate on that; when dull and agitated (`grey'), the
bean shall be azure and must be placed in front of you at your
shadow's end. Jack of the Beanstalk made a bargain by exchanging
all he had for a few coloured beans.
When the monkey neurasthenia most men carry on their shoulders
has dissolved into thin air, there's no need to play about with beans
any longer. One may now, as Marianne Moore put it:
flee
to metaphysical newmown hay,
honeysuckle or woods fragrance.
When neurasthenic self-adjustments and scrutinies cease, aware-
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ness becomes unusually, ever preternaturally keen. St Theresa fried
eggs during her ecstasies. She jerked the pan off the fire in the nick
of time.
Vedanta speaks of mind placing itself beyond the duality of the
conscious and the unconscious, of waking and sleeping. Greek
anastenarides, fire-walkers, baffle observers by their being entranced
and alert at the same time. It is precisely when uncontrived and egoless that minds grasp truths in a flash. Samadhi is unification and
quietude, the contrary of torpor, even if it might sometimes look
like coma. Stupor and the swoon of an in-gathering mind are worlds
apart, but people conditioned to appreciate tense, deliberate,
cramped modes of life, tend to mistake one for the other.
The inwardness and surrender of samadhi are the conditions of
rapid realizations, of lucky, dashing interventions; the accurate hit
and guess and the ultimate, finishing stroke are its privilege. A
paradigm of samcidhi is the Japanese art of archery, which consists
in taking one's mind off the arrow and becoming the bull's eye.
Samcidhi realizes the essences of things and events through utter
amalgamation, by feeling itself at their root, as their creator. It is
a selfless self-absorption into a selfhood which is being as such, in
itself.
One may live with a man in samcidhi and never be aware of it.
His spirited tackling of events can be mistaken for active participation and concern — his aloofness for torpor.
But at concerts we have a chance to isolate and pin-point
sameldhi.
The moment the performance ends, the ensuing silence is filled
with the gist, teems with the meanings of the music. The over-tones
spilled and rippled out of the concluding note, and have now faded
away; for a split second there are no more sounds, only their significance is left. The concert is over, but still the applause dares not
follow. After and beyond the last quiver, the essence, the thrill
lingers on. The composition stands out condensed, epitomized
before us — within us, as it loomed compact, germinal before the
composer — within him, the instant his hand rushed to jot it down.
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The progressive build-up of the execution is at its inaudible
climax, it has reached its silent sabbath, and in the void the music's
activating essence, its very being is set free. This is what was slowly
unfurled in the course of the winding hesitations, of the speeding
streams of melody. These are now reeled up, we gleefully commune
with their crown and seed. For a rapt instant the whole composition is inaudibly, pre-acoustically present. The listener is one, not
so much with the music, which is played out, as with its inmost
being, which made it possible, impelled it into existence: with how
rather than with what it is.
The burst of convulsed applause that now follows is the avowal
of the intolerable bliss at the listener's utter fusion with the music,
subject with object.
The very same fusion takes place not only at the finale, but
relatively, proportionally, at every minimal pause. Shelley's Ione
suggests:
Listen too,
How every pause is filled with under-notes,
Clear, silver, icy, keen, awakening tones,
Which pierce the sense, and live within the soul.
The knower and the known, oneself and being itself, become one
and the same in samprajnasamadbi: the samddhi of the knowledge
(prajna) of the sameness (sam-) of the knower and the known: of
ultimate selfhood, identity as such on the one hand, and being as
such on the other.
When the three, the actual, known being, the god-like knower,
and the beauty, the bliss of knowing, clinch and become one, all
remembrance of a particular, limited, personal selfhood vanishes, so
the negative particle a- is prefixed and the whole compound results,
asamprajliasamadhi. Its pathetic illustration is the enthralled,
unbraced listener, hands irresistably clapping, eyes curtained by
tears, beyond himself, above all remembrance of himself.
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The emotional perception of archetypes
What we actually perceive is ultimately decided on the archetypal,
what used to be called the divine level. Between now and the times
in which the tuning of flutes and the carriage of participants in
rituals were acknowledged to be the main affair of the State, the
difference is not in the substance, but in the awareness. Matters
archetypal are still supreme, but nowadays goals beyond the grasp
of a generation have become too remote — so minds can no longer
seize the whole picture, nor follow the string of causes from the
ordering units of the cosmos to the surrounding physical reality.
Physical reality is an assemblage of types, though one is deluded
into believing that it is made of individual objects.
The Greek 'type' means mark, sign, imprint, image, form. Words
denote types; to describe an individual, a concrete object, we
arrange types in the unique required combination, as we calculate
numerals until we obtain the exact serial number of an individual
object, or as we combine types from the printer's set until they are
arranged to form the needed word.
We are deluded into believing that 'concrete individual' is something beyond the combination of typical traits. But 'individual'
means something indivisible, which is only true of metaphysical
Oneness. True concreteness, in the sense of 'grown together' (cum
crescere) into a unity, a monad — is not to be found in what words
and types point at, but in the opposite direction, in what enables us
to use and assemble meaningfully the finite words and types: in
archetypes, that are relatively infinite, and that lead back to the
primal source, arche itself, metaphysical experience. Only by transcending words, images, impressions, will-o'-the-wisps, does one
touch truth: not by prizing the 'raw' impression above its 'baked'
expression, but by realizing that both are delusions and that truth
lies in reaching the source of impressions and words — the archetype
that gathers them into its mould. The archetype is the mover, it
turns us towards the object and presents the object to us. If we
reach towards the archetype that is the source of the appearance,
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the type of the object, and therefore its true meaning, we shall
cease to seek for truth among appearances. We are not monads,
except when we are beyond ourselves, immersed in metaphysical
experience; usually we are an aggregate of fleeting impressions with
the tag of a name attached. We do not see objects, but clusters of
imprints. Impressions, imprints are stamped with the seal of the
ruling archetype of the moment, which gives the scene a relative
unity.
We perceive what speaks, appeals to us. Either things signify or
we do not notice them. Realities are metaphors, since everything
conveys a meaning. This implies that everything depends on an
archetype. Something utterly meaningless, not alerting an archetype, would not even be picked up by the senses.
The idea of human perception that should prevail, according to
experimenters Beer and Kugler, is that based on the behaviour of
the bacillum coli, which though devoid of memory, finds its way to
its food in our bowels. It picks up the 'appeal' of food like an
insect drawn into a cobweb. Its system of perception, like all
others, including our own, but more obviously so, feels the invariance of structures: the information that remains unchanged over
variations in time and space. It is the invariances in the flux that
are picked up, particularly those that affect the psyche, evoke a
response on the archetypal, dream-world level.
Facts shadow forth dreams. Happenings in the world of visible
bodies are reflections of events on the archetypal level. What about
wounds and beatings? They seem solemn enough reminders of the
importance of tangible facts. But who would inflict them if it were
not to psychically dispossess, or exorcize the victim? Because of the
meaning that is lent to them? The vanquished kiss the hands of the
victor because of a subtle compulsion, not only out of cowardice.
To them victory 'is' a `favour of the gods' — not only a brutal fact.
There is no such thing as an event in itself, death itself can `be' a
passage to real life and an occasion for rejoicing, or a crude, irredeemable, despairing destruction; pain can `be' an eagerly coveted
badge of honour, or a spicing for lust, or a means of transcending
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fear and worldliness, or else just distressing waste and horror. It all
depends on the dreams into which death or pain are fitted, on the
meaning that is projected on them, animalized in them. Appeals to
gritty reality or to a fool-proof standard of sanity are hollow exorcisms of the overruling power of the archetypes. Ideas of reality and
standards of sanity are dreams.
All we can do , when dreams collide, is try and translate one into
the other, knowing that there is no code of codes above them.
Truth lies not in the object, whose essence is perceivability, nor
in our consciousness of it, in the fact that we are awake rather than
dreaming. When one seeks for truth in apparent objects or in the
waking apprehension of appearances, one is rebutted.
To some this is strangely irritating. They invoke the inescapable
evidence of 'this table and chair'; they even kick, like Doctor
Johnson in refutation of Bishop Berkeley's evidence. Hypnotizers
often come across such patients, who flaunt their belief in sound
facts, and insist on taking 'this table and chair' for undeniable ultimates. Milton Erickson recommended that one concernedly listen
to them, and then lead them on and on, insisting on scrutinizing the
objects they point to, making them expand on the patent absurdity
of denying such undeniables, interrupting them now and then to
protest that one wants to understand them better and better,
inviting them to digress about the more or less tense bodily attitude
that goes with the proper, level-headed acceptance of reality. Once
the dependance on the hypnotizer's questioning is established, the
apostolic realist will easily drift into hypnotic sleep, during which
`this table and chair' can be turned into anything. The archetypal
builders of 'reality' Blake called Ulro and Los:
As to the false appearance which appears to the reasoner
As of a Globe rolling thro' Voidness, it is a delusion of Ulro.
The Microscope knows not of this nor the Telescope: they alter
The ratio of the Spectator's Organs, but leave objects untouch'd.
For every space larger than a red Globule of Man's blood
Is visionary, and is created by the hammer of Los
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And every Space Smaller than a Globule of Man's blood opens
Into Eternity of which this vegetable Earth is but a shadow,
The red Globule is the unwearied Sun by Los created
To measure Time and Space to mortal Men every morning.
Whatever challenges our senses with a claim to truth, meditation
will strip to its inescapable delusiveness. Meditation on reality comes
necessarily up against a curved wall, one is compelled to retrace the
origin of the perceived and the perceiver in an archetype and this
leads back to metaphysical experience. Only by inverting our
thrust, by revoking our faith in the 'painted veil', can we approach
truth, through the gateway of archetypal experience, turning away
from appearances to apparitions. The rainbow, the apparition of
the few, pure, fundamental, archetypal colours, is the bridge from
dappled, multicoloured appearances to the white splendour that
unifies all colours and reveals their essence of sheer light:
Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity.
All the various points that have been made are beautifully
touched on in a poem by Sen-Yo-Rikyu, the Japanese sixteenth
century master of the tea ceremony: a rite in which true attention
is brought to bear on what things — the chair, the table, the tea-pot,
the cups — actually are:
The tea ceremony
is only heating
the water,
preparing the tea, and drinking it.
Being as such, beyond all attributes, is symbolized by the teaceremony, so:
Make the tea ceremony descend into the heart
No longer seeing with the eyes,
No longer listening with the ears.
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This is the first phase — abstraction and concentration. Next
comes the awareness of archetypal numbers:
The practice consists in:
Starting from one, reaching ten,
Knowing how to come back from ten to one, the origin.
In the inner alchemy whereby the body is separated from the
soul, and the soul from the spirit, it is with the isolation of the soul
that the archetypes come to the fore. In green alchemy the solid
residue of the plants was baked until it turned into a snow-white
salt — the pure body of the plant. The liquid mass was distilled until
the pungent soul of the plant — its volatile oils — was extracted.
The phlegm was left to ferment and the result was the spirit of the
plant — its eau-de-vie or water of life, its fiery ether, or celestial
essence. It was then possible to prepare the 'stone' of the plant. On
the white salt the purified soul, preserved in the pure spirit, fell
drop by drop, until the three parts coalesced into a stone, in which
the life-enhancing properties of the plant were concentrated in
such a way that they emanated from it and projected onto other
bodies. The same applies to the transformation of men 'into live
stones'.
The separation from the psyche and spirit relieves the body of all
undue pressures. As a rule the soul unloads her burdens onto her
body. She plucks its tissues like chords, giving vent to her passions.
Once the body is unyoked, an even flow of energy heals its cramped,
shivering organs. The released body reaps all the benefits of healing,
dreamless sleep, it is purified and made soulless, as the plant's
salts are calcinated and made colourless.
For her part, the soul, the subtle body wrought by emotions and
thoughts, which is ordinarily interfused with the gross body, is
wrenched out of it like the aromatic oily part out of the pulp of the
plant in the still, and becomes like an effusive aroma, an almost
boundlessly elastic field of mesmeric influences, of suggestibility
and faith, of imagination. Rumt wrote: spiritually the phantasizing
soul is nought, but in respect to the ordinary, material world she is
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everything: men's pride and shame, peace and war, all spring from
phantasies (and 'the phantasies that ensnare the saints are the
reflection of the moon-faced ones in the garden of God'). As iron
filings cluster around magnetic fields, so do souls released from
bodily sensations — round archetypes. In Ideas of Good and Evil
Yeats explained that all sounds, colours, forms, either because so
pre-ordained or because of long association, evoke indefinable yet
precise emotions: or rather 'certain disembodied powers, whose
footsteps on our hearts we call emotions'.
The distilled soul floats: around such naked 'powers', archetypes,
darkly drawn to one or to the other, until, free as she is of the gross
body, she buoys, finds a safe orbit. This she does delicately groping,
not following rules and laws, but in a blind flight, at the end of
which she feels centred, achieves a wordless, dreamlike realization
of her destiny. The body made for rigidity, because the soul was led
to identify with it. Now she is resilient, pliable, open to slight hints,
rare fore-warnings, capable of identifying with the soul of all things.
Especially that of animals, each species of which embodies an
archetype. Shamans learnt the art of entering the world of animals
by patiently acquiring their rhythms, imitating the pitch of their
voices. A shamanic soul becomes a world-soul. Children and
madmen feel the need for this. In Webster's Duchess of Malfi the
chorus of madmen is an impeccable song of initiation, ranging
through the impersonations of all animal-archetypes, to the archetype of archetypes, which in so many Traditions is vehicled precisely by the voice of the swan:
O let us howl, some heavy note,
some deadly-dogged howl,
Sounding, as from the threatening throat
of beast, and fatal fowl.
As Ravens, Screech Owls, Bulls and Bears,
we'll be, and bawl our parts,
till irksome noise have cloy'd your ears,
and corasiv'd your hearts.
T-
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At last when our quire wants breath
our bodies being blest,
we'll sing like Swans, to welcome death
and die in love and rest.
There is a passage in Hawthorne's Marble Faun in which the
`faun', a youth whose soul communes with nature, is shown in the
act of expanding his sensitivity shaman-like by means of 'a charm
— a voice, a murmur, a kind of chant . . . a sort of modulated
breath, wild, rude, yet harmonious . . . setting his wordless song to
no other or more definite tune than the play of his own pulses . . .
of a murmurous character, soft, attractive, persuasive, friendly'.
When the murmur is sweet, it is greeted by flutters of wings; when
it sours, it is answered by the crawl and shudder of dark forms on
the ground. A masterful description of the operations of a disembodied inspired soul. The divining-rod, the painter's brush, the
shaman's drum-stick, the tranced warrior's sword are swayed by
impulses, rhythms that emanate directly from the archetypes. That
are in fact the archetypes. Then the body is like a limp, perfect
puppet, while the soul glides over the numerous seas of the archetypal world.
Realizing archetypes through similitudes
CLOUDS Archetypes hover over a psyche like clouds above a land-

scape. When the psyche is peaceful, clouds will show forth the laws
of composition and harmony. Chinese painting manuals, Goethe
and Ruskin, insist on the art of enjoying them as they manifest
unity in the very changefulness of their shapes. A mind with a
strong sense of Oneness is delighted by the sweet inter-play of
floating flakes, as it is by the corresponding interlacing of feelings
and thoughts.
Painters place amid the clouds personified archetypes. Poets
hear voices drifting through the cloudscape; up in the mists
Shelley's Asia calls out to Panthea, asking what beings she sees
taking shapes among the billows, and Panthea replies:
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A countenance with beckoning smiles: there burns
An azure fire within its golden locks!
Another and another: hark! They speak!
The clouds at harvest-time set Hopkins crying:
. . . what lovely behaviour
Of silk-sack clouds! has wilder, wilful-wavier
Meal-drift moulded ever and melted across skies?
I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes,
Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our saviour,
And eyes, heart, what looks, what lips yet gave you a
Rapturous love's greeting of realer, of rounder replies?
To the man who has lost contact with unity it will be impossible
to catch the unifying, harmonizing tone of a cloudscape; he will
construe bleak, lurid scenes in the fogs, behave like an animal
unnerved by thunderheads.
The eye charmed by rolling vapours is
equally attracted to vast expanses of water — their calm soothes,
their shiftiness instructs, their fury intoxicates: like clouds, they are
a choice metaphor of the intermediary archetypal world — they can
convey thither.
The sea looks like one huge, compact liquid mass — but a keen
eye, lulled by the alpha-inducing ebb and flood, learns to detect
distinct layers, currents wending their way through stiller bodies
of water, exactly as the intermediary or psychic world assembles
into distinct archetypes. When a storm rages, the masses of water
rise and wildly whirl, crushing into one another, as archetypes in
a stormy psychic medium collide and form vortexes.
EXPANSES OF WATER

A giddy mind tugged by archetypes resembles a gulf
that opposing surges twist and turn into a funnel. Shamans expose
themselves on purpose to frightening pressures, contriving to form
an inner vortex, making their psyche spin and gather speed until
they are transformed into whirlwinds sweeping away all resistance
VORTEXES
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even on their worldly path, but maintaining a void cone round the
axis of their verticalized psyche. They thus tumultuously touch
illumination and metaphysical experience. Keats's Glaucus cries:
Through some sucking pool I will be hurled
With rapture the other side of the world.
The vortex also forms a cone of power in the direction of the
surrounding world.
In sacred drinking bouts, drug rituals, bloody Dionysian festivals,
this kind of reeling ecstasy was sought while maintaining at the
same time perfect self-possession. The unleashed might rocked the
soul, but inside the maelstrom there was peace and inflexible determination. Drinking bouts among the Norse were compared to riding
into battle or being hanged — one had to maintain control at the
core of the fury, absorbing the storm and turning it in the desired
direction: The Norse Havamal gives instructions:
When you drink ale assume the power of earth!
Because earth sucks up ale like fire contagion.
All this pertains to the Dionysian archetype, in which outward
savagery and inward serenity can coexist. Dionysus is a warrior who
conquers India, propelled through the country like a whirlwind, but
with his sweet smile intact, his soul at peaceful rest. Alexander the
Great pretended to imitate him, even to mad drinking-bouts and
murder. The same archetype, exempt from all savagery, spins the
dance of the Hours in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound:
We whirl, singing loud, round the gathering sphere,
Till the trees, and the beasts, and the clouds appear
From its chaos made calm by love, not fear.
When this archetype looms supreme over the world, the origin
of everything is conceived as a churning of the primeval Ocean.
The myth recounts that at the beginning of beginnings all was an
ocean of subtle matter. In India it was called an ocean of milk, in
which fire, water and earth — butter, whey and curd — spirit, soul
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and body — were one. In the Ocean, it is sometimes added, there
floated a golden womb, and a womb is Mercy, active passivity
incarnate.
Demons and gods churn the Ocean of Oneness and the hurricane
divides the elements, multiplicity results. Among peoples to whom
the dairy is a temple, making cheese is a celebration of cosmogony.
Rituals of intoxication with the churning in the background
make man into the cosmos by turning him into a drunken vortex.
The same end is achieved on the mode of quietude by meditating
on the potter's wheel, the lathe, the spindle, the axle. Spires soaring
heavenward, or plunging downward, all carry the same archetypal
message, life itself is a spiral uncoiling from seed to tree and back,
from egg to bird and back, from the instant of revelation to the
consequent cycle of history and back. It is seen in the pit that from
the lips of the womb rises to the source of life, as in the vice-like
tendrils of vines. It is heard in the mounting moan and shriek, in
the rising invocation, in the hum of the orbiting bull-roarer, in
tensing, quickening drumbeats. In Yoga the imagination is trained
to see seven centres or lotuses of power in the body — from where
the tail might hang and be flourished up to where the skull was
open and pulsating at birth. The lotuses next become chakraswheels, rotating turbines, caught in their helixes the two balanced
and therefore normally untensed forces, the two main currents of
energy, past and future, sun and moon, give and take, now twist
and turn, are thrust one against the other, and start circling, spinning madly. The serpentine power coiled up near the tail now darts
up through the vorticating rings, hurtling beyond the opposition of
conscious and unconscious into total deliverance.
Blake's famous, summarizing verses teach an exercise of the
imagination that can lead to this experience — which Yoga also
commends:
Let the human Organs be kept in their perfect Integrity,
At will contracting into Worms or Expanding into Gods.
Blake suggests we become one with the weeping clod in the
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plowed furrow, contracting, and that we then rise upon the chariots
of the morning, expanding. All around us the whole universe will
appear like a host of contracting and expanding vortexes, of
chakras:
The nature of infinity is this: That everything has its Vortex.
Thus is the heaven a vortex pass'd already and the earth
A vortex not yet pass'd by the traveller thro' Eternity.
Blake alone depicted the world of archetypes — vortexes, all
material props removed, in the purity of visionary geography as
revealed by a full identification with the Dionysian archetype.

HA/KU-THINGS AND THE HAIKU-EVENT
TO YO IZUTSU
I think I have good reason to suppose that haiku poetry is already
known to the Western world and that some of the people here may
have even expert knowledge about it.
Haiku, to the best of my knowledge, is perhaps the shortest
poetic form in the world. It completes itself within the limits of
17 syllables. The 17 syllables are further divided internally into
three successive component units: five, seven, five syllables.
Furuike-ya / Kawazu-tobikomu / Mizu-no-oto.
The old pond / A frog flops in / The water-sound.
This piece of work was composed in 1686 by a poet occupying
the highest position in the historical development of haiku, namely
Basho.
This is considered to represent the paragon of haiku; it is so
popular that it is, we may say, literally on everyone's lips even in
present-day Japan.
I shall presently have the opportunity to give further explanation
of this particular verse and its significance. At this stage I have
given it simply as a typical example showing the formal features of
haiku.
It is especially important to observe the fact that this peculiarity
of its external form is inevitably related to the inner configuration
of haiku. Otherwise expressed, the external form functions in this
particular case, in the most conspicuous way, as the decisive determinant of its internal structure.
In the haiku poem I have just quoted here there are used exactly
four nouns (old-pond, frog, water, sound), one verb (flop-in), which
all together are considered to constitute a single piece of poetic
discourse.
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Supposing that we use language in an ordinary way, it will be
quite clear that from such a diminished form of linguistic expression one can expect only an epigram or an emotive utterance at the
very most.
From the viewpoint of haiku, however, this formal diminishedness is the most vital and necessary factor in transforming the
essentially linear nature of linguistic expression into something nonlinear, that is to say spatial.
Language, whether spoken or written, is of such a nature that it
evolves unit by unit in succession along temporal lines, each unit
effacing the preceding one gradually in the process of its linear
evolvement, trailing behind itself a line of semantic reminiscences
like a whitish wake left by a sailing boat on the surface of the sea.
Haiku, precisely because of its linguistic diminishedness, is able
to transform this linear and temporal evolvement of words into a
unit of non-temporal, spatial expansion, namely a single linguistic
field.
In fact, haiku may very well be regarded as a tiny linguistic
tableau of 3 by 3 inches for example. This, however, should not be
taken to mean that one can only depict in a tiny tableau tiny
particles of a tiny thing to the exclusion of things huge and vast.
As a matter of fact, actual observation often shows that it is
quite possible to include in the most effective way in a tiny tableau
vast Nature or a grand natural scene: an island on the boundless
ocean, or a solitary falcon gliding in the blue windy sky. We find
exactly these two instances actualized in the tiny linguistic field of
haiku, reading as follows:
Araumi ya
Sado ni yokoto
Amanogawa.
Above the surging sea waves
Lies the Milky Way
Toward the island of Sado
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Taka hitotsu
Mitsukete wureshi
Iragozaki.
Joy is the finding!
A solitary falcon gliding
Over the Irago headland.
In fact, structurally speaking, such a tiny tableau could function
more effectively as a ground space for grand-scale Nature rather
than for small things such as an insect and a minute organism
depicted with detailed precision.
If we transform the linguistic field of the first of these two haiku
poems into a tiny visual tableau, a haiku picture (known as haiga),
we would see there a soft, arched line running aslant toward an oval
dot, the former representing the Milky Way and the latter an island.
In this tableau only these two figures are visible. The rest, namely
the boundless nocturnal sky and the sea, would be left as a blank
space slightly shaded, in which are set those two figures.
Likewise we could visually represent the second haiku: an inky
speck representing a gliding falcon in the upper part of the tableau
over an amorphous blot representing the headland forming a sort of
protrusion from the lower corner of the tableau. In this case also
the figures are only two: a falcon and the headland. The rest of the
tableau remains without any further articulation as a blank space
representing the boundless sea and the sky.
Observing this kind of tableau, one might easily be misled into
thinking that this is an ordinary type of miniaturization, nothing
else. The only difference, one might think, is the scale of miniaturization and perhaps the degree of simplification. For Nature or
natural scenery has in many cases to be miniaturized with, by
necessity, a certain number of omissions in its details, if we are to
depict it in either linguistic or visual art.
But the main problem implied by these visualized tableaux of
haiku is neither the scale of miniaturization nor the degree of
simplification to be realized in the figures depicted. What is of main
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significance here lies not in the figures themselves but rather in the
very quality of the blank space. It is the blank space which is the
decisive factor.
In order to elucidate this point a little further it would be worth
while to consider the nature of miniaturization in the visualized
tableau of haiku in comparison with what is observable in the art
of hakoniwa.
Hakoniwa is a traditional Japanese art consisting of a miniature
landscape formed in a small box or a tray. A small box is filled with
positively articulated figures such as miniaturized mountains, trees,
rivers, waterfalls, bridges, pavilions, hills, rocks etc.
The box has to be filled with these figures. If there is left any
naked blank space within the box or the tray, the hakoniwa, boxlandscape, remains simply incomplete or yet-to-be-completed.
In this kind of world-view, reality is imagined as a network of
associative figures which closely co-exist side by side or in contrast
with each other, functioning interchangeably among themselves as
container and contained, or figure and its background.
The container and the contained, or the positive images and their
background are all constituted solely by figures in such a way that
the figure of a tree, for example, is contained within the figure of a
mountain.
The relation between figure and ground here is simply reducible
to a matter of perceptual predominance among the figures themselves in their contextual field, to be determined in terms of the
lightness and darkness of colour or shade, relative distance and position, the proportional scale or size and the like, as the case may be.
In every case the pivot of the system lies always in the figure, not
in the ground. Reality in this system consists simply in a onedimensional expanse of a network of associated figures. The whole
field is densely saturated with figures without leaving structurally
any blank space.
In contrast to this hakoniwa configuration, the haiku tableau is
structured in such a way that the blank space always plays a predominant role rather than the figure. By the term 'blank space', in
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reference to the particular case of haiku, I do not mean simply the
contextual field as a phenomenal background.
The blank space of haiku is a negative space of non-phenomenality
which excludes, and does not admit in itself any phenomenal
articulation.
In the domain of physical reality as we experience and perceive it
with our five senses, however, there is actually no genuine negative
space. What we do perceive or experience as negative space is in
actuality always the phenomenal background or the surface space
of something, white paper, blue sky, for instance.
It is true that the haiku-figure and haiku-ground both belong to
the same phenomenal sphere, at least in the dimension of direct
linguistic indication. For by means of linguistic positive-negative
articulation haiku can do nothing other than suggest the presence
and absence of a sensible or semantic articulation in the phenomenal
sphere.
Even with negative articulation, what is indicated is always
phenomenal negativity.
Structurally and logically speaking, it is utterly impossible to
present the non-phenomenal sphere of non-articulation itself by any
kind of phenomenal articulation.
Once the non-phenomenal is semantically articulated and is
perceived or recognized as such, it necessarily turns into phenomenality ; it cannot possibly remain non-phenomenal.
Haiku tries to solve this problem by the indirect means of evocative designation. By this I mean that haiku has recourse to the act
of evoking a phenomenal negative space as a means of evoking
simultaneously the presence of absolute non-phenomenality.
That is to say haiku tries to evoke the absolute, non-phenomenal
negative space through phenomenal negative space.
As for the phenomenal negative space, a tiny figure standing in,
or in front of, the positively articulated surface space is enough to
transform the surface space into phenomenal blank space negatively
articulated.
A few ink spots on a sheet of paper, a kite flying in the windy
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blue sky, a white boat sailing on the lake etc, may effectively
function to produce the phenomenal blank space.
And this disproportionately immense negative space of phenomenality dominating the tiny figure may further evoke in our
minds the absolute negative space of non-phenomenality through a
structural correspondence caused by the fact that they both are
essentially non-articulated.
One, two or three positive figures depicted by words are made to
function as the pivotal point or points of evocation for this twodimensional blank space.
A figure depicted need not necessarily be even the figure of
something. One black dot, instead of elaborately described figures
or things, is quite sufficient, or more effective even, in evoking the
blank space which is to function transdimensionally, in two ways,
as the phenomenal and non-phenomenal negativity.
A haiku-tableau is essentially a two-dimensional field, consisting of a phenomenal figure with its phenomenal background
on the one hand, and on the other, the non-phenomenal metaphysical totality functioning as the negative space of absolute
non-articulation; these form cross-dimensionally a magnetic polarity
between themselves.
Haiku depicts, needless to say, not only visual but various other
fields, such as tactile, auditory, olfactory etc. These various forms
of phenomenal blank space all evocatively indicate the absolute
dimension of non-phenomenality.
By way of example I quote here some pieces of haiku by Basho
in translation.
Yoko mireba
Nazuna hanasaku
Kakine kana.
Gazing, I find
A shepherd's purse blooming
Under a hedge.
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Yamaji kite
Naniyara yukashi
Sumiregusa.
Along a mountain path coming
With enchantment I see
A violet in bloom.
In both of the two haiku poems, the linguistic articulation is
made to designate tiny visual figures standing vividly out of the
visual ground; a shepherd's purse under a hedge or a violet in a
mountain path.
Below I quote two other haiku poems in which the positively
articulated dots are of an auditory nature.
Shizukesa ya
Iwa ni shimiiru
Semi no koe.
Stillness!
Into the rocks, sinking
The chorus of cicadas.
Yagate shinu
Keshiki wa miezu
Semi no koe.
Of their dying so soon
No sign is seen.
The chorus of cicadas!
In the first of these two, the sound is concentrated and absorbed
into the massive silence of a huge rock, making the stillness prevail
the more intensely around the positive articulation of the sound,
so that the auditory dot here has a spatial setting.
In the second one, on the contrary, the dot of auditory articulation, namely the shrill of the cicadas, is put within the flow of time
evoking utter silence that will come soon afterwards.
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The intensity of the positive articulation, the field of the present
sound, increases the density of the negative articulation, the silence
that extends far into the future and back to the past, holding the
positive articulation, i.e. the field of the present sound, compressed
in between.
To use the figure-ground terminology, it is the ground that is
made to prevail and dominate over the linguistic field of haiku. A
single conspicuously dynamic articulation is made to function as a
means to evoke the disproportionately voluminous expansion,
extension and the depth of the ground, the blank space.
The blank space realized in this way in haiku is not only mere
phenomenal blank space or a contextual background of phenomenal
existence.
It is a metaphysical plenitude in a state of preformal nonarticulation with dynamic potentials of creativity, from which all
the possible ontological articulations, both positive and negative,
can be actualized on the phenomenal plane.
The blank space of haiku thus understood naturally discloses
the fundamental structure of haiku-figure or the haiku-thing itself.
First of all it must be different from the above-mentioned structure
of the hakoniwa-figure.
Each one of the hakoniwa-things, in contrast to haiku-things, has
the appearance of a comprehensive totality, causing an impression
of completion, perfection and clear-cut lucidity.
This comes from the fact that hakoniwa-thing is an ideal realization of a thing articulated clearly and perfectly in accordance with
a certain number of aspects of the thing that are semantically or
conceptually established and generally recognized as such. In short,
a hakoniwa-thing, instead of being the existential reality of a thing,
is the physical embodiment of the idea of a thing.
It is serenely static in perfect actualization, equipped with all the
semantically and ideally articulated aspects of itself developed to
the full. The image of a hakoniwa-thing thus reposes in its quiet
serenity at the consummate point of its full development and
perfect realization.
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The contrary is true of a haiku-thing. The very structure of the
haiku-ground, the metaphysical source-ground, requires that the
haiku-thing represents an individually articulated entity, for it is to
be born directly out of the metaphysical dimension of nonarticulation, each time uniquely afresh, into phenomenal actuality,
whenever the existential encounter takes place between the perceiver and the perceived, the cognizer and the cognized or the poet
and the world.
Each haiku-thing thus understood remains always imperfectly
actualized, undetermined, transient, shadowy and opaque in its
temporal phenomenality, hiding within itself limitlessly numerous
other accidental aspects and articulations, of which each existential
encounter singles out a particular unit, bringing it into clear focus in
a momentary flash.
We may call this existential encounter the haiku-event. For
haiku is a poetic genre which tries to actualize this existential event
in the tiny linguistic field of 17 syllables. The whole linguistic field
is intended to reproduce, in its structural and presentative
immediacy, the drama of existential encounter actually taking place
between the poetic perceiver and the perceived against the background of non-phenomenality.
Both the haiku- poet and the haiku-thing in this case belong
essentially to the same phenomenal dimension, each in the same
capacity of an individual phenomenal existent. The human subject
and the external object, as cognizer and cognized, although they are
epistemologically interdependent, exist, in respect of their metaphysical structure, quite independently of each other, each being
backed directly and potently by the metaphysical source-ground of
non-phenomenality.
As an individual existent, phenomenally dynamic and constantly
evolving, each of them goes on unfolding moment by moment
numerous aspects of its own ontological potentials into phenomenal
existence out of its metaphysical ground of non-phenomenality,
and infolding them back again thereinto.
The haiku- poet and the haiku-thing, thus existing on equal terms,
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each independently, as a phenomenal entity sharing the same
metaphysical ground, the possible relationship between them
consists in their existential contact vvithin the domain of phenomenal actuality, instantaneously and accidentally established
between them.
Since the perceiver and the perceived are in this case both constantly moving and changing moment by moment in their phenomenality, the contact realized between them is necessarily dynamic,
swift and instantaneous.
Haiku grasps this existential event of fleeting transience in
the form of a conspicuous figure spotlit in the foreground, bringing
its dynamic dot of moment into focus against the vast expanse
of the dimly lighted phenomenal background where all the
other possible existential events of a similar nature must necessarily be taking place at this very same moment, evocatively
suggesting thereby the infinite vastness of the phenomenal negative
space surrounding a tiny field positively articulated, and at the same
time the depth of the absolute negative dimension of transcendental
non-phenomenality.
The nature of haiku-expression is naturally to be understood in
the light of this consideration.
Haiku-description is often said to be something quite objective.
Descriptive objectivity in this case, however, should not mean the
exclusion of subjectivity or the suppression of subjective selfexpression. Haiku as a linguistic representation of the field itself
of this existential encounter in its presentative immediacy, essentially and structurally involves within itself both subject and object
on equal terms.
Since the phenomenal field of this existential encounter is to be
reproduced in its structural entirety in the linguistic field of haiku,
it will be quite beside the point to call this process 'subjective
expression' or 'objective description'. 'Presentative immediacy'
may perhaps be the right phrase because what is realized here is an
immediate structural correspondence between the linguistic field of
haiku and the existential field of the subject-object encounter.
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In other words it is not the case that in haiku a poetic subject
describes a poetic object, nor that a poetic subject expresses
himself.
The linguistic mode of haiku is a very peculiar one in that as soon
as the whole field of the poet's existential encounter with the thing
is projected in a flash onto his own consciousness or state of mind
and is recognized there as such, the 'poet discharges and externalizes
it in the form of a linguistic field immediately from out of himself
`without' as Basho remarks, 'any discrepancy even as minute as a
hair's breadth between himself and the writing desk'.
Although haiku in its linguistic form is so tiny, the creative
energy discharged at this very moment should be enormous. Basho
compares this presentative immediacy and instantaneous dynamic
creativity involved in the act of the haiku-composition to the
single stroke of an axe felling a giant tree to the earth.
It is to be observed that the extraordinary energy-concentration
here displayed is closely related to the pointedness of the timespace concentration characterizing the existential encounter,
namely the haiku-event.
In fact, the conspicuous diminishedness of the haiku-linguisticfield, the pointedness of the single existential encounter depicted,
and the momentary evanescence of the event, all these constituents
of the haiku-configuration contribute to the accentuation of the
image of a positive dot of concentration put in the vast field of
negativity in its transdimensional framework, phenomenal and
transcendental.
The emergence of a positive single dot against a spatio-temporal
expansion of phenomenality excludes or erases at once all the other
individual dots of positive phenomenality, pointing to its own self
as a unique and single representative of phenomenality born anew
momentarily from the transcendental non-phenomenality.
The single dot is a single temporal dot with no time-duration
within itself. Or it is rather a single dot where time and space intersect, being ultimately identified with one another in a point-blank
immediacy.
T K
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A single and exclusive dot of time and space emerges moment by
moment perpetually afresh into phenomenality, being articulated
and coming into existence out of non-phenomenality, constituting
an existential field of Eternal Now.
A haiku-event is nothing but this existential field of Eternal Now.
The haiku-poem quoted at the outset, which has enjoyed such great
popularity among Japanese for such a long time, is to be rightly
understood as an ideal embodiment of the haiku-event viewed in
this light.
The old pond
A frog flops in
The water-sound.
The old pond as a phenomenal background suggests at the same
time the eternal silence and amorphousness of the absolute nonphenomenality.
Both the perceiver, the poet, and the perceived, the frog, in their
fleeting transience intersect with one another once and for all in an
irretrievable flash of moment in which the water sound is heard and
recognized.
The water-sound is the single and exclusive point of this existential event.
There are the frog, the old pond, the water-sound as the perceived, and the poet as the perceiver. That is all that exists in the
whole universe.
This microcosmic entirety of phenomenality as a single existential unit stands in dynamic balance against the wholeness of transcendental non-phenomenality. This single existential field assumes
temporality, constituting a single unit of time.
This single unit of time is the totality of time. The single unit of
phenomenal field is the entirety of phenomenality. Therefore the
threefold articulation of time: past, present and future makes no
sense here.
Thus, taken as a whole, an infinite number of fields of existential encounter, charged with a-temporality of the Eternal Now, go
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on evolving everywhere perpetually, and returning again into naught,
annihilating all the signs of their phenomenal articulation.
Each of these fields, perpetually produced as a result of an
existential encounter between the human subject and his external
world, oscillates as a unit transdimensionally between phenomenal
existence and its transcendental source-ground. And this is exactly
what constitutes a haiku-event.
In his own pregnant style, Basho expressed his idea of this
dynamic structure of the haiku-event, the fleeting transience of
existential fields in the process of their successive evolvement on
the one hand, and the Eternal Now realized in each of the fields on
the other, as follows:
`As stillness is the immutable aspect of things, it is motion that
represents the aspect of their evolvement.
The flow of evolvement would never halt even for a
moment unless we ourselves bring it to a halt. Its being
brought to a halt here means nothing other than its being
caught instantaneously in the very act of our perception,
seeing and hearing.
Falling petals, leaves scattered by the wind — even the most
vivacious of the things will subside to disappear into nothingness without leaving any trace behind, unless we, in the midst
of their actuality, arrest them with our cognitive act of seeing
and hearing.'
Further, concerning the very act of composing verses, Basho
remarks:
`Crystallize in words the first flash of things perceived while
your mind remains still illumined by its reminiscence.'
I will conclude this paper with two more haiku-poems composed by Basho, the first of which he is said to have given one
of his disciples with the remark that he is going to give it to
someone who has comprehended the phase of mystery in poetic
creativity.
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lnazuma wo
Teni toru Yami no
Shisoku kana.
A flash of lightning
By the hand snatched A torchlight in the darkness
Inazuma ya
Yami no kata yuku
Goi no koe.
As the lightning flashes
Passes along the darkness in the opposite side
A cry of a night-heron.
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MUSIC, A KEY TO FREEDOM
HERBERT WHONE

Music surrounds us every day of our lives; but it is just one more
thing taken for granted, and we lose touch with its real meaning.
With the adage of not seeing the wood for the trees as model, we
could equally well say, 'we do not hear the Music for the notes';
and we could carry the image through further and say, 'we do not
hear the Word for the languages', or 'the Sound for the noises'. The
implication is that there is an intrusion of something that deludes us
and covers what is Real. The level of Reality we have denoted by
the use of capitals, indicating Universal Principles, which, far from
being remote and theoretical, every human being has the capacity
to realise within himself. The fact that such a level is closely connected with sound, as we understand it, is one of the mysteries of
existence and is what concerns us here.
The nature of the link that sound makes between the higher and
lower levels may be found in the oldest of trinities, Father-MotherSon. In this trinity, at the heart of meta-physics, lies the beginning
of all things; for here, within the balanced energy field of Absolute
Power, arises the capacity for self-mobilisation, making an imbalance, a 'two-ness' — actor and acted upon, Father and Mother. Such
a division is the first conditioning and the cause of all differentiation
in manifestation. Man perceives this division (`di-vision' — seeing
two) as male-female, yang-yin, positive-negative, right-left and so
on; and early civilisations acknowledged this division in conceiving
God as Father-Mother.
But two begets three, and from the Father and Mother, the union
of the will to act and the willingness to receive, arises the third
factor, the Son. The Son is simply that which is born of the Father
and the Mother. He is also described as the Logos, the Wheel of
Being, or as the Spoken Word. Whichever name we take of the
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many different religions, what is implied is the totality of all possible creative imaginings emanating from the Creative Father and
manifest through the agency of the Receptive Mother.
Now this Son comes from the same root as `sound'; the Latin
sonare, French son, English 'song', and even our 'swan' with its
swan-song myth, all signify sound. The implication is that the
birth of the Son is no other than the emitted sound, and that this
sound is the root and cause of creation. Vibration is life itself; and
down to the subtlest level there are only vibratory forms of life that
have been sounded out from a centre of power. We may see this
sounding out from a centre in the familiar image of the gong, or
more obviously in the stone thrown into a still pool of water.
The imagery in the Upanishads affirms the essential nature of
sound in its own way. It says that the Great Breath (the initiating
power, blowing out from the centre) assumes five distinct forms of
vibratory motion called tatwas, the first and chief of which is
akasa, related on the physical level to the sense of hearing; the
other four are vayu (sense of touch), taijas (sense of light), apas
(sense of taste) and prithivi (sense of smell). These last four are
related to the elements, which, in reverse order, are earth, water,
fire and air. But above, supreme, and common to all is that 'quintessence', the akasa, that which has the property of sound. All else,
it says, resides in akasa. Elsewhere in Indian teaching we have the
concepts of a struck sound, ahata and unstruck sound anahata;
and in the word nada all aspects of sound are denoted, especially
that on the metaphysical level. Moreover, the word 'music' itself
derives from the Greek Muses, and is extended in our words 'muse',
`bemuse', 'amuse'; in fact, all belong to a root meaning `to think'.
The implication is that Divine Creation is essentially imaginative
thinking, a thought-play of the Father.
When therefore we speak of 'music', we should bear in mind
its origin as the vibratory Son or Sound of the Father; we have to
extend our vision to that Music with a capital M — the Music which
is fundamentally the emitting of creative vibrations, no matter in
what form they manifest themselves. Equally, as we mechanically
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use words, we should extend our vision to the Word, the ordering
aspect of the Absolute and the `S-word' of Truth, in which all
words, all `wor(l)ds' and all meanings are simultaneously comprehended. In fact, we may see that Music, Sound and Word are all
different names and aspects of the ordering force by which primal
power is contained and structured. The created Universe is only
trapped energy.
This trapping or locking of vibration could, of course, be seen
as a negation of life — an opposition to life itself; and we may
recognise here the same dialectic as we find in 'live' read in reverse.
Only in embracing polar opposites do we arrive at resolution.
In our present context, the key lies in a simple fact — that a key
has the capacity for both locking and unlocking. Man, in his existential prison is provided with such keys, for without such provision — 'pro-vision' or 'fore-seeing' — from above, there would be
no religion and no way back to the Source. (Religion is 're-ligion'
meaning 'a binding back'.) Not only does his consciousness-of-self,
the sense of 'I', lie on the underside of his true Self, being the
means of return, but the most supreme of gifts, the capacity for
sounding out his own vibrations, is in reality the reverse face of the
higher Creative Sound. The way out of the prison, out of the
apparent loss to the Satanic forces of contraction, lies in large
measure in his own voice and in his music-making through instruments. We need to draw on our poetic imaginations and see this
astonishing spectacle through extra-terrestrial eyes — the spectacle
of cycle upon cycle of evolving human life on earth, and the unceasing flux of sound which is the total of all those individual
sounds emitted in the service of that evolution. Deep in the maze
of vibration lies every human being's secret way of return through
his own sound, and if we imagine those millions of individual
sounds, the earth itself becomes an ever-active cosmic transmitting
station. Sound and music are an expression of the distress of
the human soul, a 'di-stress' or ambivalence caused through its
fall to earth and its consequent aspiration back to heaven. Creative
Principles on the highest level may be realised in each individual;
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he is a creator as his Father; sound to Sound.
How then does this way of return work? It is now scientifically
acceptable that all forms of matter are only vibrating energy, and it
is the complexity of the fundamentals and over-tones that constitute the structure and nature of a specific material. There are pure
materials that give out a definite pitch when re-sonated, or very
complex materials, where we only hear the clash of harmonics. We
differentiate between the two by the terms 'music' and 'noise'. We
have all had experience of the first of these in our childhood experiments with a wine glass, when we found we could make it sing
through the agency of our voice or a musical instrument. But if we
take this a stage further and over-resonate the glass by amplification,
we find we are able to shatter it into pieces, so turning a childish
game into a Universal Principle of a high order. It means, in effect,
that if we were to know the exact frequency complex of any substance, we could destroy it at will — that is, take it back to its
original free state. Were human beings to possess this knowledge
they would be able to manipulate Universal Substance in any of its
forms and be magicians in the true sense of the word. It is worth
noticing the clues to this principle that lie in our daily language; for
example, the 'di-spelling' of the 'spell' (so that we may be no longer
`spell-bound') lies in the 'spelling', that is, the sound of the letters:
equally the release from the 'en-chantment' is in the 'chant', that is,
the singing. In fact, the use of such power is in an embryo state, not
readily available for the unprepared. Nevertheless, every emitted
sound whether consciously or unwittingly, effects some resonance
in the physical world, and, less obviously, in the more subtle
psychological and spiritual worlds.
Also, as every musician knows, science and aesthetics are joined
in the fact that in musical intervals, our sense of beauty and inner
state of harmony depend upon the simplicity of the mathematical
ratios of the constituent notes. A perfect fifth with its ratio 3:2,
and a fourth with its 4:3 ratio are agreeable to us, whereas the
major seventh with its 15:8 ratio is disagreeable to the point of
disturbance and fragmentation — . (imagine the effect of constant
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subjection to intervals whose ratio is say 377:29). With such universal principles at the root of things, it is unthinkable that harmony
should be permanently superceded by the music of fragmentation.
A human being is constantly seeking resolution, tracing his way
back to unity out of his own inner discord, and he will always turn
from the discord to the concord offered in sound. It is because of
the universality of these principles that there exists the fact of
`objective music' — that is, sound capable of producing a given
response in the human organism regardless of cultural or personal
differences. So once again we see that though we live in a maze of
sound, the key to the door of escape lies under our noses. It will be
put into our hands in due time. Meantime in listening to great
music, the key momentarily unlocks the door, willy-nilly, and we
are transported to a higher dimension and spiritually refreshed.
We may take another aspect of the use of words, and observe
that on the psychological level, a human being functions in three
ways — through his head, his sub-diaphragmatic energies and his
feelings. We can see, for instance, that men who speak through the
top of the head so to speak, tend to be intellectuals; that those who
speak from the belly are men of will or action, and that those who
are committed to neither are sensitive beings, artists, sing-songing
between the two. It is thus we understand the nature of vowel
sounds; for those leading upwards from an open A sound through
an 'eh, i, ee' progression, with an increasing nasal constriction, relate to the head, and those leading downwards from A in an 'o, u, oo'
progression and increasingly uninhibited power relate to the subdiaphragmatic area. Each man, as each animal, has his own unique
sound which reflects his inner nature: the difference between
animal and man is simply that man is able to disguise his true nature
by his capacity for mimicry and by duplicity attendant upon
the ego. Now, if we stimulate a man already disposed to subdiaphragmatic urges by sounds of the 'u, oo' variety, that will
make him even more locked and active in this one area of his being.
If we wish to free him from this, to integrate him, we will stimulate
him by sounds of the 1, ee' variety. Similarly, an intellectual,
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unable to move out of his head, will be released or stretched, so to
speak, by the `u, oo' sounds. We speak in the broadest terms, only
to show the principle involved. In the differing sounds of the human
voice, in the noises of nature, and in the various musical instruments, on this level alone, human beings are bombarded daily,
sometimes unwittingly and sometimes by others whose intention it
is to manipulate the response mechanism in the unwary. To be free
from this danger, a man must study his own sounds under all
stimuli; it is a way to self-knowledge. And also he must be alert to
the intention behind the sounds made by others.
But what of that great cosmic scale, that locking process operating remorselessly in and through manifested life. Most obviously,
it is a seven-fold process in which the spirit is made even — s-even.
We have seven colours, seven planets, seven days of the week, seven
chakras in the kundalini system, seven-yearly periods of development in a man's life, the seven stringed lyre, and so on. But the
most significant of them all is the seven-tone major scale in music.
We have, of course, seen seven note modes before in musical
history; but our harmonic system was founded on pure science in a
uniquely scientific time. Whether we see it as the result of pure
mathematics in the disposition of perfect intervals (the fifth,
fourth, third and so on) within the basic 1:2 ratio of the octave, or
whether we see it as deriving from the notes of the harmonic series
(that is, the notes set in sympathetic resonance when a fundamental
tone is struck), the formal system allowing modulation from key to
key was inexorably determined. This is because, in its own way,
time and place, it was meant to represent a cosmic hierarchy of
power, system within system. The descending scale is the scale of
the Absolute Power, the in-volution (in-willing) of that Divine
Music — the Word as the Wor(l)d. And in this scheme the position
of the semitone was of supreme importance. Historically, we are
assured, the names DO SI LA SO FA MI RE were a choice of
syllables arbitrarily determined as a convenient aid to singers: but
symbolically they have the following meaning:
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Dominus (Father Creator)
Sidera (star systems)
Lactea (Milky Way — our galaxy)
Sol (the sun)
Fata (fate — planetary forces)
Microcosmos (small world — the earth and man upon it)
Regina de Coeli (Queen of the Heavens — the moon)

This, of course, gives us a semitone at the MI—FA point, the place of
man and his fate. In fact, the names UT RE MI FA SOL LA constitute the rising hexachord of the system attributed to the monk
musician Guido d'Arezzo in the twelfth century, and here too the
overlapping of the hexachords was so arranged that the semitone
always fell between MI and FA. (The other semitone SI and DO
only belonged to the later completed scale in which DO came
to replace UT.)
What then of this interval, MI to FA? The Absolute Power
reaching down the scale meets an interference where man in his
de-graded state refuses the divine presence in him, so that the level
RE, the moon, cannot be reached. For this reason, at the point of
the impasse in the descent of Absolute Power, man begins his own
ascending octave, an evolutionary ascent or emancipating of his
locked-in spirit. Thus he must overcome the inertic, phasic life of
the moon, RE, and free himself of earth-bound and planetary
forces at the MI-FA point before he may reach the SOL — sun or
Spirit within. There are other interpretations of the scale, and such
a symbolism may, at worst, be dispatched as fanciful imagining,
or remain on a totally theoretical level. But let us aim to feel the
sense of desperation and loss in the descending scale (man's progressive loss of power) and the sense of aspiration in the ascending
scale; and then try to feel the reciprocal relationship in the two
directions — the reaching down of the Father, and the reaching up
of each individual son. Let us also try to feel the musician's strange
tension and difficulty in pitching a semitone, and ask ourselves
why this should be so. In music, the fluctuation of the soul is
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represented vicariously in the most simple of phenomena — in the
rise and fall of pitch and in the semitone intervals. Here is another
version of man's story showing his state of bondage and the possibility and nature of his redemption from it.
And what of the actual live experience of music-making? The
principle still holds. Music, like all else passed on by oral tradition,
found its greatest confinement in the classifications of the classical
period. As we have said, such a system having a special function in
a special time contained many secrets and an order of great beauty.
We cannot say that the restricting of sound into such a straightjacket was essentially a misfortune, any more than we can say the
human physical body is a misfortune for being the ultimate term of
contraction of the free spirit. But there is in formal order a great
danger — that is, in identifying with the form rather than sensing
the life behind the form, what in music we would call the 'spirit of
the music'. In this sense the written notes are a mere shorthand
provided by the composer, and the performer has to release their
spirit through his own imagination. Music, as life, is neither a
chaotic outpouring of sound, nor is it a totally restricted ordering
of that freedom. It is a play between freedom and bondage. In this
way it is an analogy of life itself, the life process of becoming, the
constant search for freedom within restriction. And because of this,
a satisfying performance has a total sense of liberation and at the
same time a mastery over formal restraint (formal restraint being
the resistance met in acquiring a technique, and also the confining
effect of the written note).
We have said that the harmonic system is a system in which
something has become locked: this is indicated clearly in its terminology. We have, for instance the treble and bass clef (French for
key) and the 12 keys; we have bar-lines barring our freedom and
we also have the 'notes' or 'notation', variations on a 'not' or
a 'no'. But as we have said, making sounds is a way of return
for man, and the only way a performer can find his way out of
this system is by a devious play that holds both himself and his
listener on a knife-edge of suspense, where he is committed neither
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to unrestrained power nor to the straight jacket of form. He must
show convincingly that freedom is restrained by form, but create
the illusion that there is no form. And similarly, in life, it is the
heart that reconciles the polarity of will and head; it is in the heart
we have true hearing and where the art to express it lies. It is
here that we find the indefinable and the unpredictable: all is
`becoming', that is, 'coming to be'. This consists, for the musician,
in his variables of vibrato, time, dynamic fluctuations, portamento,
and above all in phrasing. Phrasing or breathing is the prototype of
all phasicness in life; all the 'feeling' in music, all the 'spirit of
music' comes of sensitivity to breathing, and the other factors,
vibrato, time and dynamic changes, and portamento are all subservient to and reinforce it. We may remember that in Sanskrit both
`so' and `atma' signify 'breath' and 'spirit', and even in our own
language we use 'inspiration' to signify both Inbreath' and 'the
taking wing of the spirit'.
In a similar way, the living words of each language are not all
confined by a precise etymology. There are many words, whereby
cross meanings, tricks of spelling, inversion, words within words,
anagram, and so on, the trap is transcended, so that language
becomes a devious play of sound and letter, as unpredictable and
mysterious as music.
And what, as we try to capture the live experience of music,
could be more alive in a human sense that the relation between the
bow and the stringed instrument. Here we have to refer back to the
primal division in which God is seen as Father-Mother. Just as the
passive Macrocosmic Sphere (the Mother) awaits impregnation by
the initiative, the will to act, of the Father, so the passive sphere
of air in the violin awaits impregnation from the bow. The form of
the bow and instrument clearly reinforce this symbolism. In the
human sense, each individual is either male or female, but also has
within him the Father and Mother principles; and what is necessary,
for the musician as with the male-female relationship, is that the
divided parts should be one in perfect reciprocation. The whole
success of an instrumental technique, complex as it is in the later
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stages, rests on this sensitive contact between bow and instrument,
where one coaxes and the other responds. In this way the stance
and balance between the two sides is the first sine-qua-non of all
technical expertise: it is not a thing easily described and experienced
through the aid of text books. And how is this sensitivity between
spirit and matter achieved in playing if it is not in some measure
developed in the artist himself. Among other factors, this is why we
see such a small number of truly outstanding performers in any one
period of time. In whatever way they have been privileged to be
endowed with it, they have an inner polarisation for which most
aspirants are struggling — a polarisation where matter is a willing
servant of the spirit, and the spirit has infinite reverence for matter.
In concluding, it should be re-affirmed that the musician is a
special being in that he is living out vicariously for his fellow men
universal life processes. In that delicate balance, for example,
between essential freedom and limitation, the more he succeeds in
reconciling these poles through the sensitivity of his playing, the
more he fulfills his role. A musician is an archetypal man, yearning
for freedom from his bondage — not throwing that bondage away,
but using it as a means for self-realisation.

A KIND OF DECLARATION
DAVID GASCOYNE
When I found myself, to my astonishment, asked to take part in the
First International Poetry Festival of Rome at the end of June 1979,
I asked one of the organizers whether it would be in order for me to
be allowed to devote a few minutes of the half-hour the original
invitation had announced that each participant would be allotted in
which to do his stint, to making a me sort of declaration regarding
the 'poet's function in the modern world' (or some such moot
point), and I understood him to say that Si, si, this would be quite
O.K. The full story of this really rather extraordinary and most
Italianate Festival is something I have set out to tell in an article
which still unfortunately remains unfinished, and amounting more
to a semi-comic narrative of adventures and encounters (the affair
turned out to take place in Ostia, only approximately Roman, incidentally), it would hardly seem to be suitable material for these
pages even if completed. But it will easily be understood, when 1
say that some sixty poets were originally invited, that in the end at
least fifty managed somehow to make it and that the whole show
consisted of three performances scheduled to last from 7.30 p.m.
till around midnight (ideally — in fact they never managed to get
properly started before half-past eight at the earliest), that after the
opening night, devoted to the Italian contingent and passionately
operatic and oratorical, with a vast and demonstrative audience
with what one guessed were largely Left-wing sympathies and partly
consisting of a particularly vociferous group referred to as 'the
Beach People' — the entire 'happening', worthy of being filmed by
Fellini, taking place in the open air in a great natural seaside arena
slightly south of Ostia — that the original promise of half-an-hour
per poet was only a wild if splendid dream. I will refrain from going
into detail regarding the organization of the Festival in general from
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fear of being accused of biting the hand that fed me; but this rather
rambling preliminary has been necessary in order to explain how,
when towards the end of the second evening, a Friday, my turn
came to read three poems, with translations prepared by a most
attractive and intelligent young woman from Milan (exhausted by
overwork like all those helping 'to run the Festival), I was lucky to
be able to get two short poems over to a comparatively quiet and
attentive audience (there had been a minor riot, with food and
bottles thrown at the huge ramshackle platform, even metal chairs
brandished dangerously, about ten minutes before) before the
microphone was snatched away from me by a bearded bespectacled
person who proceeded to shout, probably, political slogans. The
latter, no doubt, were devoid of any relevance either to my poems
or to British poetry in general, of which George Barker and myself
had been the only representatives, although Charles Tomlinson, Ted
Hughes and Thom Gunn among others had been promised to the
Romans (who may or may not have heard of us). So not a word of
my little 'cleclarazione% which Signorina Vezzoli had helped me
prepare, ever managed to get uttered. No-one else had had the
chance to read more than a severely restricted number of poems, so
why should I have been allowed to hold forth in prose as well? It
would have appeared pretentious, to say the least, and soon after
my arrival I realized that the hope of delivering some sort of
message about poets' international solidarity, or whatever, would
have to be abandoned.
But Kathleen Raine has asked me for a little resume of what I
might have said had I been able to, so the best thing I can think of
is to try to reconstruct something of what I was able to say to a
couple of interviewing journalists, once more I think from Milan, on
the last Saturday morning before departing, though I may find
myself amplificating somewhat as I proceed. Perhaps the best way
of doing this would be to adopt the form of an imaginary autointerview. In order to do this, I have postulated an Imaginary InterSo:
viewer,
1.1. — What would you as an Englishman like to say to those
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attending an international gathering of poets?
D.G. — Above all I should like to quote from one of Wordsworth's
sonnets on National Independence and Liberty (1803):
We must be free or die
Who speak the tongue which Shakespeare spake...
and I would then say that I hoped that today this might well be
declared by fellow poets throughout the world if transposed in the
form of 'who speak the tongue that Dante spake, that Lorca spake,
that Camoens spake, that Villon spake, that Pushkin and Blok spake,
that Holderlin spake, that Permenides and Seferis spake,' and so on.
(I must interrupt myself at this point just to add that if I had
completed the quotation, it might have tempted me into a completely irrelevant digression concerning faith and morals (`those
which Milton held', in Wordsworth's words), an engrossing topic
involving Poetry and Revolution (the English and Puritan one to
begin with) as well as religious and ethical problems and their
relation to this particular preoccupation of mine; but I must leave
further consideration of such a possibility for some quite different
occasion.)
I.I. — Do you believe that the poet should be politically committed and that this should influence his writing?
D.G. — While still in my 'teens I was a Communist. I have read a
good deal of Hegel, Marx and Engels, and would still describe myself as a convinced and unrepentant socialist, but it would strike me
as tactless to try to introduce a discussion of political principles
on an occasion of this kind.
— Then you do not believe that poetry can be expected to
serve as a sort of propaganda?
D.G. — Certainly not. But on the other hand, I decidedly believe
that all poetry of any significance does and should provide propoganda of a certain kind.
1.1. — Kindly elucidate.
D.G. — The poetry I refer to as being of true significance is not
simply that which is authentic. As Peter Levi has observed, 'in
T L
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minor modern poetry the experience may be genuine yet the
language is not, and it is nothing but authentic language that can
express reality in a poem.' The kind of poetry I am thinking of is
that which is capable of arousing in the reader that sense of astonishment and wonder at being alive and at the mysterious multiplicity
of reality such as has been believed by many thinkers to be the
beginning of all true philosophy; and it is in favour of such an
experience of wonder that the poetry I mean may be described as
constituting a kind of propaganda.
I.I. — Is one to suppose that poetry and philosophy are very
closely interrelated in your mind?
D.G. — Indeed they are, and if what I have called significant
poetry has content, as of course it is bound to have, then whether
the subject be everyday life, the inner life, people or places, the
greatness or beastliness of men or the beauty or industrial degradation of Nature, whatever in fact the subject, and there is one to be
found I believe in even the best 'surrealist' poem, then the poem's
content will almost certainly prove to be capable of philosophical
interpretation, as Heidegger has to my mind conclusively demonstrated in his Holderlin commentaries and in 'On the Road to Language'; though I should never wish to appear dogmatic about any
particular interpretation of any given text. In fact it might be said
that the importance of a poem may on one level be gauged by the
number of possible interpretations to which it is liable to give rise.
— Does not philosophical poetry tend to lead the poet into
too great a use of abstraction and to an elitist abstruseness?
D.G. — There are two distinct questions to be elucidated here,
and I have not the time or space to deal adequately with either.
Firstly, as I said somewhat baldly in a recent poem*: 'A poem should
avoid abstraction and / all forms of private declaration of belief.'
One of the most important realizations of modern poets in nearly
all the countries about whose poetry I know anything at all has
been that one must convey whatever content one has to express
(and without more than merely ephemeral content, poetry is hardly
worth the trouble it takes to write it, though it may give a certain
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temporary pleasure to both writer and a superficial type of reader)
in as concrete and freshly vivid a way as one is capable of finding.
The present condition of all language, overtly poetic or otherwise,
is critical, as one would expect in a world-situation of ever-increasing
extremity. The avoidance of cliche and inauthentic, unspontaneous
diction is a challenge that must be faced every time pen is put to
paper. Abstruseness is certainly to be avoided as far as possible, and
only a poet positively determined to be labelled cerebral could
possibly think of it as an infallible indication of poetic excellence.
On the other hand, difficulty in understanding a poem is often
something that has to be wrestled with, and the resultant increase
of insight in the reader, both into the 'meaning' of the poem and
into himself, may prove to be ample compensation to him for his
effort. Something of the same sort might incidentally be said in
passing about the supposed difficulty of some of the most rewarding
and therefore important modern music: once one has familiarized
oneself with frequently extreme dissonance and other of the more
recent musical innovations, one will surely find one's capacity to
appreciate and enjoy music greatly extended. To revert to poetry,
were you to enquire what I myself would now try most to aim at
achieving supposing I should be able to look forward to producing
a handful of new poems to add to those of mine that have already
been published, I should answer, I think, concision, terseness,
immediacy and 'newness' (never mere novelty). At my age, I doubt
very much whether I shall ever be able to achieve this, judging from
the poem I referred to just now and marked *, which happens to be
a 72-line effort produced in response to a request for a contribution
to an anthology in aid of the Greenpeace Foundation, and it is
ostensibly concerned with Whales and Dolphins, while managing
also to contain about half-a-dozen quotations (including one from
Kathleen Raine). An interviewee should never lose the opportunity
for a little self-advertisement . . .
Should you now wish to lead me back to an attempt to make a
purely personal statement about poetry, as apart from the kind of
generalizations which are apt to sound glib, I think I ought to begin
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by saying that ever since 'coming-of-age' at least, and I'm not at all
sure when exactly this was, I have been preoccupied in one way or
another with the apparent conflict between a concern for Truth,
regarded as something ever to be sought for in this life but which
one can never be certain of having found without the gift of that
ultimate faith for which, if one is granted its achievement, Truth is
a Person, and the pursuit of poetry, which Pascal, for instance,
regarded as a probably frivolous diversion from what should be our
most constant and overriding concern. One cannot know what
Pascal would have made of the suggestion of George Herbert
(admittedly no Jansenist) that:
A verse may find him who a sermon flies,
And turn delight into a sacrifice.
At the same time, the aphoristic form, of which Pascal is surely one
of the greatest masters (by accident, as it happens, since the Pensees
are no more than notes for a lengthy treatise), may be regarded as
being very closely related to that of poetic expression, if one
accepts as one of poetry's many possible definitions that it is the
distillation of essences. Certainly other outstanding aphorists have
been poets, Lao Tsu, Novalis, Coleridge, Blake, Baudelaire, and
Nietzsche (the latter more a philosopher than a poet, but who did
write some, I understand, not inconsiderable poetry) to name but a
few. Poetry and Truth, then, may be seen as contradictory concerns.
Pilate's question may have always seemed like a jest, but to me it is
rather a philosophical one. (Nowadays it is thought rather funny to
ask 'What is Man?') We are familiar with Keats' answer to the
question: I have always found it highly questionable. Christianity is
quite as disturbing as it may be consoling. Truth is undeniably sometimes hideous, as the suffering not only of Christ but of innumerable ordinary human beings, not to speak of children and animals,
about whose sufferings we have only recently begun to be adequately aware, should make obvious.
It may be safely assumed that I do not 'believe in' astrology; but
being a Libran, I am undoubtedly given to weighing up the pros and
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cons; so I will once more say here that 'at the same time' Heidegger,
not my principal maitre a penser, though I have already referred to
him, seems to me to be at least partially right in asserting that the
essence of Truth is freedom. And I believe that although we are
always declaring our love of it and professing our willingness to die
in defence of it, as to which I said at the outset that I hoped
modern poets of all countries would agree with Wordsworth's sentiments as expressed in a famous sonnet, I also happen to believe that
the majority of us are frightened of freedom and employ an enormous amount of ingenuity in avoiding, by means of verbal camouflage, casuistry and a variety of other forms of self-deception, ever
having to exercise the free will we are always arguing about and
which I believe we do indeed possess.
Here again I find myself in danger of being led away into too
long a digression, this time on the subject of fear. It is certainly a
key-word in any sort of analysis of the contemporary situation, and
above all in existential thought about it. The distinction has been
drawn, first by Kierkegaard and then by Heidegger, each in his own
different way, between dread, fear and anxiety. That this is the Age
of Anxiety has by now for long already become a cliche of the kind
I observed earlier one has to keep trying to avoid. But that fear is a
predominant factor in the condition of the modern psyche is an
inescapable fact. Fear of what? It is difficult to draw up any list
of a precise length, or to name the fears we are prone to in order
of pre-eminence or intensity, but if I might be permitted to make
reference to something written some time ago by myself, in 'Night
Thoughts' I referred to the fear of fear itself, of failure, of uncertainty and loss, of change, of strangeness and strangers, fear of
Love, which is perhaps the most basic and which sometimes adopts
complicated forms of which at least one is familiar to most of us,
and 'the exhausting fear of Death and Mystery'. I might well have
included the fear of being oneself, of recognizing and accepting in
oneself the capacity for cruelty, destructiveness and violence; but
I concluded my catalogue in that particular passage with fear of
Nothing, absolutely Nothing. In this I was no doubt influenced by
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Heidegger's 'What is Metaphysics?', which I first read in Henry
Corbin's pioneer French translation before the War and which made
a deep impression on me. 'Nothing — how can it be for science
anything other than a horror and a phantasm?' asks Heidegger. But,
as he goes on to demonstrate later in the lecture, it is not merely
science and scientists who have such a horror of Nothing that they
will not allow it to be alluded to, but it is something of which
everyone may be supposed to have some sort of experience, specifically in a rarely encountered but ultimately unavoidable form of
boredom, that now universal malady of industrialized man. At this
point Heidegger draws the distinction already referred to between
fear and 'dread'. 'Dread differs absolutely from fear . . . We are
always afraid of this or that definite thing . . .' Obviously I cannot
give a detailed summary of the lecture here, but will conclude by
saying that the essential point to be made is that in a peculiar state
of boredom, we have an 'uncanny' feeling of indifference and of the
withdrawal of 'what-is-in-totality', which leaves us with nothing to
hold on to but nothingness. 'Dread reveals Nothing'. And the philosopher significantly concludes in his Postscript that it is those who
are most courageous who are the readiest to undergo the experience
of dread in which is revealed the Nothing which, according to him,
is the basis of all Metaphysics, a domain in which ordinary logic has
to be 'suspended', and in fact altogether abandoned.
Believers are told that the fear of God is the beginning of Wisdom. Those who are still brave enough to call themselves Christians
believe in a God they have been brought up to address as our
Father. A loving Father is not terrifying. There is puzzle and paradox in all this, and a kind of declaration concerning poetry is not
the place to enter into a theological discussion. But what I have
been trying to lead up to is some expression of what, in my belief,
constitutes perhaps the most important function of poetry in the
world at present, and here theology of some kind is highly relevant.
I believe that it is for poets first and foremost to testify to the
existence of something the lack of which, all the evidence today
would seem to show, is everywhere beginning to be felt and recog-
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nized, and that is, to employ faute de mieux one more already hackneyed and inadequate expression, the dimension of the Transcendant. And as one might expect of a critical historical situation, it is,
thank heavens, actually producing in poetry a response which shows
an awareness of this lack and of the need to express the general longing for a way to fill it. Two lines from and the last stanza of a poem
by Dannie Abse, who is a full-time doctor and a 'sceptical' humanist
as well as a poet, strike me as typical of the kind of feeling that
haunts more and more poets who do not feel they have been gifted
with the grace of faith in anything more than mortal humanity:
There are moments when a man must sing
of a lone Presence he cannot see.
There are moments when a man must praise
the astonishment of being alive,
when small mirrors of reality blaze
into miracles; and there's One always
who, by never departing, almost arrives.
And while I am making quotations, perhaps this is the place for one
from George Steiner's `Tolstoy or Dostoievsky', which is relevant
both to what I have just been saying and to a point I tried to make
earlier:
In works of art are gathered the mythologies of thought,
the heroic efforts of the human spirit to impose order and
interpretation on the chaos of experience. Though inseparable from aesthetic form, philosophic content — the entry
of faith or speculation into the poem — has its own principles of action. There are numerous examples of art which
moves us to performance or conviction through its proposal
of ideas. To these modes contemporary critics, with the
exception of the Marxists, have not always been attentive.
- With reference to your last quotation, 'let's leave politics
out of this!'
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D.G. — I thought perhaps you might raise that objection. But
I began by making an avowal at the outset to the effect that I am
still a convinced socialist, and if such a thing as Communism with a
human face were honestly possible I think I should be a Communist
— no doubt as an unorthodox one as I am an unorthodox Christian,
if anything. At the same time, I would always sympathize with anyone's objection to the modern passion for labelling a group or an
individual once and for all with some handy reference tag. But I'm
afraid that for me 'political issues' in the broadest sense can no
longer be left out of account in any sort of attempted summary of
what will most urgently be demanding poets' attention in the
`eighties. An obvious implication of what I have tried to say already
is that 'man does not live by bread alone'; and I am certain that
Marxists are going to have to face this fact sooner or later, if they
are not already doing so. The great importance attached to 'culture'
by the Soviet block is evidence of their increased realization of this;
though one may well ask what sort of culture can exist where
there is no official recognition of the existence of authentic spirit.
Yet while it may be as well to remember that the Russian Orthodox
Church is still officially tolerated and allowed to carry on performing
public ceremonies of worship, even attracting ever-growing congregations, 'according to certain sources' it should also be born in mind
that it is precisely in Russia (still 'Holy' at heart, I believe, though
in this case I am thinking most particularly of the Baptists) and in
her satellite countries that true Christianity of the kind that requires
martyrdom, if necessary, is most likely to be found. The artistic
impulse and what Teilhard de Chardin, who was by no means
wholly hostile to the original ideals of Communism, has defined as
the need to worship and the knowledge of how to do this are both
essentially subversive in the Soviet countries at present.
— If you are going to bring politics into your 'declaration',
may I remind you of Yeats' words:
We have no gift to set a statesman right;
He has had enough of meddling who can please
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A young girl in the indolence of her youth
Or an old man upon a winter's night.
D.G. — Apart from retorting that it was not very long after
writing these words that Yeats himself became a Senator, and that I
have the greatest respect for the point of view of many poets, such
as C.H. Sisson, for instance, who firmly believe that Yeats was right
about this question, I should like to say that unless we make up our
minds about what is actually happening, socially and economically,
in the world at this moment, and as to which side we are on (much
though I may approve of the late Andre Breton's designation of the
word 'engagement' as ignoble), and moreover attempt not only to
declare our position but to try, however impotently, to actually do
something about it, it may happen before the middle of the next
century that there are no more young girls or old men left in the
world to be pleased by our magical and mellifluous utterances, all
record of which will of course have been destroyed in the final
conflagrations.
1. 1. - Does this mean that you are ultimately pessimistic about
the chances of human survival?
D.G. — Not ultimately. I think we are in grave danger and that it
is natural to the human species to react to danger in the interest of
self-preservation. I also believe that most of society is psychologically
or spiritually sick and that Freud's concept of the death wishis not
without considerable factual foundation; though I would agree with
those who consider that to think of mankind as turning into a mass
of lemmings is exaggerated. But having on at least three occasions
definitely crossed the perilously thin dividing line between sanity
and derangement, I think I can claim to know what evil is like, and
if what we are at present menaced by can conceivably be described
as an evil and destructive demiurge, then I think I dare say, without
bravado and hoping not to appear ostentatious, that I have experienced evidence of the existence of some such force intimately and
directly, this experience being a factual one, however 'merely subjective'. I do not understand this force. My own experience of it
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might seem to suggest that I am liable to be tempted into something
like manicheism; yet I have always fought shy of heresies, at least in
theory. Shakespeare at his darkest, however, suggests that his views
concerning the power or powers controlling the universe, or at least
men's destinies, were far from orthodox. What I can state positively
is that I have been brought face to face with evil in myself; and
while I know I cannot exactly be described as a common man,
certainly not as a model of normality, I do not regard myself as
being at all exceptional in this respect, though perhaps not everyone
consciously realizes to what extent they are capable of cruelty,
violence and destructiveness.
1.1. — You have already said that you did not intend to allow
yourself to wander into a discussion of theological questions, but
here you go again. I thought that in any case you had some sort of
reputation as being a Christian poet. If you are one in fact, one
might have expected your outlook to be ultimately optimistic?
D.G. — I would never claim either to have the least leaning to
theological didacticism, being suspicious to begin with of all dogma,
notoriously a pretext for strife and divisiveness; or to be a representative of contemporary Christian poetry. But I have received the
benefit of a conventional Christian upbringing, and still believe, in
fortunately still recurrent moments of certain conviction, in the
unprecedented occurrence of the Incarnation and in the meaningfulness of the term Resurrection. At the same time, perhaps as a
Chestovian existential 'thinker', Original Sin (Knowledge) and the
Fall of Man are undoubted facts for me. The question we seem to
be facing, as we enter the 'eighties', is whether or not we can collectively come once more to believe in the Redemption, and thus be
able to exclaim, if Original Sin is Knowledge, much of which (Technology) increaseth (as we now know only too well) sorrow, '0 felix
culpa!' As regards optimism, I once noted in a little book of wouldbe aphorisms tentatively entitled 'Blind Man's Buff' that optimism
and pessimism are no more than the complementary lenses of a pair
of (non-rose-tinted) spectacles required by our innately myopic
vision when in search of an 'outlook'.
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LL — You do not wish to bring your 'declaration' to a conclusion
by making any further observations on the subject of Technology?
D.G. — In relation to the problems of the modern poet, you
mean? Frankly, so much has been said by so many people on this
particular topic of late that I do not feel that I have much to add
that would be of interest, beyond pointing out that I only wish that
it were possible to make it understood that when one declares oneself, as I do, critical of, indeed militantly against, the complete subservience of not only the intellectual Establishment but of even
minimally educated people to the virtually despotic hegemony of
empirically scientific rationalism, one is not necessarily anti-rational,
and that in arguing that Logic is inadequate, one is not urging the
abandonment of logic. All one asks for is a general recognition of
the imperfections of a wholly rationalist, therefore also as a rule
(outmodedly) materialist, utilitarian and scientifically optimistic
view of the world and the current crisis it is undergoing. In the same
way one, that is to say I personally, would like to hear from some
of the official representatives of religion, i.e. Churchmen, some acknowledgement of the fact that until very recently our Christianity
has all too often been in practice a travesty of the original precepts
of the Gospels, and the usual interpretations of Christ's teaching
far too comfortable and over-eager to be acceptable to Caesar, in
spite of the old label 'opium of the people' having long been recognized as out of date.
1.1.
And you still maintain that such concerns are part of the
poet's business?
D.G. — Not of all poets maybe; but whether we like it or not we
are all 'members one of another', and it is coming increasingly to be
grasped that the era that has already begun is essentially that of
Convergence. Everything seems to be in the balance, polarization is
intensifying in every domain and each problem is seen to be becoming less and less capable of being considered apart from every
other one. Not for the first time, let me say that 'at the same time',
I happen to believe less and less in the possibility of saying anything of significance adequately or conclusively, and that to attempt
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to do so is to risk losing oneself in the quicksands of discursive
verbosity, digressiveness and onesidedness. George Steiner, already
quoted, has also remarked, in 'After Babel' that 'The concept of the
"lacking word" marks modern literature'; and that 'Goethe and
Victor Hugo were probably the last major poets to find that language was sufficient for their needs.' To attempt to put what is
probably in the last resort inexpressable would appear to be not
simply absurd, for absurdity can be creative, but futilely useless.
Beyond a certain point, the more one tries to express what one
feels it to be urgent to try to say at least something about, the less
one manages to communicate. To testify to the truth insofar as one
is capable of doing so may perhaps be something one should be
prepared even to die for, if necessary; but one should not delude
oneself that any single individual can satisfactorily or definitively
formulate The Truth about anything.
— After that, you cannot have much more to say?
D.G. — Well, I feel as usual that there remains a great deal that
I might have said. But let me restrict myself to some such final
exhortation as: Let us try to avoid both Prometheanism' and
`Utopianism', and find solidarity, if not in any specific form of faith,
or even in that determination to 'be free or die' with a reference
to which I began this rambling sort of address, at any rate in the
hope that poets can be of some sort of use to the world, by remaining as seismographically sensitive to its upheavals as we can, which
really entails trying to preserve the 'prophetic' function of poetry,
while at the same time persuading the (one hopes) increasing
numbers of people now prepared to make the effort to read poetry
that, in spite of everything we may have to endure, to be alive at all
in such a momentous fin-de-siecle as our own is obviously going to
be is a tremendously exciting privilege, and that to have been alive
on this planet at all, turning-point or no turning-point, is an adventurous experience concerning which one can and must give thanks,
like Yeats' Old Rocky Face:
Irrational streams of blood are staining earth . . .
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What matter? out of cavern comes a voice
And all it knows is that one word 'Rejoice'!
As to turning-point or otherwise, I cannot resist concluding by
referring to a recent discovery of mine, the octogenarian American
scientist, mathematician, geodesist, and other things, R. Buckminster
Fuller, addressed by Ezra Pound, Yeats' friend and unfortunately a
notorious 'meddler' in ideology, as 'friend of the universe, bringer
of happiness, liberator.' Not only do many of his ideas centre round
the conception to which I referred just now as Convergence, and
have therefore, I think without his being aware of it, a great deal in
common with those of Teilhard de Chardin (his `NOosphere' in particular), he has also published more than one collection of poems,
from one of which, called simply 'Love', in a collection entitled,
`Intuition', I should like to quote one stanza, as an example (admittedly not on the same level as poetry as that of either Pound or
Yeats) of a fundamentally scientifically-minded man's poetry,
which proves that before long science, religion and poetry may
cease to be thought of as irreconcilable:
While humans may never
Know God directly
They may have and do
Palpitatingly hover
Now towards, now away,
And some in totality
Come closer to God.
■■
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THREE SECRET POEMS
ON A RAY OF WINTER LIGHT

1
Leaves like rusty tin
for the desolate mind that has seen the end the barest glimmerings.
Leaves aswirl with gulls
made wild by winter.
The way the heart finds release
the dancers turned into trees,
into a huge forest of trees stripped bare.
2

White seaweed burns,
gray-haired sea-nymphs, eyes lidless, rise from the waves shapes that once danced,
flames now crystallized.
Snow has covered the world.
3

My companions have made me mad
with theodolites, sextants, lodestones,
with telescopes that enlarge things better if they kept at a distance.
Where will roads like these lead us?
But maybe the day which began then
has not yet died out
with a rose-like fire in a ravine,
with a sea ethereal at the feet of God.
4

Years ago you said:
`Essentially I'm a matter of light.'
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And still today when you lean
on the broad shoulders of sleep
or even when they anchor you
to the sea's drowsy breast
you look for crannies where the blackness
has worn thin and has no resistance,
groping you search for the lance the lance destined to pierce your heart
and lay it open to the light.
5

What turbid river took us under?
We stayed in the depths.
The current flows above our heads,
bending inarticulate reeds;
the voices
under the chestnut tree turned into pebbles pebbles that children throw.
6

A breath of air, then another, a gust
as you put down the book
and tear up useless bygone papers
or lean forward to watch in the meadow
arrogant centaurs galloping
or nubile Amazons with sweat
in all the runnels of the body
as they compete at jumping and wrestling.
Gusts of resurrection one dawn
when you thought it was the sun that had risen.
7

Flame is healed by flame,
not in the slow trickle of moments
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but in a single flash, at once;
like the longing that merges with another longing
so that the two remain transfixed
or like
the rhythm in music that stays
there at the centre like a statue
immovable.
This breath of life is not a transition:
the thunderbolt rules it.

ON STAGE

Sun, you are playing with me
but this is no dance such extreme nakedness
is blood almost,
or some savage forest;
then . . .
2

Gongs were heard
and the messengers arrived I wasn't expecting them,
even the way they spoke beyond recollection rested, their clothes freshly changed,
carrying fruit in baskets.
I was amazed and whispered:
`I love these amphitheatres.'
The concave shell filled immediately
and on the stage the light dimmed
as though for some celebrated murder.

1 74
3

What were you after? Your look a stammer.
You had just woken
leaving the sheets to grow cold
and the baths of revenge.
Drops of water ran down your shoulders,
over your belly,
your feet bare on the soil,
on the cut grass.
The other three the faces of brazen Hecate tried to take you with them.
Your eyes were two tragic shells,
two small purple stones
covered your nipples stage properties perhaps.
The three bellowed,
you stood rooted to the soil.
Their gesticulations rent the air.
Slaves brought them knives,
you stood rooted to the soil,
a cypress.
They drew the knives from the sheaths,
looked for a place to stab you.
Only then did you cry out:
`Let anyone come and sleep with me who wants to:
am I not the sea?'
4

The sea: how did the sea get like this?
I lingered for years in the mountains;
the fireflies blinded me.
Now, on this beach,
I'm waiting for someone to land,
or a piece of flotsam, a raft.
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But is it possible for the sea to fester?
A dolphin once cut through it,
as did once
the tip of a gull's wing.
Yet the sea was sweet
where I plunged in and swam as a child,
and later, as a young man,
while searching for shapes in the pebbles,
trying to discover rhythms,
the Old Sea-god said to me:
`I am the place you belong to;
I may be nobody,
but I can become whatever you want.'
5

Who heard, at the stroke of noon,
the knife hiss on the whetstone?
What rider was it that came
with kindling, with a firebrand?
Everyone washes his hands,
cools them.
And who disembowelled
the woman, the child, the house?
There's no culprit, not a trace.
Who fled,
horseshoes striking the flagstones?
They have annihilated their eyes, gone blind.
There are no witnesses now, to anything.
6

When will you speak again?
Our words are the children of many people.
They are sown, are born like infants,
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take root, are nourished with blood.
As pine trees
hold the wind's imprint
after the wind has gone, is no longer there,
so words
retain a man's imprint
after the man has gone, is no longer there.
Perhaps the stars are trying to speak,
those that stamped your total nakedness one night the Swan, the Archer, the Scorpion perhaps those.
But where will you be the moment
the light comes, here, to this theatre?
7

Yet there, on the other shore,
under the cave's black stare,
suns in your eyes, birds on your shoulders,
you were there; you suffered
the other labour, love,
the other dawn, the reappearance
the other birth, the resurrection.
Yet there, in the vast dilation of time,
you were remade
drop by drop, like resin,
like the stalactite, the stalagmite.

SUMMER SOLSTICE
1

On one side the sun at its grandest,
on the other the new moon,
distant in memory like those breasts.
Between the chasm of a night full of stars,
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life's deluge.
The horses on the threshing floors
gallop and sweat
over scattered bodies.
Everything finds its way there,
and this woman
whom you saw when she was beautiful, suddenly
sags, gives way, kneels.
The millstones grind up everything
and everything turns into stars.
Eve of the longest day.
2

Everyone sees visions
but no one admits to it;
they continue to live thinking they're alone.
The huge rose
was always here
beside you, sunk deep in sleep,
yours and unknown.
But only now that your lips have touched
its innermost petals
have you known the dancer's dense weight
fall into time's river the terrible splash.
Don't dissipate the vitality
that this breath of life has given you.
3

Yet in sleep of this kind
dreams degenerate so readily
into nightmares.
Like a fish gleaming under the waves,
then burying itself in the slimy depths,
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or the chameleon when it changes colour.
In the city now turned into a brothel
pimps and whores
hawk putrid charms;
the girl who rose from the sea
puts on a cow's hide
to make the bull-calf mount her;
as for the poet urchins pelt him with turds
while he watches the statues dripping blood.
You've got to break out of this sleep,
out of this flagellated skin.
4

Litter swirls
in the mad scattering wind
right left, up down.
Fine lethal fumes
dissolve men's limbs.
Souls
longing to leave the body
thirst, but they can't find water anywhere:
they stick here, stick there, haphazardly,
birds caught in lime in vain they struggle
until their wings fail completely.
This place — earthen pitcher gets dryer and dryer.
5

This world wrapped in soporific sheets
has nothing to offer
but this ending.
In the hot night
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Hecate's withered priestess
up on the roof, breasts bared,
supplicates an artificial full moon,
while two adolescent slave girls, yawning,
mix aromatic potions
in a large copper pot.
Those who relish perfumes will have their fill tomorrow.
Her passion and her make-up
are those of the tragic actress their plaster has peeled off already.
6

Down among the laurels,
down among the white oleanders,
down on the jagged rock,
the sea like glass at our feet.
Remember the tunic that you saw
come open, slip down over nakedness,
fall around the ankles,
dead if only this sleep had fallen like that
among the laurels of the dead.
7

The poplar's breathing in the little garden
measures your time
day and night a water-clock filled by the sky.
In strong moonlight its leaves
trail black footprints across the white wall.
Along the border the pine trees are few,
and beyond, marble and beams of light
and people the way people are made.
Yet the blackbird sings
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when it comes to drink
and sometimes you hear the turtle-dove's call.
In the little garden — this tiny patch you can see the light of the sun
striking two red carnations,
an olive tree and a bit of honeysuckle.
Accept who you are.
Don't
drown the poem in deep plane trees;
nurture it with what earth and rock you have.
For things beyond this to find them dig in this same place.
8

The white sheet of paper, harsh mirror,
gives back only what you were.
The white sheet talks with your voice,
your very own,
not the voice you'd like to have;
your music is life,
the life you wasted.
If you want to, you can regain it:
concentrate on this blank object
that throws you back
to where you started.
You travelled, saw many moons, many suns,
touched dead and living,
felt the pain young men know,
the plaint of woman,
a boy's bitterness what you've felt will fall away to nothing
unless you commit yourself to this void.
Maybe you'll find there what you thought was lost:
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youth's burgeoning, the justified shipwreck of age.
Your life is what you gave,
this void is what you gave:
the white sheet of paper.
9

You spoke about things they couldn't see
and so they laughed.
Yet to row up the dark river
against the current,
to take the unknown road
blindly, stubbornly,
and to search for words rooted
like the knotted olive tree let them laugh.
And to yearn for the other world to inhabit
today's suffocating loneliness,
this ravaged present let them be.
The sea-breeze and the freshness of dawn
exist whether or not we want them to.
10

At that time of dawn
when dreams come true
I saw lips opening
petal by petal.
A slender sickle shone in the sky.
I was afraid it might cut them down.
11

The sea that they call tranquillity,
ships and white sails,
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the breeze off the pine trees and Aegina's mountain,
panting breath;
your skin glided over her skin,
easy and warm,
thought barely formed and forgotten at once.
But in the shallow sea
a speared octopus spurted ink,
and in the depths only consider how far down the beautiful islands go.
I looked at you with all the light and the darkness I possess.
12

The blood surges now
as heat swells
the veins of the inflamed sky.
It is trying to go beyond death,
to discover joy.
*

The light is a pulse
beating ever more slowly
as though about to stop.
13

Soon now the sun will stop.
Dawn's ghosts
have blown into the dry shells;
a bird sang three times, three times only;
the lizard on a white stone
motionless
stares at the parched grass
where a tree snake slithered away.
A black wing makes a deep gash
high in the sky's blue dome —
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look at it, you'll see it break open.
Birth-pang of resurrection.
14

Now
with the lead melted for divination,
with the brilliance of the summer sea,
all life's nakedness,
the transition and the standing still, the subsidence and
the upsurge,
the lips, the gently touched skin all are longing to burn.
*

As the pine tree at the stroke of noon
mastered by resin
strains to bring forth flame
and can't endure the pangs any longer summon the children to gather the ash,
to sow it.
Everything that has passed has fittingly passed.
And even what has not yet passed
must burn
this noon when the sun is riveted
to the heart of the many-petalled rose.
George Seferis
Translated by
Edmund Keeley
and Philip Sherrard
(Acknowledgment is due to Antaeus, The Georgia Review, and
Columbia, in which sections of this translation have already
appeared.)
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DELIVERY HYMN

See! the Woman is coming,
A Christ child in sun's rays
Painted across her clothing.
An Ancient of Days is in His heaven,
Dangling like a parachutist in angelic cords
Among white wings feathering and beating;
The Ancient's finger is hushing His nose,
He is white-nightied in womb-clothes,
Currents of curled birth-water are His beard;
His Mother's true presence rustles through all her veins,
He knows the whole Torah,
His white skull bowed and in the mouth the small thumb,
Preaching the thumb-suck sutra from the womb.
See, under her bellyskin little knuckles punch up at heaven!
The Mother croons hymns over her cathedral-dome
To her Ancient who will emerge into light and form
Fragrance and other wonders in her good time
Being crucified thereby headlong on bone;
But now he is full-bearded and in the nave,
His curled locks are serene pulsations of the water,
He is warm-shirted in membrane,
And knows the whole Torah.
(See! the Woman is coming, and some Christ spills
Bright-red over her clothing.)
Peter Redgrove
(Note: the baby's head rotates during birth against the os
crucis at the back of the mother's pelvis.)
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SPIDERGROVE

A green oak, lined like a cloak with silk,
Like a rainshower glistening under the canopy,
In the dawn-light, every leaf outwardly fretted and distinct,
In the dawn-wind, the silk cottages breathe inwardly.
I am unused to the early hour,
A core of me is still busy with dreams.
Under my feet the moles sit up
With blind raisin faces.
Symbols are the shapes light takes when it leaves the sun,
Dreams are the shapes of shapes, fretted on twigs
Like mists fading
Out of the gossamer that hangs like force.
My early-rising silk lungs are stretched like sails with sunlight,
The night invents inexpressible events very easily.
What was that freckled Ancient champing among the acorns
Pin cing ladders between the polished fruit?
That Old One pondering the flat wings and harness
Ranked around it in a cage of raindrops?
I knock a shower of images off a morning cobweb.
This is the sweat of a tall tree after a night-time's dreaming.
Here, in the day's sunlight, is my dream's barky face!
It shrinks from me and wriggles its safe cranny.
Now I am patient, and my dream much smaller,
Along its steely gleams clambers into its loose silk
Which is filmy as the life-lines of a night-ghost
Which leaves big white handprints through the musty depths
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And offers me, wrapped in magnifying drops,
A gift — a centre-of-the-palm-nutsized spider.
The evening mists are here
And puff through, developing the depths
With white shadows unseervin the daytime.
The stacks of spinning and the dreams hand ready
In a night-tree running with lights in a gown of silk water,
And there are thousands of ancients in the mist
Who have such prey they do not know which to suck first,
But scamper among them plucking the ten million diamonds.
Thus the dream flies into my web, and the radiant lights
Stand about my bed.
In the morning
My beard dew-heavy, I watch the tree shaking awake,
Under a million trees, one of the crystal-bearded dreamers,
(And they scamper, their raiment beards,
Their pathways silk beards.)
Peter Re dgro ve

THE SECOND EARTHQUAKE

A well, lined with the sleeves of water-spiders.
The ponderous ferryboats, thickly laid with grass:
Buoyant green meadows, to float the sheep across.
The useless deer-park by the sea, fissured with earthquakes.
The river might drain into its cracked trench.
We pierce a daisy-chain of soft solid sun-photos.
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A cloud of sparrows like a face, a mile-long hallucination;
A rush of beetles out of a grave:
A dark face gone to pieces.
The second earthquake is not cancelled.
The riven moon that is not a stone,
For stones cannot fly.
And the rain spins across the lake, singing
`I come to search for mine eyes!'
The lake that can drop straight down, through the shiny wells.
The rain is like the sky stroking its beard.
I cannot hide.
I climb down the white ladders
Into the silk well inhabited by water-spiders;
I want to see where the earthquake lives.
The sky goes on stroking its silky beard,
Hand over hand I return up the silk ladders of the one spider,
She never sleeps, but she lets me pass all the same,
She is full of rain drunk up out of feathery moths,
Full of infinite light ladders, not yet spun.
At the ferry-crossing I clamber
On to the meadow-ferry's thistly decks,
Flowering with fleece, we swerve across the engraved currents,
Dogs, grinning, curb the echoing flocks;
Boatmen pole bottomless silky meadow-water heedless.
Peter Redgrove
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TRUE NIGHT

Sheath of sleep in the black of the bed
From outside this dream womb
Comes a clatter
Comes a clatter
And fmally the mind rises up to a fact
Like a fish to a hook
A raccoon at the kitchen!
A falling of metal bowls,
the clashing of jars,
the avalanche of plates!
I snap alive to this ritual
Rise unsteady, find my feet,
Grab the stick, dash in the dark I'm a huge pounding demon
That roars at raccoons They whip round the corner
A scratching sound tells me
they've gone up a tree.
I stand at the base.
Two young ones that perch on
Two dead stub limbs and
Peer down from both sides of the trunk.
Roar, roar, I roar
you awful raccoons, you wake me
up nights, you ravage
our kitchen.
As I stay there then silent
The chill of the air on my nakedness
Starts off the skin
I am all alive to the night.
Bare foot shaping on gravel
Stick in the hand, forever.
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Long streak of cloud giving way
To a milky thin light
Back of black pine bough,
The moon is still full,
Hillsides of Pine trees all
Whispering; crickets still cricketting
Faint in cold coves in the dark.
I turn and walk slow
Back the path to the beds
With goosebumps and loose waving hair
In the night of milk-moonlit thin cloud glow
And black rustling pines
I feel like a dandelion head
Gone to seed
About to be blown all away
Or a sea-anemone open and waving in
Cool pearly water.
Almost fifty years old
I still spend my time
Screwing nuts down on bolts.
At the shadow pool,
Children are sleeping,
And a lover I've lived with for years.
True night:
One cannot stay too long awake
In this dark.
Dusty feet, hair tangling,
I stoop and slip back to the
Sheath, the sleep I still need,
For the waking that comes
Every day
With the dawn.
Gary Snyder
,-N
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BREASTS

That which makes milk can't
help but concentrate
Out of the food of the world,
Right up to the point
where we suck it,
Poison, too
But the breast is a filter The poison stays there, in the flesh.
Heavy metals in traces
deadly molecules hooked up in strings
that men dreamed of;
Never found in the world till today.
(in your bosom
petrochemical complex
astray)
So we celebrate breasts
We all love to kiss them
— they're like philosophers!
Who hold back the bitter in mind
To let the more tasty
Wisdom slip through
for the little ones,
who can't take the poison so young.
The work that comes later
After child-raising
For the real self to be,
Is to then burn the poison away.
Flat breasts, tired bodies,
that will snap like old leather
tough enough
for a few more good days,
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And the glittering eyes,
Old mother,
Old father,
are gay.
Gary Snyder

NESCIENCE

It was not I who dreamed
these random islands
slanting forest darkness
to the sea,
these broken headlands and
these heaving waves,
nor I who spat out ravens
on the sky;
it was not I who dreamed
but these that dreamed
my footfall and the hour
in which I come
to answer them,
my face a carven mask,
my step an echo
in the painted room.
Robin Skelton
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THE INSCRIPTIONS

Death is an episode
but Life is final
is cut into the stone
beneath the tree,
and on the marble
pedestal of the fountain,
The Sea is but the shadow
of the Sea,
and all's been said
by other tongues than mine;
this flesh was once their bread,
this blood their wine,
and bread and wine remake
their flesh and blood:
I tend the oldest garden
in the wood.
Robin Skelton
SOURCE

Somewhere back of my days
there is a river
shovelling stones
down slopes of sliding rock,
licking and lashing
the red stems of alder,
turning over and over
its every thought
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in a perpetual
solitary passion.
high in the hills it is:
none has been there
for centuries perhaps
or perhaps ever,
yet I know it
back of all my days,
shining, shivering,
rushing steel and silver,
waiting for my star
to lead me on
to see it, feel it
for the first, last time,
and climb up through the trees
into the cavern.
Robin Skelton
THE SIMPLE

Make it simple
I told myself
But it was simple.
I didn't need
to make it so
but to unmake,
let go the leaves
and see the sky.
Robin Skelton
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A NECKLACE FOR ANDROMEDA

Avid for glitter, moonkissed the nebula-spiralled daughter
of Cepheus and Cassiopeia her phosphorescent body
drunk with light, strolling amidst the Avenues of Ether.
Her earrings are cast in algae, her underskirt is of tidal
weave fringed with coral light; hers is a presence aglow
with limitless prisms that no indigo night dare conceal.
Andromeda — heavenly body avid for glitter — but why?
Close to a million stars she holds, festooned with scintillating gems, still more she desires, still more she demands.
And I, having no opaline no emerald no topazes to
match, a necklace I made her, a necklace cast in stillness,
a string of syllables of words of honour, an amulet to keep
at bay the frightening solitude of the world.
Jan Le Witt

YES IS A SUNRAY

Yes
is a sunray
perhaps
is a fog
doubt immersed
in a circle of mist
No
is a tunnel
sealed both ends
an endless chain
of indigo serpents
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Maybe
is a balancing clown
drunk
most of the day.
Perhaps
is a nickel
lost in a fog
rolling
in a ring of doubt.
Yes
is hypnotic
radiance afloat
on the candle-lit face
of Saskia.
Jan Le Witt
LEAF OF GOLD
for Herbert Read

I put an amber flower to rest
between two pages of the `Duino Elegies'
where 'antennae feel antennae' —
Rilke, I assumed, would do the rest.
To save an amber flower from transcience,
wrest
the utmost from an ambiguous presence,
rescue it from impermanence.
Yes, — 'we truly live our lives in symbols'
and my amber flower evanescent token of immanence
now rests
its limbs beneath twin sheets
of woodpulp and esparto grass;
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dream bound wrapped in onomatopoeia,
caressed and folded for the night.
It must have been more than one flower
I believe that Rilke hammered
into gold leaf.
Jan Le Witt

WATER

for Aharon Megged

A polished glimmer
mounting and descending
mounting and descending
water links earth and sky together.
The calm sea is the silence of a child's prayer.
In the knitting baskets of mythology
there is wool aplenty
water
I assume is translucent wool
snowflake's proud descendant
luminous ink
kiss of unreality.
Water knows only the skin of the earth
water knows only the touch of the stars
water knows only the gauze of the air
when speaking to a stone
water in the brook takes its shoes off
ocean speaking to a rock
takes its seven-league-boots off
water rehearses the geography song.
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Water has a farseeing gaze
a faraway look
mooneyes dispensed by an optician in the city
whose name I have long forgotten.
Glistening flesh in coral light immersed. Water paints
without a backward look at the colour charts
water paints the rocks white
kiss of snow.
Older than Byzantium
older than the covenant of Sinai
water shows no sign of ageing
not a single grey hair in evidence. Not one.
From the Book of Life drawn
water cleanses the dry sands of the desert
without lifting a finger
water washes the emerald face of the moon
without lifting a finger.
Water is the Dance of the Seven Veils
water is Elysium
water is life's curiosity
water is a nursery rhyme
water sips moonlight with a straw
water is blue milk. Blue milk.
If only the subsoil would allow
the ocean would swallow
the earth in one gulp it takes time to ruin a world
it takes time.
Within water there is loving
loving and dying
water is like a woman's breast
useful and pleasant
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upon our soft glances
water thrives
from our soft gaze
water draws its lucidity
only in moments of despair
meekly water sips its dewdrops.
Water is a pilgrim
water is an emigre
water exchanges one horizon for another
preacher of divine submission
water gives in
yet always wins
water — life-giving water
blue blood of the sea
water gave life to the lily of Sharon
the ancient Hebrews termed water
Maim Haim.
0, let me raise my voice for an instant
0, let me praise the elixir of life
daughter of the infinite — water
the oldest and deepest mirror
on the face of earth.
Water hides three silver dreams
out of three silver dreams
God made water
voice of God, water is I chor
flowing in the veins of the gods
only the parched tongue of the desert
dares to mock at water.
Water is blue
by the holy waters I swear
that water is blue
all things stretching into infinity
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are blue
caeruleum adorns the universe.
When a tram glides past the slender horizon
it is called a ship
last night's liquid-lipped sea was pregnant
it gave birth to a beautiful ship
gale was the midwife
to the immaculate conception.
Ocean — nursery of Leviathan
Leviathan — the ocean's pet
over the rim of the horizon the seas'
seven recollections
accurate cry of the waters
one second away
away from the dream of the sea
foam sighs with the seagulls.
Water — blood of the sea
the sea they say is the sum total of our tears
the sea — a vessel filled to the brim
with lacrimae.
The ocean is fond of writing epitaphs.
In the service of futility
even the coloured stars shut their eyes.
Filled with blue-eyes innocence
water is an anaesthetic
water is hypnosis in their leaking nets they landed a mirage
a veil that faded away in twilight.
Your promise. Let me remind you of your promise
four silver herrings for my breakfast
dare not let me down — water
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stand on your liquid honour — water
or you too will drown at dawn.
A drop of water may hold the secret of the sea
yet unable to grow paper anemones
praise the symmetry of water
praise the pregnant ocean
and the cisterns nesting where the eagles nest
above the awesome ocean
balanced — the sage proclaimed is the perfect state of still water
let it be our model. A model let it be.
Echo is round
water is round
water — daughter of the infinite
nature's proud absence
proud presence
by the holy waters I swear that water is blue
all things stretching into infinity are blue.
Carpeted from edge to edge the seafloor
anxiously watches the hours
water — mother to the lily of Sharon
water bared its breast to nourish the lily of Sharon
and as the white flower burst open
a flower full blown
the ancient Hebrews burst into dance
splitting the floorboards as they danced
and in unison they sang
in unison they sang
MAIM HAIM
MAIM HAIM
Jan Le Witt
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FOUR MIRRORS IN A ROOM

Mirror is a harmless thing, mirrors in the plural that's different.
Eyes shifty, glances darting, prisms gesticulating in glaring antithesis.
A gathering of mirrors always poses a problem. I think they cheat.
Not a very nice thing to do, to pass the bogus for the genuine.
Distance splintered torn to pieces. Space fabricated ad hoc in a
backyard, elbow space pretending to stretch to the beyond; a
subterfuge which the honest eye will eventually unmask.
Four mirrors lining the walls of a room. You enter. And dazzled by
the abundance of visual oxygen you are at once offered wholesale
bargains. An assortment of limbs, a leporello of chins, a thousand
fingers, two hundred noses, three hundred eyes. Your Airedale
trailing behind you, he too gets a bonus. Electric tails. Plentiful.
Four mirrors assembled in a room. Like you they feed on makebelieve but — unlike you — they, on reflexion, have put their
absolute faith in infinity.
Jan Le Witt

THE LYREBIRD AND THE TYRANT

Sergei Sergeevich Prokofiev
born 1891 — died March 5th 1953
Osip Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili Stalin
born 1879 — died March 5th 1953

From time to time
the dance of history
must come to rest
from time to time
enter and be cleansed
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The moon took a snap shot
the blue face wondered why
in Chicago gangsters carry machine guns
in violin cases
Two trees from the forest
two rectangles
in fresh pinewood shaped
one for a violin
one for a shotgun a trigger frozen with guilt
black blood on the butt
and fingerprints
for posterity's magnifying glass
Two trees straight from the forest
two coffins
in fresh pinewood shaped
One for the pockmarked tyrant
he who threw stones at birds
stones to kill
he to whom love was terra incognita
he who pawned the freedom of others
he who within us hope destroyed
his coffin heavy with the freight of guilt
a coffin chased by the cries of the nameless
a coffin haunted by the shadows of the gallows
Cain ! Now comes his sunset
sunset struck him down
sunset struck him down
The other a violin case with keys
in C minor
an alcove for the wounded bird
a bird weeping with pride
a bird that would not cease to sing
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featherweight it soared upwards
in the wake of the 'Flaming Angel'
skybound the stars to embrace
skybound
From time to time
the dance of history must come to rest
from time to time
enter and be cleansed.
Prokofiev and Stalin
lyrebird and tyrant
death-kissed on the same day
iris extinguished on the very same day
never to light up
Ringed with a wall of flowers
the sky is not easily pacified
fountains leaped
flags dipped
white candles in search for words
the bells of St Basil's
hammered the air with their fists
as each funeral cortege went its own way
its own way.
The moon took a snapshot
the blue face wondered why
the two
on the same day
had to die.
Jan Le Witt
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MYSTERY

A phantom ship conscious of being uniquely herself, an utopia
inside which flamingos perform 'La Forza del Destino' by candlelight. Mystery invites the stars to dance.
Audaciously she adorned Galatea's sun-tanned head with garlands,
imbued her with ferocious love, swallowed the Philosopher's Stone.
Mystery owns the facts. It was she who with her own eyes saw
the fingers of thunder and lightning angrily pointing at Sodom. It
was she who saw Atlantis submerge and go under. It was she who
witnessed the last days of Herculaneum.
Mystery owns the facts. It was she who witnessed the last hours of
Masada, that terrible festival of heroism. It was she who touched
the still warm blood before it congealed into history.
Mistress of uncertain certainties. Mystery — no one knows her
beginning and no one knows her end. By the back doors of nowhere
she enters and by the backdoors of nowhere she tiptoes away.
Mystery wears silver slippers yet does not see her own footsteps.
Not in a whisper would silence be a traitor to divulge mystery's
whereabouts, her pulsebeat past or present.
Mystery — has anyone seen her birth certificate?
Jan Le Witt

COME NIGHT

Come night
stars lost
in the gauze silence
embryo stars
their snowbound innocence
outshone by street lamps.
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Come night
grey ships comb the waves
a blackbird hollow-masked
a blackboard seized by the abundant grace
of Leonardo's mirror handwriting.
Come night
sail the grey ships
sail the gauze silence;
did landscape invent the language
of the wild rose?
Knights
like falling leaves
pawns in disarray
what is there left to grasp?
In the giant chess game
we play black — always black
fate nonchalantly plays white
always white.
Come night
on Jacob's ladder leaping
I, like wild-eyed ivy
chasing a lady's slipper. Andromeda pursued,
her breath traverses the cool of the night.
Come night
my teeth sunk into a naked apple.
Jan Le Witt

I-0
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ELEVEN SHORT POEMS
THE ORACLE

Feet east
Head west
Arms spread
North and south
He lies in bed
Intersected
At the mouth
Torches scorch his skin
He coughs up smoke
The cave he is in
Opens like a cloak
Water falls
Apart upon air
Hangs like hair
Light installs
Itself in strands
Of water falling
The cliff stands

PETALS

In the shade below boughs
Which flowers overflow
Petals glow on the ground
Petals like snow
Drifting apart
Winter's sting
Is not as sharp
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When my mother
Was a young girl
Before the War
Reading sad books
By the river
Sometimes, she
Looked up, wisely
But did not dream
The day I would
Be born to her

CONFRONTATION

With his face up
To his maker
New dead he lies
Eons behind
His closed eyes Father, once
I called you wise.

Life is immense
I said to her
Stirred some way
I could not say
It is minute
She replied
How we laughed
Though I had sighed
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STILL LIFE

Where she sits
With apples
On her lap
Kindling snaps
Into flame
What happens
Fits the frame

SURVIVAL.

I stand on this stump
To knock on wood
For the good I once
Misunderstood
Cut down, yes
But rooted still
What stumps compress
No axe can kill

LILACS

My father remembers a flower
From one year to another
And looks for it
Once again I discover
The wonderful love
Of my father
Who longs for lilacs.
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SOLITUDE

Awake I see
The simple nose
Pathetic feet
Of one asleep

BREAD

Thy will be done
With crust and crumb
And loaves left over
The sea is swollen
With the bread I throw
Upon the water

FULL FATHOM FIVE

Each new death opens
Old graves and digs
My own grave deeper
The dead, unbound, rise
Wave after wave
I dive for pearls
That were his eyes
But touch bedrock Not a coral reef Where my father lies
I come to grief
Samuel Menashe

TEMENOS
Or

Temples, Cosmic Rhythms and the
Universality of Sacred Space
KEITH CRITCHLOW

Strictly speaking there is no such thing as profane space — yet by
the attitudes of both ignorance, a deliberate decision 'not to know',
or a desacralization, the wilful degeneration or 'undoing' of the
sacredness of a place, profanation can exist.
The definition lies within the framework of human attitudes. The
natural or instinctive as well as the conscious or intuitive way in
which we respond to the sacredness of a place is through an awefilled silent state of wonderment. Time seems to condense into the
moment yet one's sense of expectation is raised. One finds oneself
poised between the rational and the trans-rational. There is a
definite 'magic' in the air. In the same changed atmosphere one's
sense of nostalgia is easily triggered by a glimpse, an aromatic trace,
the feel underfoot, or the sound or sight of water. Symbols become
more accessible; one's experiential world becomes more transparent
and unbelievables more believable. A great deal is often 'lived' in a
few moments, but the atmosphere rarely lasts, at which point some
mundane event impinges into one's reverie and one is 'brought to
the ground'. Back into the solid world of — 'not enough space', 'not
enough time', 'not enough resources', 'not enough love' and so on
until one is usually shocked into 'disbelieving' in the primary magical response, or at least doubting enough to allow the physical
world to engulf one's thoughts — 'how much time do we have?',
`how much space is there?', 'how much does it cost?'. The process
of desacralization is well under way.
However, it need not be like that: sometimes the 'magic' lasts a
lifetime and is recalled as a turning point in one's awareness, neither
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KEITH CRITCHLOW

has it always been like this description. Traditional societies contended with quite different problems and the essential (spiritual or
inspirational) reasons that established the sacred space to begin with
are never less than totally relevant — whatever the time.
Reductionism, as Eliade has succinctly pointed out, is dedicated
to the banalization of the world, a reduction to the lowest common
denominator in the world of the senses that is materiality. Yet
none of us have difficulty in experiencing the change in quality of
say, time, when we are waiting to meet a loved one or listening to a
great passage of music. Nor do we find it difficult to experience the
quality of different spaces, from the severe expanse of a desert to
the familiar warmth of one's own living room — it is not unreasonable to propose that we never experience homogeneous or unqualified space. Only the poverty of a reductionism could even
propose such a concept. Euclidean space has been modernly used as
a symbol of this cold abstraction and yet Euclid was clearly part
of a tradition that most specifically taught the quality of number
and geometry — the philosophic conditions and definitions of space.
Let us look at this carefully as it has an important bearing on our
attitude to space. Even in the most strict terms of an orderly
approach to space one needs to measure — otherwise one has no
control, order, or even conventional means of two people agreeing
which must be the minimal necessity for the measurement of space
to take direction: as one can only measure from a fixed point to a
fixed point, however short the duration of the 'fixtures'. This
simple basic necessity demonstrates that space has to be qualified
on all three counts; firstly the initial position which one chooses
to qualify for one's starting point; secondly the position to which
one has chosen to measure and the fact that this choice in itself is
completely qualified by the direction which one is inevitably
obliged to take to make a measure possible. From this it can be seen
that the concept of homogeneous space (no direction being more
significant than any other) is not an 'empty abstraction' but is
contradictory to the nature of the mind that formed it. Either
homogenous space is all space and no more can be said about it
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because to do so would 'qualify' it, or space is qualitative and each
experience of it qualified. These definitions are not necessarily
contradictory as the whole of space must be unitary which can be
described as having the quality of homogeneity, yet space as experienced, rather than summed, is qualitative and varies enormously as
to its effects on us. This would be true whether we believe we are
exploring the 'scientific' aspects of it or responding to the most
moving poetics of a particular space. What is essential is that we do
not allow the reductionist tendency to insist on what is a negative
naivete that only the least expression of spatial quality is valid. In
this way not only is our humanity denied but we allow ourselves to
be trapped in a conceptual prison which is based on a fallacious
view — notably the possibility of a measurable homogenous space.
The qualities of the space we inhabit are directly related to the
quality of mind with which we choose to respond. This is not to say
that disciplined limitations are not useful, as they obviously are
when used knowingly. It is one of the most consistent paradoxes of
human culture that it is through knowing a part — in depth — that
one can glimpse or experience the whole. Discipline means to
follow the particular.
This is essentially true of the real nature of sacred space, which is
set up in sanctuary form specifically as an aid in the quest for a
unified experience and confirmation of wholeness. It is almost
unnecessary to add that wholeness and holiness have etymological
identity and that in atonement is at-one-ment. The elevating inspiration one can experience in a sacred space is both an experience of
the joy of wholeness and also a sacrifice. The sacrifice one might
characterize as a 'giving up' of the 'What's in it for me?' attitude
and replacing it with 'What am I doing it for?' — the submission of
the individual orientation replaced by an offering or giving of oneself to the nature of the wholeness of the situation, thereby opening
up the space in oneself for a total participation to take place.
All sacred spaces offer themselves for such an elevation, the
requirement is only to present oneself and intuitively try to place
oneself in the right relationship with that space. This does not
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mean to put one's intellect away — far from it, but it does mean
lending one's intellect to the intent inherent in the definition of
the space as one 'reads' it. Above all it necessitates being awake.
Most sacred spaces work on the sensitive and receptive visitor or
devotee in the two perennial ways, a) in an instant as a flash of
understanding which may or may not be sustained, and b) as a
gradual procedure of sequences; from a preparation through stages
to a culmination, and back out again. The ritual, liturgy, prayer or
meditation conventions are fundamental to this second experience
and each is according to its tradition and source of revelation.
We will conclude this brief introduction to sacred space with
some observations from throughout historical time which we
believe point to the same timeless certainties of pattern in time and
space. There is bound also to be a constant recurrence of materials
both organic and inorganic. Stone, timber, mud sun-dried and
baked, tiles, straws and various organic fibres: they are the materials
of our world and available to all in a variety and an abundance
of combinations.
Without contributing to the idea of a 'progressive history' which
has become a meaningless clichE of our time, apparently indicating
some vague notion that 'things' are automatically advancing toward
the better, we will nevertheless take a view of the unfolding of
history. This unfolding is related to both time, the inevitable
passing time of the calendar, eternity the 'centre of time' as we
might call it which does not pass and remains as the principle of
time, and cyclic time whereby we recognize the recurrent cycles
of day, week, month, year and the return of patterns in different
material form but nonetheless recognizably the same pattern of
relationship.
The earliest form of sanctuary still present in our times, temenos
as we might characterize it, or sacred space, is marked out by the
presence of standing stones. We in Britain have a remarkably fine
heritage of such sacred spaces. More than nine hundred have been
recorded and of these some specifically subtle embodiments appear
according to the most authoritative surveyor of them, Professor
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Alexander Thom.
Before making assumptions about the nature of the attitudes or
motives of the builders of the stone circles we must remember that
we have no written records and therefore our assumptions have to
be based on a) the fact that we take it that the builders were human
in the fullest meaning of this term; b) that they were motivated in
a similar manner to all recorded primordial human societies, in
other words homo religiosus, people with a metaphysical reality
as well as a physical reality; c) that they were 'moved' to create
structures which we can call temples from the point of view that
the word Temple relates to the paradigms of both time and space,
as etymologically tempus is the Latin for time and templum is
related to space, as the surviving word template is for determining
forms in space. Added to these the reasons for the temple — a
place in which to con-temp/-ate ultimate realities. So, if we find
Prof. A Thom' discovering astronomical alignments to significant
sun and moon risings this would accord exactly with the cyclic
time concerns of a people's establishing a contemplative (temple)
setting that represents the centre of time like the spatial model of
a circle and its centre representing the centre of space.
Certain recurrent themes have been shown to run through these
monuments; layouts which have a direct bearing on our theses of
recurrent patterns in all human sanctuaries. The first is orientation,
which inevitably leads to the second, which is geo-metry (earth
measure). The third is directly linked with the second; the factors
of shape and symmetry. The factors of consonance, harmony and
human ritual in the form of rhythm, chanting, music and movement
cannot be covered in a study of the earliest forms of temenos or
sanctuary as we have no records; this subject needs a special study
in itself. The sanctuary can be observed in its passive form, as a
special 'sacred' space in its orientation, demarcation (geometry) and
shape, and as these are the most permanent remains of the definition of the 'sacred space' we will confine our comparative studies
to these criteria in the present essay.
The attainment of that awareness which we define as human
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brought with it a special relationship with all the elements of the
world about us. Not only food but an awareness of the cyclicity of
food. Not only warmth but an awareness of the sources and rhythms
of that source of warmth. Not only the necessities of human
relationships but the obligations as well as appetites for the bonds
of affection they instill. Not only the needs of the individual but
the collective needs. Not only the facts of birth and death but the
contemplation of the significance of their occurrence and the
significance of our ability to conceive of absolutes in an environment of perpetual change. No doubt the recognition of the cyclicity
of events gave rise to the realization of the 'absolute' nature of a
cycle yet the changing nature of its expression.
The establishment of such a permanent structure as a heavy
stone circle or sanctuary would admirably express the paradox
between the changing days, months, seasons, yet the permanency
of their recurrence as dawn, new moon, New Year's Day and so on.
Hope, faith, affirmation — call it what you will — would be closely
associated with the confirmation of the cycle through direct observation from the temple circle as the centre of time, possibly using
the stones to calculate their recurrence simultaneously. All metaphysical traditions throughout the recorded events of human
societies . represent a permanency directed vision whilst simultaneously recognizing the changeability of the domestic and physical domain that we all have to live in. The permanent could only be
appreciated from a recognition of the nature of the changing, and
the changing could only be coped with through the recognition of
the permanent. Language is a good example, and language in all
sacred traditions and cosmologies is a 'gift from the gods' or the
Creator; we cannot even talk to one another without the constant
of meaning to the words, yet every conversation is different.
Four forms recur in the Neolithic sanctuary or temple forms:
a) the pure circle, b) the elipse (two centres), c) the flattened circle,
and d) the egg form.2
The circle is the most persistently recurring form through
all temenos, sanctuary or temple forms whether as controlling
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geometry or in physical form itself. The elipse is a symbol of the
principle of duality in unity.3 The flattened circle represents the
movement from the transcendental value of 1-1 toward the rational
values of the polygons and in particular the square. The egg form
in general is presumably related to a very ancient mythological
image of the creation principle, the hatching of a definitive chick
from the primeval waters of yolk and white for instance, which
survives in the Hindu faith as the cosmic egg and also as lingam.
In the Neolithic structures surveyed in Britain by Thom the true
circle has a single centre, the elipse two centres and both the
flattened circle and the egg form four centres.
Orientation. The principle of orientation, which etymologically
means to face the East is based on the experience of the upright
person viewing the landscape environment turning toward the sunrise and obtaining a sense of direction thereby.
One day's cycle, given that the weather allows a view of the sun,
is all that is needed to obtain such a sense of direction. The experiential facts can be summarized as follows.
As the pre-dawn light allows observation to take place the
attention will naturally be drawn to the place of the rising sun.
At the point of the break of day a precise position on the horizon
will be signalled. Seconds after this the attention has to be withdrawn from the point as the sun blinds the eye. The attention is
then redirected toward that on which the sun is shining — the rest
of the created order. The direction most comfortable to redirect
one's attention is diametrically opposite to the point of the sunrise,
also it becomes a natural 'polar' attraction in terms of what the sun
is directed toward — besides the central perception of the viewer.
This single-pointedness of the daybreak position on the horizon
reminds us, a) of the circularity of the horizon itself (however
uneven), b) that in our experience of facing the sunrise we become
aware of our own frontness as we are obliged to turn away or shut
our eyes as the sun emerges: a sense of frontness coexists and is
codetermined by our backness. This established we become aware
of the rightness and leftness of our bodily balance.
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The 'circularity' of the horizon — the limits of our perception of
our earthly base — and the 'squareness' of our perceptual and
bodily stance immediately establish the basis of those perennial
symbols, the 'earth' square and the 'heavenly' circle. Needless to
add that not only are the two major heavenly lights obviously circular, i.e. sun and moon, but the paths of these primary luminaries
are also segments of a circle. The heavenly lights all revolve around
a north point. The earthly square is defined by our perceptual and
bodily 'squareness' on the one hand and the 'squareness' of the
`time-corners' of the year on the other, i.e. the solstices and equinoxes. That is the four precise times in the 365% day cycle when
the day is shortest in winter and longest in summer, and the two
times when day and night are of equal length in autumn and spring.
The year is the most obviously complete and dramatic of cycles
in the affairs of all living things on earth. The fact that it is divided
into four natural 'seasons' by the day length and because this is a
universal experience for all but those in the North Pole region we
can easily understand how the symbol and its appropriateness are
wedded and that it should have such wide expression in human
symbology — it is not only of the nature of a day's cycle from
dawn (East) to dusk (West) and the implied southern (mid-heaven)
and the sunless North, but also the nature of the year, as it is the
nature of our own twofold biological symmetry with its frontness
(eyes, nose, mouth), backness (back, buttocks, heels) and rightness
and leftness (ears, arms, legs).
To complete the sixness of full orientation we have the upward
direction, the levity, which the human frame has been 'pulled' by
its need to stand erect, and the downward direction, the gravity, of
the pull of the earth. To this can be added the intermediaries or
`centres of the seasons', if we represent the year as a circle, which
gives us a full 'ten' directions, North, South, East, West, plus NE,
SE, SW, NW, together with above Zenith and below Nadir. Not only
do these numbers answer spatial determinants but they also relate
to many cosmological structures of the various creation myths
which recur throughout the human family, four with 'our' world;
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six with all the perfection of creation and ten with the concept of
completion.
Finally we would like to make it clear that although we are
directing our attention toward universal values and the recurrence
of universal patterns it is due to our conviction that we are all part
of an ultimately inseparable whole subject and object, thing and
thinker. Yet this must in no way be taken to suggest any belief in
a sort of 'pan-religion' which is in some way superior to the revealed
traditions of mankind. This in our view would be a fatal and mistaken rationalization and misleadingly dangerous. It may be called
`natural religion' in the sense Blake may have used the phrase, but
it must be seen for what it is — a contribution to the vastness of
beauty and mystery of the created order and a directive to individuals to know more of their true selves.
The words of Red Ute, a living holy man of the Ute Indians,
New Mexico, to whom the present writer is so indebted for his
initiation in the sweat lodge, are as profound as any to summarize
this essay — 'We're related because we're created.'

Notes
1 Thom. Prof. A. 'Megalithic Sites in Britain.' London 1976
2 See illustration Thom below.
3 That

is, it has two centres controlling its outline.

THE THREE WORLDS IN GOTHIC
CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
JANETTE JACKSON
`The beauty of the old temples and cathedrals and the veneration in which they were held present a striking contrast
to the insignificant churches of modern Christendom and
the indifference shown towards them by priest and people
alike. A few centuries ago the mysticism of theology used to
make every feature of ecclesiastical architecture a hieroglyph which all could read, save the totally blind. It is an
unquestioned fact that there was a canonical art of building
just as there was a canon of the Mass, canonical books,
canonical robes, canonical hours, canons of chronology and
canonical saints.
Anonymous 1897
`A will to dare, a Flame within one,
No one knows what frescoes are
within the skull'.
After the lapse of some forty years, it is a matter of wonder that
such a serious and discreditable dispute should have arisen over the
question of 'apse' or 'no apse' at the east end of the Edgar Chapel in
the ruins of Glastonbury Abbey.
It becomes even more surprising when it is realised that the
findings of Frederick Bligh Bond, F.R.I.B.A. (his reputation as an
authority in his own field already established through his work on
`Rood Screens and Rood Lofts') were not only accepted by the
Somerset Archaeological Society and implemented on the ground,
but that he received their congratulations with an exhortation to
continue the excellent work. Yet in 1939, for reasons still obscure,
that decision was rescinded and today a wall replaces the old layout
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of the apse footings as Bond found them, while his books still may
not even be sold at the Abbey bookstall. At the same time evidence
as to the great North Porch and two western towers was also
removed.
In 1969 Mr Keith Critchlow, having been briefed by the two
Founder Members of RILKO, made his own independent survey
and as the result came out strongly in favour of Bond's 74' module
— though not necessarily in favour of his methods — which, he
believed, had indeed brought to light an ancient sacred science
today forgotten, to our loss. Incidentally, at the same time, RILKO
commemorated ten years of work by publishing Occasional Paper
No. 3, 'Sacred Geometry: the Findings of Frederick Bligh Bond,
F.R.I.B.A. at Glastonbury Abbey Reviewed'.
Geometry, which demonstrated the now forsaken 'ad quadratum'
and 'ad triangulum', quickly established the fact that the Abbey
plan was based on an extended 'Tree of Life' in which the Four
Worlds of Divinity, Creation, Formation and Generation are clearly
set out, and over which, standing above all, is Keter the Crown,
separate from the rest as is the apse from the main Abbey building.
This was followed within months, and as if by design, by Kabbalah:
A tradition of hidden knowledge' by Z'ev ben Shimon Halevi
(1969), a beautiful exposition of that ancient Hebrew wisdom,
bearing as it does a depth and reality such as is only possible to one
who is himself a practising Kabbalist. Incidentally, this work
also reveals how little is known, or understood, of the debt owed to
this stream of Hebrew culture in the earlier centuries of British
history. Cecil Roth in The Jews in England writes:
Apart from the legendary contact of Joseph of Arimathea,
the first reports of Jews in Britain appear at the time of the
Norman Conquest, and between then and 1290, when they
were expelled, they formed small but often learned and sometimes esoteric communities in London, Oxford, York and
many other towns as far east as Cambridge and Bury St
Edmunds, and as far west as Exeter. These centres were visited
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by great Rabbis from the continent, one of whom in particular, Ibn Ezra, a Spaniard of the 12th century, was deeply
trained in both the Kabbalah and the secular sciences of his
day.
Between the 11th and 14th centuries, Kabbalah was not unknown to Christian scholars, and while to many it presented an
infidel view of creation, it influenced scholastic metaphysics so that
the Kabbalistic teachings on the relationship between God, the
Universe and Man, when suitably modified, were grafted onto
Christendom's culture without difficulty. Glastonbury Abbey
proportions certainly present more than a coincidental resemblance
to Kabbalistic ideas, as does the structure of many sacred buildings
and works of art, such as Dante's Divine Comedy. Indeed, at one
time Kabbalah became quite fashionable among Christian intelligentsia, being even used by Luther to support his arguments against
Rome. 'As may be expected, there is little or no record of spiritual
intercourse as between rabbi and clergy, but these were dangerous
days when heresy and persecution walked abroad and when fear of
the stake proved an effective brake on both intercourse and speech.'
Meanwhile it has been left to Pharaonic Egypt to provide even
less anticipated support for the presence of the Abbey apse. Who
would have expected R.A. Schwaller de Lubicz's essay 'The Temple
in Man' (1947), the fruit of some fifteen years of meditation and
research in the Temple at Luxor, to thus boldly proclaim it as the
Temple of the Great Teaching, an honour which de Lubicz says
it shares with Vedic India and the Gothic period of Christian architecture, all three being esoteric books for the instruction of those
willing to see or hear? Taking the human microcosm as its central
theme, the sole cosmic plan is thus revealed as demanding an
evolving consciousness of God, a process only to be achieved by the
total transformation of Creation from Mother earth (materia prima)
up to Divine Man, of whom the Pharaoh was the symbol. Thus
matter (as explained by Lawlor in his introduction to the English
translation [1977] by Robert and Deborah Lawlor) is no longer to
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be regarded as an 'inert mass' but rather as something responsive to,
and capable of, that transformation which shall be attained through
those spiritual influences available from individual conscious man.
But by far the most intriguing part of this witness concerns the
crown of the skull which, in Egypt, was always separated from the
rest by joint, diadem or headband, as if stressing that it is to be
regarded as something set apart, something of very special significance: thus R.A. Schwaller de Lubicz (ibid. p.23) sets out a plan
of the temple projected onto a skeleton which covers all — save the
Crown — here shown aloof, as is an apse in a Gothic abbey. Within
that Crown are enshrined important primary treasures of the brain
as indicating man made perfect, man as he shall be at the end of his
long pilgrimage, once again enjoying full consciousness. As only to
be expected, the argument here is so close packed in these few
pages as to demand reading from the original text, but it would be
impossible to imagine a more alluring introduction for one who
knows nothing of that mysterious wonder of the human body.
Suffice it then to say that it here provides the picture of a 'permanent element' which, for a short period of time, takes human
form, its sole aim being the development of that most precious
grace of consciousness.
If then, as de Lubicz affirms, Pharaonic wisdom was no new
development but an inherited legacy from an ageless past, suppose
that Apse, Keter and Crown form a trilogy of witness whose roots
go back to the Garden of Eden? What if there was a time when
`Enoch walked with God' (Gen. 5.22) and when 'there came two
angels to Sodom at even .. . and Lot seeing them rose up to meet
them; and he bowed himself with his face towards the ground'
(Gen. 19.1).
Suppose the myth of the Fall be true? Surely Paradise Regained
presupposes 'Paradise Lost'?
All this opens a wide avenue of thought But to return to Glastonbury:
From the earliest building of churches, Gregory the Great, recognising the magnetic pull of old hallowed pagan centres, ordained
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that such should be maintained as the site of Christian churches,
`consecrated' as Bede records in his Ecclesiastical history, 'to the
worship of the true God', such being orientated to the East. Here
then, at dawn, priests greeted the rising sun, symbol of that CreativeLight-Energy which men call God and returning to their congregation addressed them with the familiar words 'The Lord be with
you . . .' so to invite them to draw this spiritual energy through
him — the priest, as from a transformer.
Thus within the hallowed 'ark' of the nave man might gradually
unfold his own potential by reason of his very design 'And God said
let us make man in our image, after our own likeness . . . so God
created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him'
(Gen. 1.26-27).
Of old these things were taught to the laity but now so much is
changed under the title of 'taking the Church to the people'! Where
have the old canons gone — are they simply neglected or banished?
Obviously this change has come gradually. In France the Revolution
swept away much and the Church did not escape unscathed at the
hands of iconoclasts, both ecclesiastical and civil.
Writing of the mysteries of Chartres Cathedral, the late M. Charpentier relates that of the three mason's indications of the magnetic
centre, but two remain. Gone is the stone of the High Altar upon
which the celebrant stood upon his return from the Altar. Then in
the 16th Century it was considered necessary to move the Altar
itself to the bottom of the sanctuary, but the carved wooden spire
which surmounted it, decked as it was with 'babbler' bells, was
destroyed in the fire of 1836, together with the wooden beams
which support a cathedral roof. This, in turn, was disastrous since
this change interfered with vibrations and magnetic power. Finally
the Altar was again moved, this time to the transept crossings. Far
indeed from its rightful place, the second bay of the choir indicated
to the south-east by the magical beauty of the window Notre-Damede-la-Belle-Verriere and to the north-west by Notre-Dame-du-Pilier.
But, as he observes, 'ignorance is always with us'.
Meanwhile, in England, the work of the Higher Critics robbed
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many of their old faith in the Bible and in the liturgy, while the
substitution of much of the modern music which has replaced plainsong and periods of silence has proved but poor substitute for the
old exhortation 'Let all mortal flesh keep silence', and this despite
the example of the East where meditation has been understood and
practised for a far greater period of time.
Some priests even seem unwilling to talk of God, presumably
being none too sure of their own beliefs and instead busy themselves with social and political matters — all a part of Christian work
but not of the priestly call which is to the cure of souls.
For many, gone is the vision! Gone the deep experience of
meeting face to face with the 'Creator of all things, visible and invisible' before whom only the bent knee and bowed head seem
befitting.
To one deeply oppressed with a sense of guilt; to those shattered
by bereavement; to the old facing death, yet fearful and lacking all
knowledge of that great initiation — to such are the tidy services as
so often set out today of sufficient depth to fill the want? Certain it
is that without the old form and the majesty of the venerable
authorised Bible and liturgy, they lack power, while too often as a
result, between the Rood Screen, the High Altar and the Godhead
(Apse) there is a vacuum in teaching as regards `. . . that immortal
Being, throned afar whose radiance shines from star to star'. Indeed, the congregation seem to lack realisation that they are really
drawing from that Spiritual Dynamo which shall enable them to
achieve in themselves. Has the historic, natural person of Jesus
taken the place of all this?
In face of such, it is small wonder that Bond, as if with prophetic
vision, sought to bring to the remembrance of his own generation
that which had been lost but which was now refound, namely what
a Gothic Abbey really is and for what it stands in its entirety, with
its eternal message from generation to generation.
If, as Mr Critchlow affirms in that review of Bond's claim, the
St Mary Chapel at Glastonbury is indeed 'a symphony of root 3
proportions' together with the excavator's sensitive appreciation of
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`the symbolism of the "ark" form and the "fish" aspect of the
Christian revelation which are ceaselessly calling human attention to
the "timeless verities in human existence" ' then surely these are
matters which merit deep thankfulness?
As this short article was completed I received a copy of Robert
Lawlor's talks (in Lindisfarne Letter 10) on the symbolism of the
brain and the skull as portrayed in Pharonic Egypt by Schwaller de
Lubicz and briefly discussed in Lawlor's translation — herein
referred to.
To be thus lifted up in spirit and allowed in small measure to
share the pure joy of that scholarly and understanding contribution
was a very real experience. Research done by the 'whole' man intellect, intuition and psyche — as de Lubicz teaches brings such
a rich harvest. These talks also evoke lines quoted by a friend on
the other side of the world to whom I am grateful. Lest we forget
. . . lest we forget.
I am a child of Earth and Starry Heaven;
But my race is of Heaven.
Orphic Table from Petelia
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REVIEWS
HENRY CORBIN AND THE HERMENEUTICS OF LIGHT. (The
Man of Light in Iranian Sufism, by Henry Corbin; translated from
the French by Nancy Pearson; Shambhala, Boulder & London,
1978; paper, 174 pages; 6.95 U.S. dollars)

Henry Corbin, who died just before the Iranian Revolution, was no
orientalist — though he made unparalleled contributions to the
study of the Iranian traditions — nor was he a philosopher in the
degraded sense of the word we have grown accustomed to. Persians
make a distinction between baftan and yaften, 'weaving' and
`certainty'. Corbin had no interest in mere idea-spinning; if he must
be labelled, call him a `theosopher' (in the traditional meaning of
that term, not the Blavatskian). His profound orientalism and his
equally profound philosophizing were subordinated to a central
project, the construction of a system of thought at once poetic and
rigorous, at once individual and universal, which is 'speculative':
a mirroring of divine wisdom.
Fortunately for those whose French is not equal to Corbin's
difficult style, there now exist in English more or less adequate
translations of four of his major works: Avicenna and the Visionary
Recital, Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn 'Arabi, Spiritual
Body and Celestial Earth, and, most recently, The Man of Light in
Iranian Sufism. A translation of his four volumecollection of
essays, En Islam lranien, is being carried out at McGill University;
when this finally appears, English readers will have access to Corbin's
principal works.
Readers who find the Iranian traditions impenetrably alien will
miss Corbin altogether; his sytem, if it can be called that, is constructed out of his readings in pre-Islamic and Islamic Persian
mystical literature, with only passing references to Western philosophy. These last are always illuminating, but not extensive enough
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to orient the occidental reader. Needless to say, his works as a
whole contain sufficient data to reveal the specific totality of the
system but it must be said that without background reading in
other areas of Persian thought it remains difficult, if not impossible,
fully to appreciate the originality of his achievement. One must
have consumed some Sufi literature, some orientalist scholarship
and some philosophy in order to grasp how radically, and at the
same time how traditionally, Corbin is behaving: radical in relation
to the cautious incomprehension of the scholars and the dessication
of the philosophers; traditional in relation to the body of Iranian
mystical thought, which in recent centuries has been aimed at a
metaphysics to be attained through synthesis and comparative
study. In this latter sense, Corbin is a genuine heir of the seventeenth century School of Isfahan, which undertook the reconciliation of Ibn 'Arabi, Sohrawardi and Avicenna. Corbin has
added further perspectives — Zoroastrianism, Gnostic-Dualism,
Ismaelianism, Sufism of various sorts — but his technique is a logical
and necessary continuation of his models.
Yet the effort of reading Corbin is certainly worthwhile; if
western philosophy is moribund and bankrupt, then the future of
genuine thought can be only in the direction of a 'world philosophy' (in Toshihiko Izutsu's phrase), which in turn must depend
on the sort of discoveries and comparative studies made by Corbin.
The importance of the Orient for us lies not so much in cults or
conversions (however vital these may be for individuals) but in the
new dimensions to our perception. 'The jewel which remains in the
mine is worthless, like a man who never travels', says Sa'adi. If
Western thought has become a catacomb, littered with sacred
bones, then a voyage to the East has become both a duty and a
pleasure.
Immediately it must be added that this 'East' is not to be found
on maps, as Corbin never tired of repeating; the true Orient is a
spiritual dimension. A genuine revitalisation of our own neoPlatonic tradition, our own 'Orient', is as vital as the experience of
any Eastern body of thought. The preoccupation with 'roots' is
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admirable — self-knowledge, like caritas, begins at home — but only
in conjunction and in balance with a true cosmopolitanism.
If the arts are both a cause and an indication of a culture's
strength, then the modern world in general is in even worse trouble
than modern philosophy. Rationalism has landed us in the mire of
nihilism; realism has dumped us into the cesspool of the cult of
ugliness. Satanic mills have blotted out the sky of Romanticism,
which was the last flowering of a western tradition that belonged
to both a genuine Christianity and a genuine paganism. The hot
coals are still there, buried under the ashes of the gods' funeral
pyre; only a breeze from Corbin's East will make them flame up
again, like a phoenix. Corbin's work relates centrally to the arts,
not because the artist wishes to paint Persian miniatures or write
Persian literature, but because Corbin can help him to rediscover
the Imagination.
The concept of the Imagination and the mundus imaginalis and the clear distinction between the 'imaginary' and the 'imaginal'
— constitute one of Corbin's major contributions, and certainly the
one of deepest interest to the creative mind. This contribution is
not 'original' (except in the sense that S. H. Nasr likes to use the
word, to mean 'relating to the [divine] origin'). Corbin has in fact
rediscovered a traditional doctrine, or rather resurrected it, given it
a new body which can live and breathe for us, and now.
This doctrine, with all that it implies for the experience of and
certainty about the archetypes, is precisely what the arts now need
in order to recover their proper purpose and usefulness (as opposed
to mere utility). The lack of Imagination gives the modern world its
virus-like power in relation to traditional societies, some of which
are so fragile that the smallest contact with materialism — in the
form of a deadly cargo of anti-images — suffices to destroy them
like a plague. But this lack is also directly related to the decline
of the West (as Elemire Zolla, Gilbert Durand and others have
shown) in those areas of human experience which are governed by
the soul. The individual soul, which mirrors the mundus imaginalis,
thus serves as the bridge between the material and spiritual realms.
-0
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By its inability to use the Imagination, therefore, the modern world
not only cuts itself off from spirituality (metaphysical reality) but
also from any positive contact or identity with physical reality. We
have constructed an empire of the senses devoid of all positive sensuality — for if beauty cannot be seen as rooted in the archetypes, it
finally cannot be seen at all.
But this doctrine of the Imagination, for all its importance, is not
the only nor even the central aspect of Corbin's project. In effect,
the Imagination is a means to an end, both in the realm of art, and
in what might be called an 'Imaginal Yoga', a spiritual path based
on the contemplation of the archetypes and of a symbolism to be
understood by means of spiritual hermeneutics. All of Corbin's
astounding angelology (a science which is uniquely Corbinian), his
analyses of the theophanic vision, cosmology, 'spiritual geography'
and alchemy — all these aspects of his work — are aimed at a goal
which is the same goal all mystics share in one mode or another:
realization, liberation.
In no one of the four books mentioned above does Corbin make
this point quite so clearly as in The Man of Light in Iranian Sufism.
As usual, the framework is 'imaginal' — in this case, a study of the
`Witness in Heaven' who is at once our personal Angel, our Theophanic 'twin', our liberated Self, our Beloved — the very person of
our realization — and who is to be attained through a meditational
experience rooted in light and colour. Thus in orientalist terms,
Corbin takes up a number of topics, some of which are treated
more extensively elsewhere in his works, others of which are particular to this book. In the former category: the concept of orientation in relation to a Celestial Earth in Hermeticism, Gnosticism and
the works of Sohrawardi and Ruzbehan Baq1i; in the latter, the
systems of Najmoddin Kobra and the Central Asian School of
Sufism which he represents and which includes also Najm Razi and
Alaoddawleh Semnani. The core of the book consists of a comparison of different colour-systems and the way in which they relate
to the Heavenly Witness or Angel; thus there are sections dealing
with the Midnight Sun, the visio smaragdina, the Black Light, and
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other 'coloured photisms' experienced by the visionary. In his conclusion, Corbin deals with a comparison between his oriental
systems and the 'physiological colours' of Goethe.
Besides this scholarly framework, however, he is concerned as
usual with the unveiling of a single 'message', a metaphysical position. This aspect of the work holds a great fascination for the
student of Sufism, for the following reason: most informed writing
on Sufism available to the reader of Western languages deals with a
line of transmission which includes Hallaj, reaches a peak with Ibn
`Arabi and is fully developed by Ibn `Arabi's School, his spiritual
descendants. The central term of this School is wandat al-wajud, the
Oneness (or Transcendent Unity) of Being, which describes a metaphysics radically and fundamentally non-dualist. The School of
Kobra and Semnani, however, does not quite fit into this scheme.
Some scholars have asserted, following certain Indian extremist
followers of Semnani, that these two Schools are opposed to each
other, and have used the term wandat al-shuhud (Unity of Witness)
to describe those Sufis who remained outside the almost overwhelming influence of Ibn 'Arabi. Corbin does not use this term,
for the very good reason that the relationship between the Ibn
`Arabi School and the Central Asian School is not simply one of
opposition. Nevertheless, without any specific polemic against
wandat al-wajud, Corbin definitely takes sides: his polemic names
no names, but it does present a severe criticism of radical nondualism. The Man of Light, in effect, is the only serious work on
Sufism I know of in any European language which does not belong
to the School of wandat al-wajud; hence its unique value.
This makes clear something which is not always understandable
in Corbin's other works: the ease with which he compares GnosticDualist systems with Islamic systems (which by definition must be
non-dualist). The results of the comparisons are always highly
revealing, but to the reader whose sympathies lie with radical nondualism they are sometimes deeply disturbing as well. Dualism, despite its precision in offering an analysis of the psychic situation of
man (alienated from his true Self, exiled from spiritual felicity, and
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so on) also presents a metaphysics which cannot be accepted by
anyone who is convinced of the fundamental identity of matter and
spirit. A modified non-dualism such as Corbin here proposes, however, will find itself much more in sympathy with the Gnostic
critique of Nature, which amounts in extreme cases to an overt
disgust with the world.
Thus Corbin confesses that 'it is difficult . . . to read with equanimity certain interpretations of the coincidentia oppositorum
where complementaries and contradictories are apparently indiscriminately lumped together under the head of opposita . . . Complimentary elements can be integrated, but not contradictory ones'
(p.47). 'To say that what is below is an imitation of what is above
is not to say that what is below is what is above. The night of
rejected demonic depths, or on the contrary the horror of the day
inspired by the fascination of these depths — these perhaps are the
two impotences to which occidental man succumbs' (p.49).
Radical non-dualism does not of course make any simple equation of divine and demonic such as Corbin seems to accuse it of
proposing. It recognizes, on the psychic level, the importance of the
`Thou-ness' of the Divine Reality. But on the metaphysical level,
which it asserts is accessible to the soul, it does speak of the coincidence of opposites, of seemingly contradictory poles of dark and
light. It insists absolutely on the theophanic nature of material
creation: `Samsara is Nirvana'. This identity, and not merely a confusion of psychic and spiritual levels (as Corbin maintains), leads
the followers of Hallaj to defend his 'outrageous' assertion, 'I am
the Truth' (i.e., God). Moreover, Hallaj specifically outlines, in his
astonishing 'defense of Satan' (carried out in the Tawasin), a
coincidence of shadow and light such as Corbin attacks.
From this point of view, Corbin appears to side with Gnosticism
(and even makes use of Manichaean and Valentinian metaphysics in
doing so) when he speaks of the 'material darkness' which must be
conquered by the Man of Light rather than alchemically transformed through a vision which can go so far as to consider Satan a
prototype of the mystic, the 'Perfect Lover'. In The Man of Light
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all this is carried out in terms of light and colour symbolism. In
Mahmud Shabestari's Rose Garden of the Mystery, for example, the
final stage of the mystic is typified by a 'Black Light' in which the
I-thou, material-spiritual dichotomy is erased in the apprehension of
the Oneness of Being. In Semnani, however, another stage is mentioned, one which follows the Black Light and reasserts the 'Thou'
(the Angel, the Divine Witness, etc.) from a transcendent perspective. This `smaragdine' stage elicits Corbin's approval to such an
extent that he joins Semnani in accusing both Hallaj and Orthodox
Christianity of `incarnationism', which confuses the theophanic
nature of reality with an actual corporeal identity of Man and God.
For the radical non-dualist, the material 'Shadow' is simply
illusion. Once its psychic chains have been shed, the shadow or reflection of God in the world, His theophany, is seen to be one with
the Principle. From this point of view one might criticize a type
of Christian theology which emphasizes the 'once and for all times'
interpretation of the Incarnation in opposition to the assertion that
`God became man in order that man might become God'. If historical Christianity has suffered an excess of the first influence, this
cannot be taken in itself as a final condemnation of what — from
the Hallajian point of view, at any rate — is a perfectly adequate
symbolism, expressed by the second equation.
I must confess that this opposition between what I have called
`radical' and 'modified' non-dualism (despite the inadequacies of
these labels) is a serious problem for me — but by no means serious
enough to compromise the value of Corbin's work. On the contrary,
hearing — for the first time — a thoroughly informed and even
brilliant criticism of the first in terms of the second, has enabled
me to better define my own position. Corbin has the effect of
inspiring his reader with the sense of sharing his every discovery;
his brilliance demands participation: as he presents each image, each
fact, each text, each argument, one feels it become a part of oneself,
whether one accepts it or rejects it.
This might well be so for anyone who takes the trouble to enter
Corbin's world — though I perhaps have entered it so thoroughly
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that I can no longer understand how an intelligent reader could fail
to feel the attraction of the nearly-tangible reality of the 'cities of
emerald' he invites us to inhabit. Within the walls of that luminous
metropolis, one might even go so far as to argue with an angel;
Corbin, in any case, never 'sets up shop' or tries to convince anyone
that his ideas are the only ones which lead to liberation. On the
level of the mundus imaginalis — where he is the guide par excellence — he always stresses the individual nature of the experience
of the symbolism to be encountered. Like all valuable thinkers, he
is an ocean where one dives after the pearls one needs, and with
which one may purchase entry to the palace of the Simorgh. Like
the writers he has introduced into our universe of culture, Corbin
presents an invitation, in the words of the Angel to Avicenna and to
Sohrawardi: 'Follow me.' The path by which we follow may not
make use of all the landmarks which Corbin used to 'orient' himself. But without his map, our navigation would be confused by the
darkness of a terra incognita, rather than illuminated by the radiance of that mundus imaginalis, that pleroma of sacred imagery
which he has opened up for us: 'Light upon Light'.
Peter Lamborn Wilson

A CONSIDERATION OF SOME VERNON
WATKINS MATERIAL

I am writing this article in a room on the third floor of Padelford
Hall at the University of Washington in Seattle. Many well-known
poets have been its occupants — William Stafford, Elizabeth Bishop,
and, in 1966-7, Vernon Watkins, who in 1967 collapsed and died
after a game of tennis.
There are many people here who remember Vernon Watkins,
recall him briskly walking about the paths, his sudden pausing as he
thought of something important, remember him standing, smiling
and silent, in the coffee shop. There are many reasons in this city
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for us to think of Watkins.
But if he is still remembered here with affection and respect, I
think I notice a recognisable change in the way in which he is
remembered. In 1973 people thought of the man, a fine teacher, a
distinguished visitor, a loyal friend. Now he is known for his work.
It seems to be more an objective recognition of his stature, the true,
steady growth of his reputation.
Looking at a number of recent publications, I'm inclined to think
that Watkins' position is being consolidated and that he is being
generally recognised as an important and unique figure in contemporary literature. Even the finest of poets may be forgotten if his
work remains unavailable to new generations of readers. Often
enough dead poets have no champions to see that their verse
remains in print. If Watkins' reputation is assured, then a lot of the
credit is due to the efforts of his wife, Gwen, and to Dr Ruth Pryor.
These two women, working objectively and with admirable scholarship, have not only contrived to see that much of the work published in earlier collections is still available, but they have brought
to our attention much that had not been collected or, in many
cases, ever before published.
Together, for example, they selected and edited a representative
collection of poems chosen from the whole range of Watkins'
published work. This volume, published by the University of Wales
Press and called I That Was Born In Wales is a substantial introduction and, since it is unlikely that the eight Faber volumes will
ever be reprinted, it is a particularly valuable one. The book is most
carefully and sensitively edited. The poems are arranged according
to their themes so that they reinforce each other. We are allowed
to see those concerns which filled Watkins' poetry from his earliest
days and are demonstrated in some of his finest poems. For this
volume alone we have cause to be grateful to Gwen Watkins and
Ruth Pryor. Reading through it now, I am reminded of an earlier
impression, a feeling of great richness, as if the editors were able to
choose from a great wealth of material.
Many readers, and I among them, regretted the exclusion of
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`The Ballad of The Mari Lwyd' from that book, and there were
other old favourites of mine I would have been pleased to see there.
Vernon, when collecting his poems for a new volume, always had
some unifying theme in mind and any poems which were not relevant to that theme (and his titles were so explicit, those Affinities)
were rigorously excluded, however fine they might be. So that some
of this wealth has been chosen in a splendid offering, The Ballad
of The Outer Dark and Other Poems, introduced by Kathleen
Raine, edited meticulously by Ruth Pryor, and published by
Enitharmon. Containing twenty-five poems in addition to the long
title-poem, this selection is of the greatest interest, a fine supplement to the earlier volume. Nearly all the poems here have been
previously published, most of them in well-known places, so we can
assume that they were among the work rejected by Watkins as he
arranged his own collections. Read here, side by side with some
previously unpublished verse, they offer us a variety and wideranging vigour reminiscent of the qualities found in Watkins's
first book, The Ballad of The Mari Lwyd. The selection, made by
Gwen Watkins from such rejected work and from the poet's own
papers, has a freshness and certainty that remind us that Watkins
was as varied in his interests as he was in his use of verse-forms.
Some of the poems, although not to be found in the well-known
volumes, are very familiar. There are the elegiac sonnets for Alun
Lewis and Dylan Thomas, both of which have been reprinted
often, and there are other poems published in Poetry (Chicago),
The New Yorker, Wales and in other periodicals. It was a special
pleasure to read here `Rhadamanthus and The New Soul'. I remember hearing it, read I think by Gwen Watkins, on the Third
Programme not long after the poet's death. They cover, these
poems, over thirty years of work. The Alun Lewis sonnet was
written in 1944, the Rhadamanthus poem certainly not completed
earlier than 1967. Yet they demonstrate throughout an unerring
certainty of tone, a confidence that was a reflection of the poet's
own certainty in his calling, the knowledge that he was a man
chosen for the task of seeing visions of an eternal truth and of
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making them known to us. It was in no sense a personal certainty;
Watkins was not a personal poet. It is the conviction of acceptance and dedication. Watkins recognised his responsibility early
in his career and never faltered.
What is conscious, what is deliberate is the care in the shaping of
the verse in which Watkins presents his visions to us. He knew well
enough that any such vision is — to use his own words from `Taliesin
and The Spring of Vision' — merely partial vision, and that the
artist's very humanity makes him only partly and occasionally
successful in communicating to ordinary humanity what the poet's
gift brings to him. But if he sees incompletely, he perfects his craft
with all that care and dedication can perform. The twenty-five
miscellaneous poems in this collection are all most beautifully
made, all true products of the poet's incantatory voice. The Alun
Lewis sonnet, with its fine opening, has long been a favourite of
mine:
He was astonished by the abundance of gold
Light. In the street a beggar stretched her hand,
Dying. Then the shudder ran through him. Once he had planned
To out-distance the sun in a chariot . . .
But there are also surprises. The graceful and profound 'Butterfly
and Man', for example, or 'Logos', and among previously unpublished work, the beautifully explicit sonnet, 'The Expectation',
in which Watkins tells us plainly the nature of his dilemma:
Here, Lord, I lie: have mercy on my soul.
My wounds from time were more than time could heal . . .
This late work, dated, we are told, April 1965, seems deeply moving
and suggests that, had Watkins been less strict in his selection of the
poetry included in his Faber volumes, we might have thought of
him as a poet of much more varied achievement.
It has always seemed to me that the 'Ballad of The Mari Lwyd'
owes something of its disquieting and impressive nature to a final
passage in which we are left in doubt about the return of the dead
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to that obscurity and darkness from which they came to challenge
us. The last lines of that fine poem seem to suggest that the dead
are undefeated, that they remain strong and vigilant outside our
doors, that the forces of light and darkness remain in direct and
equal opposition and that both armies must stay watchful so that
so perfect an equilibrium is undisturbed. 'The Ballad of The Outer
Dark', in essence a sequel, continues the dramatic conflict. It is
very adroitly worked, the strongly running rhythms and robust
rhymes carrying the action without effort, until the 'figures' who
are the living and seem, in the earlier poem, to have driven away the
dead, find themselves somehow outside their safe house, and the
house now occupied by the representative dead, the 'voices':
Hell bum that whited window!
A curse upon those eaves!
The fires we loved, the hours we lived
are snatched away by thieves . . .
So rage the living men. But at the end they come to terms with the
necessary dead, re-entering their house with a new, sad knowledge:
The death's-head moth, the beating moth,
The lighted window-pane,
The little flame how sacred,
The shadows how profane!
But help me now to carry
The bony skull inside:
Who bears the bony Mari
Has Poverty for Bride.
Beautiful as it is, I do not think the newer ballad as fine as the
`Mari Lwyd'. It lacks something of the enormous energy and gusto
of the earlier work, the racy and accurate detail, the sheer physical
pleasure in living that is conveyed by the unexpected give and take
of the opposing verses, that immediacy which, combined with rare
craftsmanship, has both the spontaneity of the rural custom from
which Watkins drew his original idea and the deeply metaphysical
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concerns which give the work its authority and power. But it does
contain passages of authentic poetry:
I am that bone,
Let me remember
Centuries gone
This December,
A circle smaller
Lit by flame,
Known to the caller
Each by name;
Climbing the turret
In deathlike weather,
I, a spirit,
Hold them together . .
It would have been pleasant to be able to read the two ballads as a
continuing piece of work. I ought to add that Kathleen Raine, long
an advocate for Watkins, has written a discerning and confident
Introduction.
Also from Enitharmon comes a most attractively produced
selection of Watkins' verse translations. Watkins, who went up to
Cambridge to read Modern Languages, had a precise ear for other
languages, thought deeply about the art of translating poetry and
made versions of nearly two hundred poems in European tongues.
Some were published and are well-known, his translation of Heine's
The North Sea being the most familiar. This volume of Selected
Verse Translations contains versions from French and German
poems of varying periods, a translation of a poem in Italian by
Watkins' friend Roberto Sanesi, and passages from The Iliad, The
Purgatorio and The Paradiso; but little or nothing from Heine since
it is well-known, or from the translations of Hungarian and Spanish
work which Vernon completed.
I am not competent to comment on the accuracy of Vernon's
translations, although some years ago I compared his versions of
HOlderlin with those of his friend Michael Hamburger. They seemed
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to me fairly accurate, although there were some minor eccentricities, mostly made in order to 'create an English equivalent
which reads like an original poem', which is what Watkins considered his task as a translator to be. He is certainly a most responsible translator and although in his essay on 'The Translation of
Poetry' which is induded here, he divides translators into scholars
and poets, coming down heavily on the side of the poets, he is very
scholarly indeed in his approach to other poets' work. His care for
the original form of the work is admirable. By pure chance I was
reading John Ciardi's translation of The Paradiso when these of
Watkins came my way, even those opening lines of Canto XXXIII
which Vernon has also made. Ciardi's version is undoubtedly more
correct (although Watkins' is in no sense misleading), but Watkins'
attempt is very much more 'an English equivalent which reads like
an original poem'. Apart from rare failures, these versions read very
well as original poems. The German poems are almost all very fine
(except a disappointing Von der Vogelweide) and there are fine
things in the French section too. Michael Hamburger, whom I
regard as probably our finest translator, has contributed a most
interesting and informative introduction.
And lastly, Brian Keeble has chosen and arranged some twentyeight poems of which only seven have appeared previously. Introduced by the editor and most attractively produced by the
Golgonooza Press, The Breaking of The Wave is in many ways the
most interesting of the books I have been considering here; and not
only because of the unfamiliarity of the work. There is a sense in
which the work is not unfamiliar, since — as the editors point out,
and as many critics have noted — certain themes are continually
present in Watkins' poetry. His own wry description of his work
is both true and humorous: 'In this book Vernon Watkins is ploughing old ground'. It will stand for this collection as it did for earlier
ones.
It is an impressive collection, arranged with as much care as any
of Watkins' previous work, opening with an uncompromising statement typical of the man:
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Out, sceptic, betrayed by your own style:
No faith and loose measures go hand in hand.
Call grandeur untrue, but truth is grand,
And truth no man can alter, no, nor defile.
(Affirmation)
No poet of this century has been so publicly concerned with the
nature of poetry nor as outspoken in its defence; unless Watkins'
master, Yeats. It is a measure of the clear understanding the editors
have of Watkins' verse that they let him make his own statement
early and clearly. Affirmation is a sonnet, one of ten included in
this short collection, a number which leads me to say that here is
evidence that he is a master of the form. The collection ends with
another, the title poem, which uses the sea imagery so frequently
and powerfully employed by Watkins, whose house was only yards
away from the waves:
The seawave breaks, breaks, and remakes the year.
See how the sea casts out the shapes it bore,
Each tide forgetting what was here before,
Seeking oblivion's pure and perfect sphere.
(The Breaking of The Wave)
We listen again to the voice of a man confirmed in his vision,
certain of his task, his skills honed to something near perfection.
A lot has been said about Watkins' debt to Yeats, and there is evidence of it throughout the work. This is a debt Watkins is proud to
honour, and proud to admit. In 'The Last Poems of Yeats' he still
praises the older man:
This last verse written so near his death
Holds my eye, and breath of breath
Even as I read those letters there
Two white swans are meeting in air . . .
What ought also to be said is that Watkins learned from Yeats not
because he admired only the voice of the Irishman, but that he was
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the same sort of poet, that his concerns were the old, high concerns
of poetry.
Yet we are in no danger of mistaking a poem by Watkins as one
by any other man. His style and his voice are very much his own.
What he has learned from Yeats is that high confidence, which has
enabled him to say precisely what he wants, in the way he wishes.
His debt is to all poets, not to the fashionable or the modern. What
other poet of comparable stature could begin:
There is a goldcup-field upon the hill;
— Say nothing, nothing Dance, early wind, across those dazzling cups,
Across the frail gold cups to that round hill . . .
(The Field)
and get away with so generalised, so mediocre a beginning? Yet
Watkins does, because his mind exists in all the years of verse. He
is not bound by a convention which suggests that such a poem
is irrelevant to the twentieth century.
So here, in this late sheaf, we find that clear voice, the confident
statement and, in poem after poem, song, villanelle, sonnet, an
affirming faith and no 'loose measures'. It would be untrue to
suggest that for me there is work as great as the Taliesin poems, or
the 'Music of Colour' poems, or of those late poems in which the
poet, after a lifetime of using natural images in a general way,
suddenly — and I think the process began with 'The Feather' began to look with an uncompromising and accurate love upon the
natural world and to give us his praise of it. But it is still the work
of a poet who, in the words of Kathleen Raine, 'belongs to past and
to future, transmitting words he inherited without diminution of
meaning and value. He is perhaps a national, but not a popular
poet; certainly a great poet'.
I do not know if by a 'national poet', Dr Raine meant that he is
a poet of Wales. If she does, I would disagree. Watkins was overwhelmingly a Welshman, and his landscape was the gold and green
of Wales, but his verse is pure English, these are the skills and
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`words he inherited without diminution of meaning and value'.
And in this lies his reputation. He will not be a popular poet, but
anywhere in the world where English is read, he will be understood.
His audience might be, in comparative terms, a small one, but it
will be constant and it will be far-flung.
This does not mean that we should not be proud of him in Wales.
We are. Proof of this is to be found in the special number of Poetry
Wales published in Spring 1977 (Volume 12 No. 4) which is devoted to Watkins' work, including essays on the poetry, previously
unpublished work by Watkins, reviews, reminiscences. It does not
read like a volume of reclamation. It has a busy, living quality, it
assumes the stature and importance of the poet it means to honour.
Leslie Norris
Books by Vernon Watkins currently available are: The Unity of the Stream, Gomer Press
£2.95. Paperback £1.95. The Ballad of the Outer Dark, Enitharmon Press £3, paperback
£1.95. Selected Verse Translations, Enitharmon Press £3.45, paperback £1.95. The Breaking of the Wave, Golgonooza Press £1.50. / that was Born in Wales, University of Wales
Press £1.50. Poetry Wales special issue on Vernon Watkins. Vol.12 No.4 Spring 1977.
Christopher Davis 75p.

TIME STANDS STILL by Keith Critchlow: published by Gordon
Fraser; hardcover £18.50, softcover £9.50.

I recommend anyone interested in the geometry of the megalithic
stone rings in Britain to read this book. The author is an architect
and, as his previous works have shown, he is a superb draftsman
with a sound knowledge of plane and solid geometry. To him the
stone circles are not simply two-dimensional but he considers that
the size and shape of the individual stones are important.
He attempts to connect the development of the circles with the
beliefs and outlook of the builders, and he goes on to develop the
geometry of the rings and gives new interpretations to the designs.
If anyone finds himself put off by early chapters, I recommend him
to turn to Chapter 7. This chapter deals with the beautifully carved
stone balls which to my knowledge have been exclusively found in
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Scotland. These do not seem to have been examined scientifically
by anyone before. Looking at the photograph in Figure 115 it is
difficult to see how it has been apparently entirely missed up to the
present that this is based on a tetrahedron. Looking at Figure 114
we see representatives of all of the five platonic solids. How is it
that these have been missed by archaeologists for so long? They
cannot continue to be swept under the carpet. They speak mutely
of the knowledge of the geometry of the sphere which their makers
possessed, and in order to study astronomy properly one must of
course have a knowledge of the sphere.
The value of the book is considerably enhanced by Rod Bull's
beautiful photographs of megalithic sites in various parts of Britain
and Brittany. What patience the photographer must have had to
wait for the lighting conditions to be just right to bring out the
feeling of wonder and mystery produced when the sites are seen
under favourable conditions!
Alexander Thom

ANGELOS SIKELIANOS: Selected Poems, translated and introduced by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard. Princeton University Press, 1979. U.K. Allen & Unwin, 1980. £3.50

At the outset of this notice, may I say that I have no qualification
whatever for reviewing a selection of translations of Sikelianos's
work, presented in the present book with the original text, except
that of having a keen interest in modern European literature, and in
the relations between men, myth and poetry, which seem to be
illustrated with unusual salience in this particular instance. Possessing
not even the rudiments of Greek, I have had to rely for what small
acquaintance I may have with modern Greek poetry — Cavafy,
Seferis, Elytis, Ritsos — on translations, especially of course those
of Philip Sherrard, to whose name Edmund Keeley's must at once
be added, as he was Mr Sherrard's collaborator not only in the work
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of which the book here considered is the result, but also in the helpful and stimulating Six Poets of Modern Greece.
Right at the beginning of the succinct introduction we are told
that Angelos Sikelianos, 1884-1951, was in some ways a traditional poet, more so than Cavafy, twenty years his senior, or
Seferis, a few years younger than he was. Then we are informed
that 'one' (the introduction presumably being the result, like the
translations, of collaboration between Edmund Keeley and Philip
Sherrard) is reminded by Sikelianos's early work of some of the
`nature' poetry of Dylan Thomas, because the intimate, dynamic
relationship between the poet and his 'local habitation' is to be
discerned in both poets. This is an interesting point to have made
for the English reader and I certainly would not contest it, though
I think it could be suggested that the affinity between Sikelianos
and the Lithuanian-born French poet O.V. de L. Milosz is considerably greater. Both Milosz and Sikelianos might, it would seem, be
said to have experienced at a crucial moment of their lives something like an initiatory spiritual illumination, which I doubt that
Thomas would ever have claimed to have received, being to some
extent inhibited by an inherent suspicion of pretentiousness and a
dislike of all metaphysical speculation. The question of 'local
habitation', incidentally, is one that may be found haunting all
true European poets since at least the time of Schelling, referred
to in the introductory note as having been quoted approvingly by
Sikelianos because he asserted that mythology contains all religious
truth in it, that religion is not mythology but that all myths are true
and constitute revelations of what always exists.
Before going on to a necessarily inadequate comment on the
poems/translations themselves, I should like to add that such a
book as Mircea Eliade's Myths, Dreams and Mysteries is a considerable aid towards a proper appreciation of Sikelianos's content,
as it represents an invaluable aide-memoire concerning the original
world-wide belief in a primeval paradisiac state, the subsequent
exile into a harsh and onerous reality, and the universal nostalgia
for the prelapsarian condition not to be dismissed as it is wont to
I
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be by rigorous Freudians as a mere longing for the irresponsible
safety of the mother's womb. Sikelianos's translators tell us of
the special importance for this Greek poet of the role of poetry and
the poet in the ancient tradition of his country, the conception of
the poet as 'standing at the centre of his world as inspired prophet
and seer, teacher and mystagogue'. I mentioned Mircea Eliade
because he is one of the modem authoritative writers who have paid
particular attention to the tradition to be found in various forms in
almost all 'primitive' cultures of the poet as intermediary between
mortal men and the realm of the divine and extra-temporal, climbing a Tree or Ladder into domains inaccessible to the uninitiated,
there to receive mysterious but vital revelations from some supreme
supernatural source. The shaman in so many supposedly primitive
societies seems always to have had to undergo a drastically painful
initiation into the interrelated secrets of sexuality, death, and
the sacredness of human ancestry and of Nature; and the shaman is
the prototype of what has survived, it may now seem miraculously,
in the tradition that re-emerged at approximately the beginning of
the last century of the poet as seer, 'agent for bringing into close
communion the mortal and the divine', as the introduction already
quoted from defines him. Sikelianos's poet-seer persona 'often
seems larger than life, almost a voice in nature that transcends
humanity'. the translator-authors add. This may account for
Lawrence Durrell, whose knowledge of Greek poetry is undeniably
intimate, even if his taste and preferences are understandably personal, having remarked to me that Sikelianos put him in mind of
someone cast in the mould of a d'Annunzio. Though ignorant of
Greek, the self-evident authenticity of the poet represented by the
twenty-five poems that have been selected for translation in this
book is that of a figure of an altogether different order of importance, though possibly I underestimate d'Annunzio, that to me
dubiously flamboyant and equivocal sacred monster (in the stage
sense) of 20th century literary mythology.
The specifically national tradition of Greece, ethnically considered, is best represented in this collection by the long poem
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`The Village Wedding'. Space permits no more than five lines of
quotation that may give some indication of the tone and angle:
Breeze suddenly brushing
the bridegroom's knee
like a white veil.
Creation of man from the beginning
at the Word of God.'
I hope it will not be inept or superfluous to comment here that the
close connection between Greek and Russian Orthodox ceremonies
and these two nations' unusually strong traditional sense of the
innate holiness of sex and soil enable one to connect this particular
poem with an earlier and perhaps more radical work, Stravinsky's
powerful les Noces', though I am well aware that such comparisons are risky.
`The Village Wedding' is free in form, a rhapsody rather than an
epithalamium. There are several shorter poems in the collection
of which the form is far stricter, such as sonnets, and the beautiful,
apparently quite early 'The Mother of Dante', the regular and
rhyming quatrains of which the translators have, I think wisely,
refrained from attempting to reproduce in the English version they
have arrived at. The late 'Hymn to Artemis Orthia' Ca goddess of
the hunt, of the fertility of both human beings and beasts, and of
childbirth', a note informs us) is an obviously deeply significant
and emotionally resonant poem of some length. In it, what was
perhaps the principal of the early Greek female initiatory rites whether one considers the Maenads or Corybantes as having priority
in this respect is a question which would divert what was supposed
to be a brief article in the direction of a disquisition that would be
finally irrelevant to poetry altogether — is evoked in vividly sensuous imagery and fiercely severe terms. For the last time, I must
quote from Eliade on `Women's Mysteries': 'It is not the natural
phenomenon of giving birth that constitutes the mystery; it is the
revelation of the feminine sacredness; that is, of the mystic unity
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between life, woman, nature and the divinity. . . The girl or the
initiated woman emerges from the innermost depths of her being,
and this consciousness — obscure though it may be — is experienced
in symbols'. In this last sentence we have the justification for
referring again here to Eliade, for such symbols are obviously the
same as those used by the inspired poet such as Sikelianos, and
come from the 'ancient springs' that Kathleen Raine has memorably
defended.
`Daedalus', the poem which follows the 'Hymn' just discussed, is
another piece that appears to have sprung from profound depths,
much as its subject's son fell from a dangerous height; and it ends
with the adjuration:
climb always
with slow even wings the heavens of our Thought,
eternal Daedalus, Dawnstar of the Beyond.
If my memory does not betray me, I quite recently made the
observation in something I wrote that there exists hardly any
significant poem, by which I mean one worth studying and rereading any number of times, that is not susceptible to what until
recently was as a rule referred to as hermeneutic analysis, though I
understand that, in France and America at least, the more favoured
current term is semiotics (which possibly is not to be confused with
the kind of philosophical examination so remarkably exemplified
by Heidegger's commentaries on the poetry of Wilderlin and a few
of his successors). What made me mention this is that it strikes me
as obvious that the poems of Sikelianos belong to the category I
have just tried to indicate. For instance, simply the words from
`Dionysus Encradled', 'my Christ and my Dionysus', quoted for
their particular significance for an understanding of the poet's
mature ethos in the translator's introduction, could easily lead one
to a study of considerable length, so vastly rich in implication and
so contemporary in relevance is the conjunction of these two
inexhaustibly meaningful Names. The introduction, to make a
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final reference to it, tells us that the present selection may suggest
an imperfect image of the poet Sikelianos finally conceived himself
to be, that is 'the sleepless artificer (. . .) with a lifelong commitment to the role of poet-prophet in the tradition of Pindar and
Aeschylus or, in more recent times, of Holderlin, Yeats and St.John
Perse'. At least the first of these three names alone reinforces my
conviction that Martin Heidegger (who died four years ago at the
age of eighty-seven) would have found in Sikelianos, had he had
time to read him, a modern source of exactly the sort of 'given'
utterances that inspired some of the most stimulatingly cogent of
his later writings; all the more so in that Sikelianos, like the German
philosopher, was apparently haunted all his life by a vision of the
freely intuitive clarity of the pre-Socratics, with their primal insights which it seems increasingly imperative that we should strive
somehow to re-experience at present. Both poet and philosopher
would surely have agreed that one of the most vital things to be
recaptured and thought through in this way is the nexus of fertilizing truths that are to be discovered embedded in the two Greek
words phusis and poiesis, only very elementarily to be translated as
nature and poetry but in their full and subtly complex sense as
fundamentally seminal terms as the previously mentioned mythological pair, Christus and Dionysus. But perhaps the poetry is in the
mystery, and I am well aware that there are many who maintain that
discursive glosses on poems such as those of a poet like Sikelianos
at his most inspired risk losing something of the communicative
force of the text commented on. But here I must once more
check myself and try to come to some sort of satisfactory conclusion.
Although, as often tends to happen to me nowadays, I shall have
to end without having been able to indicate half the things I
thought should be said when I began writing this article, I am determined to work in a further reference to that outstanding Frenchlanguage poet of Lithuanian origin, whom I have long admired
but only rediscovered and read again recently, O.V. de L. Milosz.
I understand that the second issue of Temenos is to contain a
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comprehensive study of this remarkable solitary genius so that
fortunately I need say no more about him here except to point out
that he was as obsessed by the notion of a lost paradise of pristine
innocence, by our present sense of homelessness, and by the poet's
initiatory capacity and/or function as any of the poets with whom
Sikelianos may be compared. Whether or not Milosz will ultimately
be considered to be as important a poet as St.John Perse is a fruitless and irrelevant question I shall not attempt to answer. What can
be said is that the former, described by the supremely intelligent
Valery, without irony, as 'terribly pro-profound', underwent during
the last month of 1914 something like a period of great illumination, the results of which are to be discerned in all his later writings;
whereas so far as I am aware the Nobel Prize winner never made any
claim to have had an exceptional experience of a mystical nature.
These remarks are by way of preamble to a quotation from the
Epitre a Storge, written by Milosz in the middle of the First World
War:
But we shall die, Storge, and we shall enter into that blessed
state wherein ceaselessly dissatisfied multiplication, division
and rhythm find the supreme absolute number and the immutable and perfect finale of every poem. It is the second love, it
is the Elysium of Master Goethe, it is the Empyrium of the
great Alighieri, the Adamandroni of the good Swedenborg, the
Hesperides of the unfortunate Holderlin. It is already here but what does that word 'here', 0 Storge, exactly mean? yes, and spread throughout universal matter, matter that is
infinite and therefore deprived of movement and place. Happy
indeed the spirit of affirmation that discovers, here and now,
that sure and unique reality, that Isle of Patmos, land of
beatitude, where the accomplishment of the mind's movement
is the correspondence with the immobility of infinite matter.
`Only connect.' One possible connection that can be made with
this brief extract from a text resulting from the revelation received
by Milosz referred to previously is that with Teilhard de Chardin,
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whose strangely similar though quite differently formulated worldvision as expressed later in Le Milieu Divin began, it seems, to be
intuited by him at the same time as the 'Epistle to Storge' was being
written (I think I should add that I owe this pertinent observation
to one of Milosz's commentators, Jacques Buge).
All in all, it seems to me justifiable to suppose that if one grants
that poetry and prophecy can in the era now probably approaching
its end still be found in the work of certain European poets to be
on occasion more or less synonymous, then one will also be prepared to admit the strong possibility that what such poets are
prophesying is one and the same mysterious Thing. This word is
certainly not intended to suggest anything to do with the 'reification' of which we have already heard more than enough; it is in fact
simply the translation of the expression of the term la Chose, used
by a woman friend of mine, who writes poems in French of a
mystic and meditative nature, in a brief fragment that I have no
doubt anticipates this necessarily unspecifiable but undeniably
imminent spiritual Event of decisive importance to humankind.
Yeats has already been cited as one of those poets of our time with
whom Sikelianos may be said to have an affinity. Yeats' best-known
poem of an indubitably prophetic nature is 'The Second Coming'.
In Sikelianos's 'Dionysus Encradled', Mother-Night, surely identifiable both with primordial chaos and with an all-pervading eschatological obscurity, is evoked, and after mention not of a leonine
sphinxlike shape in the desert but of the Serpent of the Abyss, the
poet asks himself:
Is God, eternal God, being born again
tonight as a young child?'
The question has been asked as it will continue to be in so many
different ways that it would be impossible to enumerate and distinguish them here. Yeats' rough beast' does not reassure us with
an intimation of a return of anything that could possibly be
described as the Divine in the sense understood by any kind of
Christian believer. There are probably not many ways in which
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Yeats can be described as having had much in common with Stefan
George, but one can at least point out that they can both be said to
display the unmistakably national characteristics of their respective
countries, which incidentally has caused both of them to be overhastily labelled by some as having had fascist or Nazi leanings (a
type of misunderstanding I haven't the time to refute or unravel),
they both moved steadily forward from an initial fin-de-siecle
symbolist-type 'dreaminess', to use an unsatisfactory word to indicate a tendency manifesting itself in a variety of ways throughout
Europe round about the turn of the century, towards an increasingly lapidary style and a growing concern with the dimension of
the invisible; above all both came in the end to adopt that stance of
aristocratic aloofness which in its apparently coldhearted scorn of
the plebeian can be mistaken for a disdain of the kind of values
still recognized in 'free' countries as making us specifically human.
This apparent digression is leading me to the observation that
poetry of a prophetic nature, that directs our imagination towards
the future as well as the eternal present which embraces it, is of an
optimistic or pessimistic nature according to the fundamental makeup, faith or lack of it, of the poet sufficiently gifted to write it.
This is, of course, an oversimplification, because, at least in my
opinion, optimism and pessimism may be likened to the two lenses
of a pair of spectacles necessary to the reflective individual in order
to correct a universal astigmatism brought about by a civilization
based on a fundamental dualism which, as Octavio Pazi observed
recently, is tearing us asunder. But in order to make quite clear
the point I wished to make about poets of the category to which
Yeats and George may be considered to belong, while Sikelianos, it
seems to me, ought not to be, I should like to insert here a quotation from Karl Jaspers' Tragedy is not Enough':
Tragic knowledge invades and breaks through, but does not
master reality — there is too much it leaves untouched, forgotten or unexplained. It lures us into an exalting world of
grandeur; and thus, despite all clear-eyed honesty, it obscures
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the truth. — Tragedy becomes the privilege of the exalted few
— all others must be content to be wiped out indifferently in
disaster. Tragedy then becomes a characteristic not of man,
but of a human aristocracy. As the code of privilege, this
philosophy becomes arrogant and unloving; it gives us comfort
by pandering to our self-esteem.
`Horseman, pass by' — and be content to be wiped out along with
the unhappy multitudes, as the nub of this passage might be paraphrased. It is possible that I am doing Yeats a mischievous injustice
in interpolating his famous last words in this particular context. All
that Jaspers said in the short book just quoted from, first published
here2 in 1953, however, appears to me to be still valid with reference to the state of the world, and the poet (prophetic or otherwise) in it, today. And to conclude this divagation, I should like to
refer the reader wishing to read a comment informed by a combination of erudition and profound spiritual insight on the situation and
significance of prophecy in the present century to the pages headed
Prophecy, Apocalyptic, and the Historical Hour, to be found in a
collection of texts by Martin Buber entitled 'Pointing the Way'.3
To conclude, let me quote some of the last lines of the last poem
in this collection of translations of poems by Sikelianos, entitled
`Agraphon' (meaning literally, a note tells us, 'unwritten thing',
but now a term used to refer to a saying or tradition about Christ
either not recorded in the Gospels or incapable of being traced to
its original source), in order to illustrate the humility of the poet's
final conception of his role and the piercing keenness of his vision
of the actual world and whatever may lie before us. The kind of
parable told in the poem concerns Christ's pointing out the beauty
of the teeth in the skull of a dog's carcass the stench of which the
disciples about Him had found offensive. I do not know whether or
not this is one of the stories to be found related in the Oxyrhynchine
fragments, but it is not entirely unfamiliar and may I suspect have
had something to do with the inspiration of Baudelaire's poem 'Une
Charogne'. After relating the brief, possibly apocryphal story
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related by the `agraphon' of the title, the poet, referring to himself
as 'the very least of men', pondering Jesus's words and standing
before Him, prays that it may be granted him to see
— something glittering suddenly
deep inside me, above the putrefaction,
beyond the world's decay, like the dog's teeth
at which that sunset You gazed, Lord, in wonder:
a great pledge, mirror of the Eternal, but also
the harsh lightning-flash, the hope of Justice!
If it is permissible to descend for an envoi from the sublime to
the trivially immediate and I hope not apparently facetious: Were I
to hazard a little prophecy of my own with regard to the reception
of this book by typical representatives of the current generation of
critics in this country, I shouldn't hesitate to predict that their
intrepidly disabused but parochial superficiality will prompt them
to regard Sikelianos's seriousness and (dread term of disapprobation!) 'solemnity' with a mixture of undisguised suspicion and
distaste. To make one really ultimate connected quotation with
regard to this state of affairs, George Steiner, in 'The Death of
Tragedy', tells us (apropos of Ibsen, though I find the sentence not
altogether inapposite to the Greek poet I have been discussing):
`Yet there remains a chance of miracle; in sharing mortal danger the
dead may awaken'.
David Gascoyne
Notes
1 Octavio Paz: 'Poetry and History' in Anthology of Mexican Poetry, Thames &
Hudson; reprinted by Penguin Books in Octavio Paz: Selected Poems, 1979.
2 By Gollancz.
3 Edited and translated by M.S. Friedman; Harper Torchbooks, Harper & Row,

N.Y., 1957.
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St-John Perse, LETTERS, translated and edited by Arthur J.
Knodel (Bollingen Series LXXXVII: 2) Princeton University Press,
£12.50.

We have here assembled some 700 pages of letters of the French
diplomat Alexis Leger and poet St-John Perse covering the years
1906 to 1966 and grouped into three sections, the early letters,
letters from Asia, and letters from the years of his exile in America.
The decision to link the letters together according to the recipients
within the three sections does not make the book so easy to use as
it might have been. Few of the letters are sequential in any important sense so that the constant to-ing and fro-ing in chronological
order becomes irritating. A more detailed listing of the recipients in
the Contents would have been useful since this information is not
easily gleaned from the index. On the positive side where necessary
each letter has a useful addendum giving relevant information on
people and events.
Very few of the letters from the years 1919 to 1940, the years
that saw Leger's most intense activity as a diplomat, appear to have
survived. Very few are addressed to diplomatic or political figures:
nearly all to writers or friends of writers. These are predominantly
the letters of the poet. It is the translator's expressed hope that the
letters will induce the reader to explore the poetry, a hope that
must seem in vain, at least in England, where the stature of St-John
Perse's poetry has never been generally acknowledged: moreover it
is difficult to see how it could be, given the prevailing standards.
Professor Knodel's further hope, that the letters show the oneness
of the poet and the man, and show how completely the poems are
lived is demonstrated, it must be said, beyond any doubt.
In taking up the present volume, then, what can the reader
expect to find? Surprisingly few of the letters contain 'literary
substance'. There is no 'gossip' and little to slake the thirst of
political historians of the period of Leger's diplomatic career. We
learn nothing new as to the disappearance of the five long poems, a
play and a political testament bound into a unique single volume,
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and seized by the Nazis at the occupation of Paris in 1940. A
number of important letters do not appear (for instance the one to
George Hippert published in The Berkeley Review, Winter 1956)
and one suspects the few letters to Archibald Macleish are merely
the glint of a larger and hidden treasure. We regret that there are
only six letters in 23 years to Francis Biddle whom the poet came
to regard as his closest friend during exile. In addition to the letters
there are translations (with French texts) of two early poems that
do not appear in the Bollingen edition of the Collected Poems. Des
Villes sur trois modes is written in bastard alexandrines. Described
by the author as 'a joke' and dated 1906 it actually predates the
extraordinary maturity of Images a Crusoe by two years and was
the earliest poem to be printed. Cohort was written in 1907 and
had the misfortune to be published by Gide without the poet's
knowledge and in a hopelessly inaccurate text. In addition there are
18 plates including portraits of some of the poet's friends yet none
of his wife Dorothy Millburn whom he married in 1958.
In view of the translator's hope that the letters will lead on to the
poetry one might pin-point a few avenues of approach as they
emerge from these pages. One should, however, be on one's guard
against extrapolating a 'literary doctrine, I have none to formulate.
I have never found "scientific" cooking edible' (p 451). As the
editor points out in his introduction it is evident from the beginning
that literature exercised a simultaneous fascination and repulsion
for Alexis Leger. All his life the poet upheld, with an aristocratic
disdain for anything 'small', the distinction between public and
literary life. In a letter to Max-Pol Fouchet in 1948 in connection
with a literary 'homage' he wrote, 'Have them consider my work,
leaving out as completely as possible any mention of my personal
life, which is not the reader's concern. Above all, may I be spared
any references to my diplomatic life. I haven't gone to the trouble
of adopting a literary pseudonym, and of keeping the two aspects
of my personality strictly separate, just for nothing. It's not simply
a matter of taste or conventional behaviour; as a matter of actual
fact, any connection established between St-John Perse and Alexis
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Leger inevitably ends up by deforming the reader's view and basically vitiating his poetic interpretation' (p 530).
Nor can this be put down to the poet merely smarting from
Maurice Saillet's contemporaneously published inaccurate study.
The need for the rigour of the distinction becomes apparent when
we read elsewhere that 'the poet's personality in itself is none of the
reader's concern; he has a right only to the completed work, severed
like a fruit from its tree. Still more absurd, infinitely, is this systematic search for a political personality, along with the arbitrary intrusion of contemporary history, with all its moral, patriotic, or social
implications, in poems that cannot be pigeon-holed in any temporal
framework — poems bound to no special time or place, and always
conceived, on their ideal or absolute plane (p 547) . .. There is not
the slightest concern for political current events or personal circumstances in the poem Exil (which is simply about human exile,
terrestial exile in all its forms), any more than there is in the poem
Pluies (which is solely about the general feeling of discontent with
the human condition and its material limitations) or in the poem
Vents (which is about the general impatience that is felt in the face
of all consummated things, of all ashen remains and accumulated
acquisitions of the human habitat' (p 548). It is a question of what
the poet 'is' — (his quality of being) rather than who he is for the
expression of archetypal experience demands as prerequisite a
spiritual rigour in which the metaphysical oneness of knower and
known becomes effective; 'the very function of the poet is to integrate the thing evoked or to integrate himself into the thing, identify himself with it to the point of becoming that thing and confusing himself with it — living it, miming it, incarnating it, in a word
of taking possession of it, always in a very active way, in its innermost movements and very substance' (p 422). In so striving to go
beyond that dualism that has for so long dogged the West Perse
joins that other great European poet Yeats in giving the lie to that
alienation of man from a fate that involves the whole of being.
Such passages give the reader a valuable insight into the poet's
approach to the 'existential flux' that is the characteristic sub-
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stance of the poems; from the Zen-like immediacy of the early
poems developing in the later, longer poems to a vision that moves
(without ever leaving) away from the particularity of the existential
and towards the universal being — its essence and its physical reverberation extended across the great canvas of the cosmic silence.
The active integration of knower and known, poet and poem, was
something for which the poet trained physically. Indeed there is
something of the monk in Perse who constantly steeped himself in
deep solitude and, one suspects, had his own ascetic practices (he
speaks, for instance, of swimming twice a day in all seasons during
his American years). He frequently urges his correspondents to look
after their physical health, 'as it will always play a part in your
intellectual effectiveness. One must go through life, even the
literary life, like a thoroughbred animal' (p 652).
For Perse, human experience should be seen, at its fullest and
finest, as the spiritual `transport' to the very frontiers of the mind'
(p 358); 'the very function of the poet, in terms of human knowledge, is, for me, simply a way of organising life which keeps us
more alive, even more painfully alert, to the far side of mere appearances' (p 575). But in the same letter, to Paul Claudel, Perse speaks
of his loathing of all existentialist philosophy and all naturalistic
aesthetics: 'poetic creation has no other object than the liberating
of joy, or rather, more precisely, of "pleasure" in its very essence the most mysterious, most useless, and by that very fact, the most
sacred of pleasures' (p 576).
Such a passage should be sufficient to disprove the notion that
Perse was simply, if grandly, a poet of the existential fact. Indeed,
those for whom he is just that must balk at his confession of belief
in the alliance of poetic creation and the sacred. The importance of
this will forever escape those who wish to explain 'a "poet" in
terms of his cultural acquisitions . . . it seems to me that the philosophical concept "poet" may be, in its essence, brought back to the
old and elemental "rheism" of ancient thought — like the rheism, in
Occidental thought, of our pre-Socratics' (p 492). This appeal to
the elemental powers of the primeval divinity is entirely in keeping
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with the poems. Although ultimately it may be possible to judge
him an humanist poet — and certainly the Christian God is absent
from his poetry — nonetheless the divine is present as the source of
that fecund and seemingly inexhaustible coming into being that is
the special genius of his imagination. As Claudel once noted God is
a word this poet avoids 'religiously'.
It is against this background that we have to understand Perse's
reply to Claudel (one of deep humility and without the least trace
of pride), a confession of his own lack of submission to the God of
the Church: 'Thank you for the word "religiously", that your
understanding led you to insert there. It is only too true that I am
obliged to avoid, scrupulously, misuse of a word that today carries
with it a confessional acceptance — obliged to avoid it so long
as the metaphysical notions of the absolute, of eternity or infinity,
cannot for me be combined with the moral and personal notion
that is the basis of revealed religions. The search in all things for
the "divine", which has been the hidden mainspring of my whole
pagan life, along with that intolerance, in all things, of human
limitations . . . can qualify me for nothing beyond my own striving
. .. too many people have made a great show before you of some
sort of "religious crisis", genuine or feigned. That sort of thing is
utterly foreign to me. It is, quite simply, my whole life that has
never ceased to bear the ever-increasing tragic sense of its spiritual
frustration, at grips, in all humility, with the most elementary need
for an Absolute' (p 579). In such a confession can we measure the
anguish of modern man alienated from a cosmos in which every
`minute particular' was, for less self-conscious ages, instinct with the
divine principle?
Brian Keeble
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Thomas Blackburn, poet, died in 1978. His last book of poems, Post Mortem,
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Gilbert Durand is the founder and director of the Centre de Recherche sur
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by O.U.P.
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himself a poet and playwright.
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Mrs Janette Jackson is co-founder of the Research into Lost Knowledge
Organization (RILKO) which, from 1967 to the time of Mrs Jackson's retirement in 1980, has accomplished important work and won world-wide interest
and respect in the field of the 'sacred science' underlying temple architecture.
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